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FOREWORD 
The SPS systems defmition study was initiated in December 1976. Part I was completed on May 1, 
1977. Part I included a principal analysis effort t o  evaluate SPS energy conversion options and space 
construction locations. A transportation add+n task pmvidea for further analysis of transportation 
options. operations. and costs. 
The study was managed by the Lyndon B. John- Space Center (JSC) of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA). The Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) was Clarke 
Covington of JSC. JSC study management team members included: 
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The Part I Report includes a total of five volumes: 
Vol. I D 1 80-20689- 1 Executive Summary 
Vol. I1 D 180-20689-2 System Requirements and Energy Conversion Options 
Vol. 111 D 180-20689-3 Construction, Tramportation, and Cost Analyses 
Vol. IV D 1 80-206894 SPS Transportation System Requirements 
Vol. V D 1 80-20689-5 SPS Transportation: Representative System Descriptions 
Reqv-xts for infonnation should be directed t o  Gordon R. Woodcock of the Boeing Aerospace 
Company in Seattle or Clarke Covington of the Spacecraft Design Division of the Johnson Space 
Center in Houston. 
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3.4 CONSTRUCTION ANALYSlS 
3.4.1 Satellite Construction Concepts 
3.4.1.1 Approach 
3.4.1.1.1 Construction Analysis Objectives-Unlike the other analyses performed during Part I, 
the construction analysis was not directed at determining the mass and cost associated with the 
construction of the alternative satellite types or alternative construction sites. The objectives of 
the Part I construction analysis were the following: 
For each satellite type and each i o n s t ~ c t i o n  location, 
- define workable construction concepts 
- define associated types of facilities t o  be used 
- define the construction sequences 
- define the time allocations for each major construction task 
- define the functional requirements for the construction machinery 
- estimate how many of each type of construction machine is required and what operating rate is 
iuired 
 mate the number of personnel required 
3.4.1.1.2 Construction Analysis Constraints and Assumptions-Due to the limited analytical time 
available, the number of satellite typeslconstruction locations. and the lack of a data base from 
which t o  start. it was necessary to adopt some simplifying assumptions. constraints, and ground- 
rules : 
1.  The total satellite was to be constrt~ctrd in one year (excluding LEO-to-GEO transportation 
time). 
- ',:: construction machincs of a given t) pe were to  have the same operating rate. 
3. Antenna construction was not 3nalyzed. but time for attaching the antennas to the satellite 
was allowed and an antenna construction crew size was estimated. 
4. ;'l'ort equipment required to  deliver parts to  the construction machines was not considered, 
however, the support crew size was estimated. 
5 .  Subsystem installation was not considered, however a subsystem installation crew size was 
estimated. 
6. In most cases, only a single design solution was pursued. There was not time to analyze 
attenative machine or facility approaches. 
3.4.1.1.3 Construction Philosophy-As the various satellite types were analyzed, a set of under- 
lying principles (objectives, goals, guidelines) evolved that were incorporated into all of the various 
construction concepts. The collection of these principles could be called our "construction phil- 
sophy", see Table 3.4-1. In some cases, not al l  of these principles could be satisfied due to peculiar 
satellite configuration details. These principles will be reevaluated during Part 2. 
TABLE 3.4-1 
CONSTRUCTION PHILOSOPHY 
CONCEPT RAT IONALE 
F A C I L I T I Z E D  CONSTRUCTION DO NOT HAVE TO B U I L D  I N  EXTRA STRENGTH (MASS) I N T O  EVERY SATELL ITE  I N  
ORDER TO SUPPORT CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS CAN BE DECOUPLED 
DECOUPLED OPERATIONS CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS SHOULD BE INDEPENDENT AS POSSIBLE SO THAT A SLOW 
DOWN OR SHUTDOWN I N  ONE OPERATION HAS MINIMUM IMPACT ON OTHERS 
MAJOR SUBASSEMBLIES I N  FABRICATE MAJOR SUBASSEMBLIES I N  PARALLEL I N  SEPARATE F A C I L I T Y  LOCATIONS 
PAPALLEL SO THAT MAXIMUM T I M E  CAN BE ALLOTTED TO EACH SUBASSEMBLY FABRICATION 
CONTINUOUS BEAMS CONTINUOUS BEAMS, WHETHER CURVED OR STRAIGHT, 
- M I N I M I Z E  THE NUMBER OF J O I N T S  
- EL IM INATES THE NEED FOR SOME J O I N T  PLUG ASSEMBLIES u 
MOVIVG BEAM MACHINES PLACING BE4M MACHINES ON TRACKS SUCH THAT THE MACHINE BACKS AWAY FROM L 0" 
"EXTRUDED" BEAM I S  PREFERRED OVER F I X E D  BEAM MACHINES: L 
W 8 
- CONTINUOUS LONGITUDINAL BEAMS CAN BE MADE (NO LONGITUDINAL BUTT 00 
'? 
J O I N T S  REQUIRED) W 
- CROSS FRAMES CAN BE STARTED AS SOON AS LONGITUDINAL BEAM MACHINES 
PASS THE J O I N T  AREA 
SUPPORT THE BEAMS LONG BEAMS SHOULD BE SUPPORTED AS THEY ARE FABRICATED TO EL IM INATE  UNDESIRED 
STRESS AND UNGUIDED END POSITIONS 
M I N I M I Z E  USE OF FREE FLYERS MACHINES THAT FREE FLY ARE NOT DESIRED. THE SATELL ITE  COMPONENTS ARE TOO 
FRANGIBLE TO TOLERATE ACCIDENTAL COLLISIONS.  PROPELLANT CONSUMPTION, 
EXHAUST PRODUCT CONTAMINATION, AND PLUME IMPINGEMENT WOULD PRESENT PROBLEMS 
3.4.1.2 Summary of Results-The detailed construction analysis of each of the six satellite types/ 
construction base alternates are included in Section 3.4.1.3. In this section, the significant results of 
the various construction analysis are summarized and evaluated. 
3.4.1.2.1 Construction Machinery Requiremenb-The number of construction machines required 
for each concept is summarized in Figure 3.4-1. 
3.4.1.2.2 Manning Requirements-The total crew size estimates for each satellite type/construction 
location is summarized in Figure 3.4-1 and is given in detail in Table 3.4-2. 
3.4.1.2.3 Construction Facilities-The construction facilities derived for the various satellite types/ 
construction locations are shown in Figure 3.4-2. 
3.4.1.2.4 Constructability Rating- An attempt was made to integrate the various construction fac- 
tors into a "constructability rating". Figure 3.4-3 shows the results. The process used to establish 
the rating scores is described in Section 3.4.7. 
(NOTE: This preliminary constructability rating does not include cost or mass 
factors.) 
The relative ratings show that for a given satenite type, there is very little difference in the con- 
structability due to construction base location. 
The CR= I Phatovoltaic satellite should be the most constructable and the thermal engine satellite 
should be more difficult. However. the thermal engine satellite is constructable. 
3.4.1.3 Construction Analysis 
3.4.1.3.1 Photovoltaic Satellite (CR=2) CEO Base Construction Analysis 
3.4.1.3.1.1 Introduction-The CR=2 Photovoltaic satellite is one of the two reference satellite con- 
figurations. Its distinguishing feature is that it employs large reflectors to concentrate the sunlight 
on the solar cells. 
This was the first construction analysis performed. The construction philosophy, machine operating 
rates, and assu~nptions that evolved from this analysis were applied during the analysis of other 
satellite types. 
Table 3.4-2 Manning Requirements Summary 
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3.4.1.3.1.2 Overview-In this section, the reference satellite configuration will be described and the 
top-level theline will be developed. 
Refetznoe SaWite Configuration-The CR=2 photovoltaic satellite configuration that will be used 
as the refewnce for the constmction analysis is shown in F i r e  3.44. 
Taplewl Tieline Analysis 
Assumpiion #I - Total construction time/satellite = 365 days. 
Assumption #2 - M o w  30 days for final integration a id  checkout. 
Assumption #3 - Allow 20 days to fabricate end structures and misceUaneous mmponents (10 
days for each end). 
Assumption if4 - Allow 20 days to install antenn~s (10 days each). 
Assumption #S - Antennas constructed in parallel with satellite. 
Assumption #6 - Plthough 1 dayjweek will be allotted as an off duty day for each crewmember. 
the work phasing can be organized such that a common shutdown day is not 
required. 
Given these assumptions. it is found that there are 305 days available for fabricating/assembling 44 
bays (see Figure 3.4-5): approximately 7 days per bay. 
Assumption -"7 - Allow 1 day /bay for: 
- catch up if machines break down 
- final inspection 
- coordination between all bays 
- moving machinery out of way 
- indexing satellite to next bay 
- maintenance on niachinery 
Allow 6 days/bay akailable for primary fabrication,!assembly work. 
Assumption #8 - Two-bay construction facility. 
The construction of the frame will be done in parallel with the other assembly operations. 
Assumption $@ - Allow 10 liours to index the next bay ( I .  1 meterlminute) 
Taking these facton into account, the top-level timeline for each bay is as shown in Figure 3 . 4 6 .  
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Figure 3-46 T o p L d  T i  for the Construction of Each Bay of  dre CR = 2.0 Pbotovdtaic Satellite 
3.4.1.3.1 -3 Const~ction Concept 
Configurations 
Frame Confiyration-Th? frame configuration to be built within the 7 day time aliotment is shown 
in Figure 3.4-7. The frame nomenclature shown in this figure will be used throughout this analyis. 
To assemble the framework. it will be necessary to adapt the ends of some of the frames (as made 
by beam machines) to the angular ~ . r faces  of other frames to which they are attached. To accom- 
modate this. p int  plugs will be used (see Figure 3.4-8). 
!Mar Cell Blanket AEsemMy Configuration-The sola. ceU blankets will be delivered to  the installa- 
tion area in ZOm wide accordion-folded blanket packages which will be attached t o  the frame. The 
blankets have a preattached bridle that will be used to unfold and depioy the blvlket across the 
trough. The bridle will be 3ttached to a preinstalled tensioning device. The edges of adjacent solar 
cell blankets are then attaclred. Figure 3.49 depicts the configuration described. 
Refkctor ArwmMy Configuration-The reflector assembly is similar to  the solar cell blanket assem- 
bly. Figure 3.410 depicts the configuration. Note that the reflector is assumed to  be deli\:red in 
rolls. 
Bus/Switch Gear Assembly -The electrical power collection system is shown in Figure 3.41 1 and 
3.4-1 2.  These figures show that on both sides of each trough that there are two busses that have to 
be installed: 1 )  Module bus (triangular in shapeup to -415 m at highest point). and 2 )  the Main Bus 
(rectangular in shape - .415 incremental jumps - 9.1 3 m maximum of end bays.) 
At one end of each bay. switch gear will be installed. 
3.4.1 -3.1 -4 Construction T i l i n e  Analysis 
Frame Assembly 
Assumption d l 0  - Twelve beam machines used (see Figure 3.4-13, per trough 
- Some of the beam machines are used to make more than one beam (see 
Table 3 .43  1. 
- Some of the heam machines can be moved in and out GI posrtion in order 
to 1 )  use a machine in two positions and,'or 2) to get the machines out of 
the way so the satellite can be indexed. 
-- 
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Figure 3.4-13 Frame Fabrication/Assembly Concept Photovoltaic Satellite (CR=2) 
- The ridge beams are made outside of their find location as there is no  way 
to  make them in their final position due t o  the longitudinal beams C1, C2, 
and C3 occupying the joint area (see Figure 3.413). 
Assumption # I  1 - Six beam machine operators used to operate the twelve beam machines (see 
Table 3.4-3). 
'TABLE 3.43  
Operator Beam Machine 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
Beam machine used in two places 
See Figure 3.4-14 for construction sequence. 
The three steps shown in Figure 3.4-14 are to  be accomplished in six days. 
Assumption #12 - Twenty-two hourstday available using 12-hour, 2shift schedule with 41 .5/4/ 
.5/4/ 1 1 worklrest cycle) 
Assumption #13 - Allow one hour t o  move the beam machines into next position (2.7 m;min). 
Tbe required Beam machine rate is .25 mlmin. 
Other stationary beam machines have most of the 44 hours available (deduct five minutes t o  move 
machine into position from its retracted location). These also require a rate of 0.25 m/min. 
These rates have to be adjusted to  reflect the operator productivity; (see Section 3.4.4): 
A rate of 0.33 m/min is used hereafter in this discussion. 
NOTE: DASHED LINES REPRESENT 
BEAM3 ALREADY COMPLETED 
Figure 3.4-1 4 Beam Construction Sequence 
Assumption #14 - Lap joints require fastening at four points: 
Lap Joint 
v Assumption #15 - Butt joints require fastening a; three points: 
Butt Joint 
The detailed timeline for joint assembly is shown in Figure 3.4-1 5 
- 60 mintlap joint and 50 minlbutt joint 
The C1, C2 and C3 plugs can be made at a subassembly factory. The plugs are trznsported from the 
factory and placed on joint assembly machines. 
The timeline for the plug joint assembly is shown in Figure 3.4-16. After the plug is into position, 
;he joint assembly sequence shown in Figure 3.4-14 is used (minus the first 15 minutes) increment 
allocated for moving the machine into place). 
Total time for ridge frame joint assembly is 2 hrs. 
The sequence of joint making is shown in Figure 3.4-14 and are further tabulated in Table 3.44. 
Table 3.4-4 
TOP Bottom Leit Bottom Right 
Butt Lap Butt Lap Butt Lap 
Step 1 Cl-Cl R2-C 1 CZ-C2 R2€2 C3€3 R 1C3 
Rl-Cl L1C2 L1C3 
Step 2 L4-L3 L4C 1 
L3C 1 
R3-C 1 
Step 3 
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16 I 
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Figure 3.4-16 Plug Joint Ass'y Tiel ine  Reflector Installation 
Beam Machine Reloading 
Based on the beam machine usage described above, it is necessary to  reload the R 1, R2, L 1. R6 and 
L6 machines within one day (21 hours) so that they wil! be ready to go after the satellite has been 
indexed: There will be a total of 30 beam machines to  be loaiiea within 21 hours (six machines 
per section). The machines should be designed to reload much faster than 21 hob;; in order t o  
allow for machine breakdown delays. 
Frame Fab/Assembly Timeline Summary 
The assumptions, sequences, and rates described above have been used to  create the detailed frame 
assembly timeline shown in Figure 3.4-1 7. 
Reflector Deployment 
Assumption # 16 - Reflector width = 20 m 
Functions to be performed. 
1. Deploylattach reflector rolls (edge of Cl frame). 
2. Deploy/attach reflector stretcher (edge of C3, C2). 
3. Position deployment machine so that deployment book arm angages bridle. 
J. f ranslate deployment machine down to unroll reflector sheet. 
5. Position birdle to engage reflectors stretcher hook. 
6 .  Position edge sealing head to engage both edges. 
7. Translate deployment machine to move edge scales while it seals the edges. 
8. Disengage edge sealer head. 
9. R2turn to Step 3 and repeat. 
See Figure 3.4-18 for detailed functional flow. Four hours per strip is available. 
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Figure 3.4-17 CR = 2.0 Photovoltaic Satellite Fcame Fabrication and Assembly Timeline 
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Figure 3.4-18 Reflector Deployment Functior. Flow 
Alternatives 
1. Use a separate gantry to deploylattach reflector rdls and smtchers ahead of deployerledge 
sealer. 
2. Set aside some time t o  deploy the rdls and stretchers befoxe going back to  deploy the reflector 
( uses same gantry 1. 
3. Carry the rolls and reflectors with deployment gantry and attach just prior to  deployment 
Evaluation Criteria 
Alternative 
! 2 3 
I. Number of gantries Most Fewest Fewest 
2. Deployment speed Slowest Fastest Fastest 
3. Number of operators Most Fewest Fewest 
4. Complexity of Ceployment machine Least Medium Mast 
5. ikcoupled Best Medium Least 
6. End Frame Clearance Best Worst Wont 
The choice is alternative 1 because of the complexity of trying to deploy the cannisters and ten- 
sioning devices using the same gantry as used to deploy the reflector. 
Assumption + 17 - Allow 60 minutes each to install the rolls and stretchers and to move to next 
and to move to next position. 
There are 33 strips to deploy per bay. 
The component deployment gantry can finish its job within 33 hours. 
The reflector deployment machine can begin work after the second roll is installed by the com- 
ponent deployment machine. 
The de.ailed timeline for reflector installation operaticr.: shown in Figure 3.4-19. Rates are 7.2 
inlmin for reflector deployment and 5.05 in/min ielr edge ; tachment. 

Solar Cell Deploymerr t 
Assumption # 18 - Solar cell blankets 20 rnztelz wide. 
The functional flow and timelines for so& d;ji:~~ih~eni activiues arr almost identical to the 
reflector functional flow and timeline. 
W a r  cell deployment rate = 7.2 m/min 
Sdar  cell edge attach rate = 5.65 m/min 
Bus and Switch Ckar Instalbtion-The functions to be performed indude the following: 
I .  Lkploy module bus 
2. Deploy main bus 
3. Deploy switch gear 
4. Cannect sdar  cells to n~odule bus 
5.  Conncet module bus to switch gear 
6. Connect switch gear to main bus 
7. Connect main bus to main bus 
Thr. tirneline for the required functions is silown in Figure 3.4-2s. 
3.4.1.3.1 -5 Machinery Requimnents 
Beam Machines- The following numbers of 20 rn beam machines will be required in each longi- 
tudinal section : 
Section 1 - I I beam machines 
Section 2 - I;! 
Section 3 - 12 
Section 4 - 1 3 
Section 5 - 10 
57 beam machines required. 
 fly^ 3-4-20 Electrical Power C o k c t h  System Irrr&ilation 
The CI/CZ/C3 beam machines in each section will be fixed t o  the facility (1 5 total). 
The LZ/U/L4  beam machines in each section will be mounted on retractable platforms ( I  5 total). 
The other beam machines (27 total) will have tt- be mounted on camages such that they can be 
relocated. 
Beam E d  Holder Machines-AE each beam machine will remain fixed in place as it fabricates a 
beam. it will be necessary t o  attach the free end of the beam to  a traveling beam and holder 
machine to restrain and guide the beam as it is being made. Therefore. 57 beam end holder devices 
will be required. 
Beam Spporb--Facility-mounted. retractable beam supports will be required every ZOOm along 
each bean- (3  required each frame). Therefore. a total of 261 beam svpports will be required. 
Joint AsemWy Machines-Joint assembly machines will be required at each of the ridge apexes 
and at mid span of the W !L4 fnme  (see Figure 3.4-2 1 ). Figure 3.4-2:! shows a concept for a joint 
assembly machine. 
Component Deployment Machine-A gantry will be required to operate along each of the reflec- 
tor ridges. This gantry will perform 3 major functions: 
- Deploy solar cell blanket cannisters 
- Deploy reflector roll cannistxs 
- Deploy tensioning devices 
Figure 3-4-23 shows a concept for t!.is machine. Eight of these machines will be required. 
Solar Cell Deployraent Machin- A soiar cell deployment machine will be required that performs 
the following major functions. 
- Deploy solar cell blanket across the trough 
- Attach solar cell blanke; t o  tensioning device 
- Attach edges of adjacent solar cell strips 
Figure 3.4-24 shows a concept for this machine. Five machines are required. 
Reflector Deployment Machine A machine will be required to deploy. tension. and edge-attach 
reflector rolls. A concept for this machine is shown in Figure 3.4-25. Eight of these machines 
will be required. 
Figure 3.4-2 1 Joint Assembly Machine Locations 
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Figure 3.4-24 Solar Cell Deployment Machine 
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Figure 3.4-25 Reflector Assembly Details 
BusISwitch Gear Installation Machine-At the bottom comers of each trough, a machine will be 
required to install the busses and switch gear. Figure 3.4-26 shows a concept for this machine. 
Eight of these machines will be required. 
Machine Requirements Summary-The quantity of each type of machine and the required operat- 
ing ratts arc summ:rired i: FIgdx 3.4-2?. 
3.4.1.3.1.6 Manning Requirements-The manning required for the CEO construction base is 
summarized in Figure 3.4-28. 
3.4.1.3.1.7 Facility-The concept for the construction facifity is shown in Figure 3.4-29. This 
facility is as wide as the total satellite and as long as two structural bays. 
In this concept the structure is fabricated first in Facility Bay A, see Figure 3.4-30. After the one 
bay of the frame is assembled. :he frame assembly is indexed in to Facility Bay B wherein the 
solar cells, reflectors, and power collection system will be installed, see Figures 3.4-31, -32, and 
-33. 
3.4.1.3.2 Photovoltaic Satellite (CR=2) LEO Base Construction Analysis 
3.4.1.3.2.1 Introduction 
This analysis was directed at determining how photovoltaic satellite modules can be constructed 
in LEO, transported to GEO and assembled into a complete satellite. The construction concept will 
be described in terms of the numbers and types of construction machinery. the crew required at 
each location, LEO or GEO, and construction facility concept. 
The results of this analysis are compared to the results obtained in the Photovoltwc Satellite CEO 
Base Construction Analysis presented earlier. 
3.4.1.3.2.2 Overview 
The analysis in this report will use data derived in the GEO construction analysis. 
Reference Satellite Configuration 
The photovoltaic satellite is to be constructed using modules that are 1 / 16 the size of the total 
satellite. Each module is constructed at the LEO base. These moduels are then transported to 
GEO where they will be mated together to make up the complete satellite. Figure 3.4-34 shows 
the completed satellite configur.ltion. Figure 3.4-35 shows a typical 1 / 16 size module. Note that the 
module dimensions are larger than those used in the CEO construction analysis. This size increase 
is required to compensate for radiation degradation'incurred by the transfer; see section 3.5. 
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Figure 3.4-29 Photovoltaic Satellite Construction Facility 
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Figure 3.4-35 CR = 2.0 Photovoltaic Satellite 1/16 - Size Module Confiquration 
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Top Level T i n e  Analysis 
Assumption #I - Total construction time is 365 days at both LEO and GEO. 
Assumption q 2  - Allow 30 days for fmal integration and checkout at  CEO 
Assumption n3 - Allow 20 days to  fabricatc end structures and misocllaneous components. 
345 days are available at LEO to  build 16 modules. o r  2 1.56 days per module. 
Assumption +I - Allow ! 56 days per module t o  absorb delays. fma! module checkout, removal 
from fadit)., etc. 
This leaves 20 days per module actual construction time available. 
A total o i  335 days are available at GEO for maticeoperation. This averages 20.94 days per module. 
Figure 3.4-36 shows the top level timeline that takes these asclmptions and derived times into 
account. .4s Figure 3.4-36 shows. even though 20.94 days have been allot:ed for GEO assembly. 
for Module ~ 1 6 .  there are only about 13 days available due to having allotted 30 days for final 
test and checkout. 
3.1.1.3.2.5 Satellite Module Constmction 
LEO Construction Timelitle Analysis 
Each module consists of six bavc 655m long. In the previous analysis it took 7 days to  make each 
of the 655m iong bays. Hensc. i t  would take (6  bays) ( 7  days'bay) = 41 days to make the 6 bays 
usirg the same number of machines. section and the machine rates derived in the previous anaiysis. 
As stated above only 20 days an: available to constmct 6 bays. Thus. then. is only half the time per 
bay available as in the GEO case. To get the assembly work done in hali the time. there are three 
alternatives: 
1. Use r ore machines 
3. Operate the machines at faster rates 
3. Combination of the above 
D m~ OR~ITAL TRAIYSFER n M E  
F m  3.4-36 Photovoltaic Satellite Construction Top Lerel Timeline 
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In order t o  make a valid comparison to  the previous analysis. it was chosen to  keep the machine 
rates constant. Therefore. alternative number 2. increase the number of machines. was the choice. 
In Bay A. the frame iabrication area. the time critical assembly operation is the beam fabrication. 
There is plenty of timc available for the joint assembly operations. To  make the structure in each 
hay section twice as fast as before. it will be necessary to  use dedicated beam machices for each 
frame instead of moving beam machins to  different locations to  make 2 or 3 different frames. 
It will take 2 days to  make the frame for each bay: 12 days total t o  make the frame fcr a satellite 
module. 
To  make the ?-trough wide satellite module, 41 beam machines, 7 joint assembly machines and 
48 operaton/shift are required. 
In Bay B. the reflector!rolar cellibusbar deployment bay. the time critical operations are ( 1 ) the 
reflector strip deployment by Gantry A. ( 2 )  the solar cell deployment by the solar cell deployment 
machine and (3)  the bus installation. The deployment of solar cell and reflector components by 
Gantry B can be easily accomplished in enough time to  accommodate a higher production rate 
(it only takes 33 hoursi'bay t o  distribute the components). 
In order t o  get the critical B.i) B operations perfomled at twice the rate as before. it will be n e m -  
sary to  increase the number of machines operating in each section. It will require RcflectorlSdar 
Cell Parts Deployment Machines (Gantry B). 8 Reflector Deployment Machines. 4 Solar Cell 
Ikployment Machines and 8 Bus.'Switch Ce;u Installation Ma L ' .lines. ' 
The timeline for construction of a staellire module is shown in Figure 3.4-37 
The machine and operator requirements are summarized in Table 3.4-5. 
The LEO construction facility required to make the satellite module is shown in Figure 3.4-38. 
CEO Assembly Tinneline Analysis 
The satellite modules arrive at 20 day intervals. 
Assumption *5 - Allow I day to dock incoming module to  previously attached modules. 
Assumption $6 - Allow 1 day to  attach end frames to adjacent module after docking. 
Figure 3.4-39 show: a facility that will be flown into position on the satellite module. This facil- 
ity spans the 2 linear trough sections and is one 655m bay in length. 
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Tam 3.4-5 LEO Construction Facility Construction Machinery Summary 
6fiAM MACHINES 
a 41 MACHINES REQUlRED 
a 41 OPERATORS/'SHIFT 
a .25 M/MIN FA0 UTE x (1 -33) = -33 WMIN 
JUNT ASSEMMY MACHINES 
a 7 MACHIF!ES UEQljiilED 
a 7 OPERATORS/SHIFT (LOCATED ON THE MACHINE) 
1 HR/J~NT RATE x (1.33) = 1.33 HR/JOINT 
REREaOR/fUAR CELL PARTS DEPLOYMENT MACHINES (GANTRY 0) 
4 MACHINES REQUIRED 
a 8 OPERATORSbHIFT (LOCATED REMOTE FROM MACHINE 3) 
a 1 HR/STRIP RATE x (1.33) = 1.33 HRS/STRIP WTE 
EFLECloR MROYMENT MACHINE (GANTRY A) 
a 8 MACHINES REQUIRED 
8 OPERATORSbHIR (LOCATED REMOTE FROM MACHINE 3) 
7.2M/MIN DEPLOYMENTRATEx(1.33)=9.57M/MIN 
a 5.6M/MIN EDGE ATTACH RATE x (1.33) =7.5M/MIN 
SOLAR CELL DEPLOYMENT MACHINE 
a 4 MACHINES REQUIRED 
4 OPERATORS/SHIFT (LOCATED REMOTE FROM MACHINE 3) 
a 7.2 M/MIN DEPLOYMENT RATE x (1 -33) = 9.57 M/MIN 
a 5.6 M/MIN EDGE ATTACH RATE x (1 -33) = 7.5 M/MIN 
BUS/SWITCH GEAR INSTALLATION MACHINE 
a 8 MACHINES REQUIRED 
a 8 OPERATORS/SHIFT (LOCATED ON THE MACHINE; 
. I  RATE x (1 -33) = 0. 133 M/MIN RATE 
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Figure 3.4-39 CEO Deployment FacilitylLEO Construction Photovoltaic Satellite (CR 2 )  
Assumption #7 - Allow ! j2 day to move facility in t o  place. 
17.5 days are therefore t o  deploy solar cellsireflectors and t o  index the next bay. (385 hrs.). 
Figure 3.440 shows the locations where the reflectors and solar cells require deployment. 3 index- 
ing moves of the facility are indicated. 
Assumption #6 - Allow 2.5 hrs to  move the facility to  next bay. 
377.5 hrs are then available to  deploy reflectors/solar cells. 94 hrslbay. 
In the LEO facility. it was estimated that it takes 6 days to  deploy a bay's reflectors and solar 
cells. To deploy the same quantity of reflectors and solar cells using the same machine rates derived 
previously. two deploying machines must operate simultaneously on each working surface. There- 
fore, the facility shown will require the following machines: 
8 Reflector deployment machines 
4 Solar cell deployment machines 
To attach the frames. it will require 4 joint assembly machines. 
32 operators are needed t o  nln the machines ( 2  shifts). 
I 
Figure 3.4-40 CR = 2.0 Photovoltaic SBtellite 1\16 - Size Module Configuration 
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3.4.1.3.2.4 Comparison of LEO vs CEO Construction 
Table 3.4-6 summarizes the m i o r  differences between the LEO and CEO photovoltaic satellite 
construction. Table 3.4-7 summarizes the total manpower requirements for both the LEO and 
CEO construction base alternatives. 
3.4.1.3.3 Thermal Engine Satellite CEO Base Construction Analysis 
3.4.1.3.3.1 Oveniew 
In this section, the reference satellite configuration is described and the top level construction tirne- 
line is derived. 
Table 3.44 
LEO vs CEO Base Construction of the CR=2 Photovoltaic Satellite 
Construction Differences Summary 
GEO Construction Base LEO Construction Base 
5 X 2.9 KM size 5 X 4.1 KM size 
One construction facility required Two construction facilities required 
Made as one contiguous assembly Made up of 16 modules that are assembled 
at CEO 
Machinery required Machinery required 
57 Beam machines 4 1 Beam machines 
30 operators12 shif: 4 1 operatorslshift 
19 Joint assembly machines 1 1 Joint assembly machines 
19 operatorsjshift I 1 operatorsJshift 
8 parts deployment machines 4 parts deployment machines 
16 operators/shift 0 8 operatorslshift 
8 reflector deployment machines ! 6 reflector deployment machines 
8 operatorslshift 16 operatorstshift 
4 solar cell deployment machines 8 solar cell deployment machines 
O 4 operators/shift operatorslshift 
8 buslswitch gear installation machines 8 buslswitch gear installation machines 
8 operators/shift 8 operatorsishift 
Indexing Speed 1 .  I mjmin Indexing Speed 1.5 m/min 
D 1 80-20689-3 
Table 3.4-7 Manpower Summary CR = 20 Photovoltaic Satellite 
Parabolic Dish Concept 
n ~ e  original thermal engine satellite configuration a n a l l ~ e d  for construction was the 4-module para- 
bolic dish configuration shown in Figure 3 . 4 3  1. 
A construction approach was developed to a significant level of detail. Several alternative construc- 
!ion facility cont.e.)ts were evolved but no  straight forward construction method was found. 
Due t o  complexities encountered. the satellite configuration was reevaluated taking constructability 
into account. resulting in the configuration shown in Figures 3.441 and 3.443.  Slight performance 
penalties were incurred (see section 3.3.1 1. 
Reference Satellite Configuration 
The configuration of the thermal engine satellite selected for construction analysis is shown in 
Figure 3.4-42 and 3.143. This ~.ltclli tc is coniposed of Ih modules. Each module has 4 thermal 
engines. T11e satellite module N as clcscribcd in Inore detail 111 icction 3.3. 
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Figure 3.441 4- Module Brayton SPS 
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Figure 3.442 16 Module Thermal Engine Satellite 
Figure 3.443 Thermal Engine Satellite Configuration 
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Top Level Tieline 
Assumption #1 - 365 days total construction timeltotal satellite 
Assumption #2 - Allow 30 days for final integrationlcheckout 
Assumption #3 - Allow 5 days to  attach last module to  others, interconnect power busses, 
etc. 
Assumption #4 - Antenna installation will be done concurrent with fabrication of satellite 
modules 
Assumption #5 - Although 1 daylweek is allotted as an offduty day for each crewmember; 
the work phasing can be organized such that a common shutdown day is 
not required. 
Assumption k6 - Allow 10 days for attachment of last satellite string set (modules 12-16) 
to  other module sets. 
These assumptions parallel those used for the photovoltaic satellite where applicable. 
320 days to  fabricate modules, or 20 days/module 
Use 20 days as basic satellite module construction time allotment 
The top level timeline is shown in Figure 3.444. 
In each 20 day time period, the following major operations have to  be completed 
Fabricate reflector frame 
Fabricate radiator assembly 
Fabricate cavity assembly 
Attach radiator and cavity assemblies 
Attach radiatorlcavity assembly to reflector assembly 
Index module 9ut of facility 
INTERCONNECT MODbLES 
INTO A STRING 
WTrRCoNNECT MODULE 
8TRING SETS 
FABRICATE ANTENNA 
(USTAU ANTENNA 
-- ~ 
Figure 3.444 Thetmal Engine Satellite CEO Base Construction TopLevel Timeline 
Assumption #7 - Satellite indexing rate 1.1 m/min (same as assumed for photov3ltzic satellite) 
Assumption #8 - Joint assembly time = 1 hour (same as derived for the photovoltaic satellite) 
Using these assumptions and the frame dimensions shown in Figure 3.443,  the following data can 
be derived: 
Time required t o  index satellite to  halfway point = 16.36 hrs 
Time to  join radiator legs to  reflector = 1 hour (assuming that both : rrs are joined simultaneously) 
Total time from completion of end frames to start of next module is 37.72 hrs 
The time available for fabrication of the major elements is computed as follows: 
(20 days) (22 hrslday) = 440 hrs total time per module 
-38 hrs to  index 
402 hrs to  complete subassemblies 
- 18.3 days 
The top level timeline for each satellite module is shown in Figure 3.4-45. 
3.4.1.3.3.2 Reflector Construction Concept 
Configuration 
The satellite module reflector configuration and nomenclature is shown in Figure 3.446. As can 
be seen, the reflector is a trougli-shaped dish composed of two major elements: ( 1  the reflector 
frame, and (2) the reflector facet assemblies. 
Reflector Construction Timeline 
The tirneline for constructing the reflector assembly is shown in Figure 3.447. 
Reflector Construction Machinery Requirements 
Beam Machines--Based on the constn~ction philosophy, construction stragety, frame details, and 
timeline analysis described in the preceding sections, requirements for the beam machines are as 
described in Table 3.4-8. 
Tlie A and B beam machines could also be used as the power units to  push the completed satellite 
module out o i  the facility. 
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Figure 3.4-46 Retlector Flame Configuration 
Fiyr~ 3.447 Reflector Assembly Detaaed Thebe 
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Table 3.4-8 
Beam Machine Requirements 
Makes 
Beai., No. Beam TY w Mobility Beam 
Size Required Stnight Curved Fixed Movable No. Remarks 
20m 2 X X Al .  A:! 
X B 1 thru 
BI' 
D2, E3, Required a beam end 
E4 holding machine when 
making DZ (see section 
3.3.3) 
X Dl ,  E l .  
E 2 
X C 1C73 Included ~n facet 
deployment machine 
(section 3.3.5) 
Beam Supports--As the A. B, D and E beams are fabricated. it will be necessary to  periodically 
s u y o r t  them. In the case of the D and E beams. these supports can be removed as soon as these 
beams are joined t o  the A and B beams. In the case of  the B beams. the beam supports will have 
to  be removed to make clearance for the facet deployment. The supports used for the A beams 
will have to  support the entire satel!i:e module while the rriodule is under construction and as the 
module is indexed out of the fac~lity. 
The concept for the various beam supports are shown in Figure 3.4-48. 
Assuming that a beam support is required every ZOOm the following number of beam supports 
will be required (for the reflector only 1: 
70m beam supports 22 required 
5m beam supports 1 73 required 
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Figure 3.448 Beam Support Assemblies 
Beam End Holding Machine Whenever 3 beam must pass by existing transverse beams as it is 
tabricated (such as when the DZ beam is made). it is not possible to  move the beam machine. The 
beam machine will not clear the transverse beams. It is. therefore. necessary to  fix the beam 
machine and t o  use a bean1 end holder that will guide and support the extruded end of the beam 
as the ir. am is made. This beam end holder could either be self-propelled or  it could be pushed 
along by the beam as it is king fabricated. A concept for a beam end holder machine is shown 
in Figure 3.446. Only one of these machines is required. 
Joint Assembly Machine- .It every beam joint. it will be necessary to make some type of beam- 
to-beam connection. Figure 3.4-50 shows the various types of joints that have t o  be made. 
NOTE: The type of joint fastening is unknown at this point in time. The joint could be 
mechanically attached (by rivets of sleeves\. welded. or taped and glued. 
Figure 3.1-51 shows a concept for a joint assembly machine. A singie machine will be able t o  
keep up with all of the A-D. B-D, and E-D joints. 
The E-B joints will be made by joint assembly devices attached to  the facet deployment machine 
(see nest paragraph). 
Facet Deployment Machine-The facet deployment machine concept shown in Figure 3.4-52 is 
3 lnultipurpose machine that performs 3 basic operations: ( 1 )  it fabricates the 1.5m C beams, 
( 2 )  it attaches :he C beams to  the B beams. and ( 3 )  it deploys the facets. Thirtysix of these 
machines will be required. 
Facet Assembly Machine--In order to prepare the heliostats by unpacking and folding into the 
shape shown in Figure 3.4-52 it will be necessav to  have a heliostat subassembly area located at 
the main facility. This subassenibly area will employ a heliostat assembly machine that assembles 
Ole \upport structure. attaches the reflector sheet assrnihly. folds the assembled heliostats and 
loads them into cassettes to  be placed on the hellostat deployment machine. Figure 3.4-53 shows 
a concept for this machine. 
Reflector Construction Facility Requirements 
Throu Jlout the preceding sections. various facility requirements have been mentioned or implied. 
These requirements have been collected and summarized in Table 3.4-9. A facility concept that 
satisfies these requirements 1s shown in Figure 3.4-54 and 3.4-55. 
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Fgure 3.449 Beam End Holder Machine 
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Figure 3.4-50 Typical Joint Types 
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Figure 3.4-51 Joint Assembly Machine 
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Figure 3.4-53 F r e t  Assembly Machine 
Reflector Constructio~~ Manpower Requirements 
The manpower required to  fabricate the reflector assembly is sunimarized in Table 3.4-10. This 
summary does not include supervisory or support penonnel. 
Table 3.4-9 
Reflector Construction Facility Requirements 
o Used to  fabricate one ~atellite module reflector 
o Must be integral with antenna. radiator, a d  cabity construction facilities 
o Must include a reflector facet subassembly area 
o Fabrication should take place on one side of the reflector if possible 
o Must provide tracks for the various construct. ri niociules 
o Must include retractable beam support systelils 
o Must allow simultaneous frame fabrication and reflector deployment 
o Must provide means to  relocate C beam machines to  new C beam location 
o Must allow satellite module t o  be indexed out of facility 
o b1~1st provide means for constructing beams in defined relative positions 
o Must provide means to clear machines out of way so that satellite module can be indexed 
o Must provide m e : v  tc, move components from receiving area to  the user machines 
o Must provlde means to  transport personnel to manned machines 
3.1.1.3.3.3 Radiator,'Cavity /Spine Construction Concept 
Radiator/Cavity/Spine Configuration Tlic overall configuration of the radiator, cavity, and spine 
assemblic\ is shown in Figure 3.4.50. 
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Figure 3.4-54 Reflector Construction Facility 
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Figure 3.4-55 Reflector Frame Construction Thermal Engine Satellite 
Table 3.4-10 Reflector Construction Manpower Requirements 
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Figure 3.4-56 RadiatorlCavitylSpine Configuration 
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Radiator/Cavity/Spine Cunstuction Timeline Analysis-In section 3.3.1.3.3.1 i t  was found that 
there are approximately 402 hours ( 18.3 days) available to  complete the radiator/cavity/spine assem- 
blies. In order to  get aL of these major assembly operations completed within this time frame. it will 
be necessary t o  fabricate the radiator, cavity and spine assemblies sinc~ltaneously. The construction 
timelines for these three major assembly operations are shown in Figures 3.4-57, -58, and -59. 
Radiator/Cavity/Spine Construction Machinery Requirements 
Radiator Constructicn Machinery Requirements-Review of the radiator construction requirements 
has identified five types of construction machinew. ( I ) beam machines, (2) beani supports, (3 )  
joint assembly machines. (4) radiator assembly machines, and (5) manifold assembly machines. 
Beam Machines-Two beam machines were identified : ( 1 ) a 20m beam machine and ( 2) a 1 Om 
beam machine. These both would have to  be traveling beam machines. These machines must wrap 
the fabricated beams with a thermal protection wrapping. 
Beam Supports--It will be necessary to  provide facility-mounted retractable beani supports that 
will be used with the ?Om, 10m, and 5m beams. The beam support types shown in Section 3.3.2 
illustrate what is needed. The 20m beam supports required for the radiator frames do not need the 
roller assembly shown before. 
The following number of each type of beam support will be required if it is assumed that one is 
required every 200m or  at the end of each beam shorter than 200m: 
20m Beam Support - 50 Required 
1 Om Beam Support - 47 Required 
5m Beam Support - 7 Required 
Joint Assembly MachinessA single joint assembly machine such as was shown before will satisfy 
this requirement. 
Radiator Assembly Machines-lt was found that eight radiator assenlhly machines will be required. 
Table 3.4-1 1 lists the functional requirements for this machine. 
Figures 3.4-60 and -6 1 sho*v a concept for a radiator assembly machine that satisfies most of these 
requirements. One potential problem is that it will not be possible for these machines to operate 
immediately adjacent t o  one another. 
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Figure 3.4-57 Integrated Radiator Assembly Timeline 
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Figure 3.4-58 Cavity Assembly Master Timeline 
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Figure 3.4-59 SpinelBus Assembly Tirneline (Type 2 Spine Configuration) 
TABLE 3.4-1 1 
Radiator Asse~nbly Machine Requirements 
o Transport 3 1 sets of panels (enough for 35 1 strings) 
- Type X radiator panels (65 pcs) 
- Type B radiator panels (434 pcs) 
o l'ransport 62 pipe support asseatlies 
o Pickup and positicn panel for welding 
o Pickup and position pipe support assen-bly 
o Weld header pipe joints (variable diameters) 
o Weld three pipes (same diameter all panels) 
o Attach pipe support to frame 
o Attach pipe support to  header pipe 
o Inspect welds 
o Self propelled 
o Support free end of pant : string l~nt i l  pipe support installed 
o Can work adjacent to another radiator assembly machine 
o Must be able t o  move t o  new string location along tracks 
Another requirement that w2s not satisfied. due to the large panel area required. was being able to  
carry all 31 sets of panels at  ane time. Instead. the concept shown has the machine carr) ing 7 stilng 
sets of panels, the supply requ~red for each machine to build its share of  an engine radia!or. The 
machines will be reloaded before going ro tho next radiator. 
Manifold Assembly :*I.*:. ,e I t  was found that a single NaK manifold assembly machine would be 
reqllired. A concept for this machine is shown in Figure 3.4-69. 
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Figure 3.441 Radiator Asembly Operations 
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E i u m  3-4-62 Manifdd lnstsga tion Machine Concept 
Cavity Construction Machime Requirements-In the timeline anziysis of the cavity assembly, 
requirements for colistruction machines were either explicitly stated or were impiied. These 
requirements have t a n  collected and su~nmarized in Table 3.4-1 2. From the timeline summary, lt is 
seen that there are two sets of parallel operations implying that there are two types of construction 
machines that operate simultaneously : 
Type A Assembly Machine - used to  install support ring, heal absorber pane's. 
light shield and turbogenerator 
Type B Assembly Machine - used to install bus ban and NaK manifolds. 
Type A Assembly Machine-Tlie requirements for this machine are listed in Tabie 3.4-1 2 under t!~e 
Support Ring, Turbogenerator, Heat Absorber Panel, Light ShieId and general requirements. Collat- 
ing these requirements. it is seen that it will be necessary to  provide the following functions: 
TABLE 3-4-12 
Ca*ity Assembly MacOline 
Support Ring Requirements 
Tramport cavity support ring component ( I  7 20m arc4apd piece). 
Pick up and place cavity support ring sgment into position for fastening. 
Fasten support ring segment into position for fastening. 
Fasten support ring segm~nt o adjacent segment on to radiator leg frame. 
Heat Absorber Pand Requirements 
Transport heat absorber panels (some have preattached brackets andlor manifdd pip'@. 
Pick up and piace pamLF into pasition. 
Mechanically attach panels to one another. 
Race wekling head assembly over helium header pipes. 
Weld neader pipes. 
Place welding head assembly over manifdd pipes. 
Weld manifold pipes. 
Inspect w e b .  
Turbogenerator Requirements 
Transport turbogenerator set. 
Pick up and place turbogenerator into pasition. 
Attach twbogpmemtor to support ring 
Bus Bar Requirements 
Transport bus bar segments 
Pick up and place bus bar segment into pxition. 
Mechanically attach bus bar segment to heat absorbcr panel. 
Weld bus bar segments together. 
NaK Manifold Requirements 
Transport pipe segments. 
Pick up and position pipe segments 
Weld pipe segments. 
Lybt Shield kquiremenk 
Transport roll of ring rod material. 
Pick up and position ring rod. 
Form rod into 250 m 9 ring. 
Transport r d l s  of light shiiM sheet material 
Pick up and position rdl. 
Attach end of rdl t o  ring. 
Attach end of rdl t o  heat absorber panel. 
Deploy rdl between cavity bottom and ring. 
General Requirements 
Must be able to  travel 360° around the perimeter of the cavity. 
Must have capability to  reach throughout the working volume required t o  install all of the 
cavity assembly component. 
Must be able t o  be moved out of the way to allow completed assembly t o  be moved out of 
assembly facility. 
Must be able t o  relocate machine between assembly locations within 5 t o  10 minutes. 
Must be able t o  pick up component from transporter and move it into assembly position 
within 10 minutes. 
- Component transport. 
- Component manipulator used to  Lift components from transport camage up to assembly 
location. 
- Component alignment manipulator. 
- Col - w e n t  Assembly Devices 
Support ring joint maker 
Heat absorber panel mechanical interiocker (could be iltegnl with alignment device) 
Helium header pipe gang welder. 
Helium manifold pipe welder 
Turbogenerator interface joint maker 
Light shield ring joint maker 
Light shield support ring attacher 
Light shield roll deployer 
- Inspection Devices 
- Helium header pipe weld inspector 
- Helium manifold pipe weld inspector 
Consideration of the component transport requirements leads one to ekct  to use a transporter that 
can be reloaded prior to each major assembly operation (component caaztts or  pdlets). 
The component alignment, assembly and inspection devices will hale to  be single purpose end- 
effectors that can be interchanged on a separate manipulator ma. The Type A Assembly Machine 
designed to  satisfy these requirements is shown in Figure 3.4-63 and 3.4-64. 
Type B Assembly Machine-The requirements for this machine are given in Table 3.4-1 2 under the 
Bus Assembly. NaK Manifold Assembly and General Requirements. CoUating these requirements, 
it is seen that it will be necessary to  provide the following functions: 
- Component transport 
- Component manipulator used to Lift components from transporter carriage up to the 
assembly location 
- Compnent alignment manipulator 
- Component Assembly Devices 
- bus bar mechanical attachment tool 
- bus bar welder 
- bus bar jumper attachment tool 
- pipe welder 
Inspection Devices 
- bus weld inspector 
- manifold weld inspector 
These components can be met by basically the same type of machine as the Type A Assembly 
Machine by using dedicated end effectors, component racks and component manipulators (see 
Figure 3.463). 
Spine Construction Machine Requirements-Spine construction machine requirements are summar- 
ized in Table 3.4-13. The three machine types (beam machine, joint assembly machine and bus 
d2ployrner.t machine) can be combined into a single machine as illustn!ed in Figure 3.4-65. 

TABLE 3-4-13 
spirit Amembly MochhKRequi ib  
Beam Machine 
20 beam machine 
Moving machine 
Wrap beam with thennal protection wrapping 
Joint Assembly Machine 
Transport joint plug to joint location 
Pick up joint plug and move t o  joint location 
Align joint plug 
Attach joint plug to beam 
Bus Deploymemt Machine 
Transports rolls of bus sheet metal shock and insulated standoffs 
Forms sheet metal into structural shape (2 or 3 busses simultaneously) 
Attach standoff to bus 
Attach standoff to frame 
Weld busses at joints 
Beam supports will also be required every 200m. For the type 2 ski I.?. the wont case, 25 of the 
20m beam supports will be required. 
Radiator/Cavity/Spine Construction Machinery Summary-Table 3.4-14 surr.narizes the types and 
quantities of construction machinery required to make the radiators, ccvity and spin.! subassem- 
blies. 
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Table 3.4-14 Radiatw/Cavity/Spine Castmctioa Machkry Slrmaaary 
RADIATOR CONSTRUCllON MACHINERY WO. RE- 
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lW STRAIGHT BEAIW. INSULATION WRAPPING, MOVING BUWl MACHINE 
. BEAM SUPQORT 
10Aa BEAM SUPPORT 
SAllBEAMSUPPORT 
mIM ASSEMBLY MACHINE 
RADIATOR ASSEMBLY MACHINE 
W l F O U )  ASSERBBLY MACHINE 
CAWW ASSEMBLY MACHINE - TYPE A 
CAVITY ASSEMBLY MACHINE - TYPE 6 
SPlNE ASSEMBLY MACHINE 
aOlls BEAM SUPPORT 
RadiationjCavitylSpine Construction Facility Requirement-Throughout the preceding sections, 
various facility requirements have been mentioned or implied. These requirements have been sum- 
marized in Table 3.4-15. A facility that satisfies these requirements is shown in Figure 3.4-66. 
RadLtorlCavitylSpine Construction Manpower Requirements-The manpower required to fabricate 
the radiator/cavity/spine assembly is summarized in Table 3.4-16. This summary does not include 
supervisory or support pe~sonnel. 
TABLE 3.4-1 5 
Radia torlCauitylSpine Assemblies Facility Requirements 
General Requirements 
Radiator, cavity and spine assembly operations must be totally independent of one another 
so that they can proceed simultaneously. 
Frames must be suppurted every 200m 
Subassemblies must be supported. 
Facility must be contiguous with reflector facility. 
Flbricate from one side. if possible. 
Mast be able to  clear construction machines out of way to facilitate indexing of completed 
satellite module. 
Must provide means to transport personnel to man occupied machines. 
Must provide means to  move components!materials from receiving area to wc a whines. 
Radiator Construction Requirements 
Provide for simultaneous operation of all of the radiator construction machinery. 
Provide for installation of the beam supports. 
Provide radiator panel set reload area near each ndiator. 
Cavity Construction Requirements 
Must be able to operate 2 assembly machines simultaneously. 
Must provide a 360° track located 40 in below lowest point of light shield. 
Provide component rack storage area adjacent to  track. 
S p i n  C~r~struction Requirements 
.flus, be able to operzte a spine assembly machine. 
M?!S provide tracks tor spine assembly machine for all spine configurations. 
0 Provide base installation of beam supports. 
6 RadiatorlCavitylSpine Comtmction Manpower Requiren 
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3.4.1.3.3.4 Geo Base Construction Summary-The analysis in this section has indicated how the 16 
module thermal engine satellite can be constructed in CEO within a one year time period. The satel- 
lite is constructed in 16 satellite module porticns. These 16 modules are fabricated in 5 or  6 module 
strpings which are then the strings all jolned side-byside to  make up the total satellite. 
To make the satellite, the construction machinery designed in Table 3.4-17 will be required. The 
constructioll machinery operating rates are summarized in Figure 3.4-67. 
It will require the personnel designated in Tablc 3.4-18 to operate the equipment. To this operating 
personnel quantity will be added the base support, base oper~tions and management personel desig- 
nated m Table 3.4-1 9. 
The satellite modules are fabricated in the integrated constnrction facility shown in Figure 3.4-68. 
Figure 3.4-69 shows the sequence of how the satellites an: removed trom the facility. Figure 3.4-70 
shows how the strings of satellite modules could be assembled into the final configuration. 
Table 3.4-1 7 ~ e r m a l  Engine Satellite Construction Machinery Summary 
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Fii& 3.4-67 Thennal Engine Satellite GEO Construction Machines and Machine Rates 
sPs62) Table 3-44-18 Thermal Engine Satellite Machine Operator Summary 
BEAM MACHINE OPERATOR 
FACET DEPLOVMENT MACHINE OPERATOR 
AAOUOOR ASSEMBLY MACHINE OPERATOR 
MANIM. J ASSEMBLY MACHINE OPERATOR 
CAVllV ASSEMBLY MACHINE OPERATOR 
D REWO FOR 2 SHIFT OPE RAT IONS 
Table 3.4-1 9 T h d  Engine Satellite CEO Base Construction Manpower Requirements 
u%@aa 
aTEwTE coNsTnUmoN 
YAWaEMENT 
W I N E  OPERATORS 
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WL oPEMnom 
WUUWAO 
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Fiure 3.4-68 Thermal Engine Satellite Conatroction Facility 
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Figure 3.449 Satellite Mod.lle Consiruction Sequence 
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Figure 3.4-70 Assemblv cequence Thermal Engine Satellite 
3.4.1 -3.4 nKlmal Engine SItcllite LEO Base Construction Analysis-The significant confyvation 
difference between satellite modules fabricated i. I LEO vs those fabricated in CEO are tire follow- 
ing: 
- End frames have to attached on both ends of each module. This adds 16 end frames 
!hat do not have to be built when the satellite is constructed in CEO. 
- Guy wires have to be strung to  support the spine en& t o  support the radiator 
assembly. 
If the same facility concept is used. the consequences of the above differences would be that 7.2 
days would have to b~ . dded to the construction time for each module. This is the amount of time 
it takes to make the D2 frame (the longest time for any of the end frames), because one set of end 
frames would have to be added after the module is pushed out of the facility. The other end frames 
could bt made concurrently with D2 by adding one more 20 in beam machine. 
An alternative way oi fabricating the module using e ~ n t i a l l y  the s n e  facility concept would be 
to fabricate al: of the reflector assembly and then dropping the reflector away from the facility. 
The completed reflectors would then be free flown to a position where the radia6.x assembly could 
be mated with it from a separate radiator facility. T-.~is co~.cept would require two additional 20n1 
beam machines. I more joint assembly machine. 1 more beam end holder. and 46 mom 2 h  beam 
supports. To keep within the 20 day 'module time allotment, this is the preferred concept. 
Table 3.4-20 summarizes the differences and Figure 3.4-71 shows the revbed facility concept. 
Figure 3.4-72 shows the conrtruction sequence. 
Table 3.4-2 1 summarizes the other personnel required at both the LEO and GEO bases 2nd com- 
pares the manning to the CEO assembly concept. 
3.4.1.3.5 CR=l Photovoltaic Satellite CEO Base Constmction Analysis 
3.4.1.3-5.1 Overview -In this section. the satellite configuration used ior malysis is described and 
:i?e !oplevel construction timeline is derived. Tne constr  tron philosoahy previously described 
vas ~sed.  
Reference Eatellite Confi~uration-Tile configuration of t:*e CR=I.O. ann:aled silicon solar cell. 
ohotovoltais satellict is shown in Figure 3.4-73 i he framework is composed of an anay of 600 m 
u 600 r.; structu~a! bays upon which the solar cel! blank -3  are deployed. 
REWIRES REFLSCTOR ASSEMBLY TO B€ FREE FU)#W IWTO llllATIAOO 
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Fiim 3.4-71 Thermal Engine Satellite LM) Base Consbudon F d t y  
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F~ure 3.4-72 LEO Construction Satellite Module Major Assembly Sequence 
Table 3.4-21 'fhennal Engine Satellite Manpower Requirements Su~limary 
F v  3.4-73 CR = 1.0, Annealed. Silicon Photovoltaic Satellite Confwratioa 
Top Level Tielim Analysis 
Assumption #I - 365 days total construction time. 
Assumption $2 - Allow 30 days for final integration and checkout. 
Assumption 83  - Allow 10 days t o  attach antenna tt2 to  last end of satellite. 
Assumption *4 - Allow 20 days (10 days each end) t o  fabricate the unique end structures and 
to  deploy bus assemblies. 
Assuniption X 5  - Although 1 daylweck is allotted as an off duty day for each crew member. work 
will be phased to  avoid having a common shutdown day each wet-k. 
365 days total time; 30 days final ii1tegmtion6checkout; 10 days to  install 
antenna =2: 20 days to  fabricate and structures: leaving 305 days total time to  
construct satellite bays 
There are 23 bays. thus allow~ng 1 3.26 days per ba) . 
Nineteen dayslbay was used as the basic construction time allotment. leaving 5.98 days unallwated. 
The top level timeline is shown in Figure 3.4-74. 
In each 11 day time period, the fcilowing major operations have t o  be completed: 
- Fabricate frdmc 
Deploy solar cell blankets 
Index conpleted portion of satellite 6OOnl 
Assumption =b - Uw the satcliite indexing rate of 1.1 meter/min. 
9.09 I.rs are required to indcs satellite 600m. allowing 276.9 hn t o  corplete  
=mbly of each bay assunling 22 work houn/day as before. 
Assumptio. *7 - Allow 1 daylbay for machine delays. coordination for indexing. etc.. leaving 
254.9 lirs/bay for actual assembly work. 
255 hnlbay was uwd as asst.n:hly time allotment 
Fiure 3.4-74 CR = 1.0. Photovoltaic Satellite CEO Basz Top Level T i m  Analysis 
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3.4.' 3.5.? ? .ti* Construction Analysis 
Configuration-The satellite frdme is shown in detail in Figure 3.4-75. These frame lengths dnd nom- 
enclatures will be used throughout this report. 
All frames are 20 m triangular trusses. The longitudinal members. the D and E f r a n ~ a ~  re continu- 
ous, i-e.. there are no  longitudina: joints. The diagonal ( C  frames) are lap joined t o  the lonsjtudinals. 
The horizontal B frames are made as continuou, beams and lap joined to  the E fr;uris. The A 
frames are made outside of their final location, dropped into place and butt joined t o  the D frdmes 
using joint plugs. 
Frame Construction Timeline Analysis-In Section 3.4.1.3.5.1 it was found that 2 5 5  houn were 
needed per longitudinal ha!: to  cornplrts all assembly opr.ratiotis. Table 3.4-12 lists the various 
frames, their nominal lengths and their fabrication time computed at the .33 inlmin beam machine 
rate used in all previous analyses. 
By fabricating the top longitudinal D f r a m ~ s  and the A frames first, the solar cell deployment can 
start as soon as the beam machines have cleared an area largt: enough fo- the solar cell deployment 
rnac'linery to operate. The other frames can thLn be fabricated while solar cell deployment con- 
tinues. 
In order to  start solar cell deployment reasonably early in the 13 day period, it was elected to use 
12 beam machine operators so that the 4 and D frames can be completed within 60 houn. 
!t would be reawnable to  employ the beam machine operatorr ior up to  150 houn  per longitudinal 
bay. Tab!e 3.4-23 shows how 12 operators could be utilized to  gkie each one 150 lloun work pel 
day. 
Two joint assembly mac'lines. one operating along the A frames and the other operating along the B 
frames. will be able t o  keep up with all of the joint assembly work (using the I hr/joint assembly 
time used in preaiious analyses). 
A-RSWEOUTSlM 
OFmlALPOSI'IION.MIOQPED 
m-0 POSITION. BUrr JOINED 
T3 O MEMBERS W 1 M  A 
J O l T  PLUG 
8 YEYBERSARE COHmNUOUS ACROSS 2 BAYS @ C MEMBERS LAP JOINTED TO D AND L MEMBERS 
E 
Figure 3-4-75 Satellite! Frame Details 
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TABLE 3.4-22 
Satellite Fmme Fabrication Analysis 
Fabrication 
Time 
Length, m Houis 
Frame 
TABLE 3.4-23 (CONT. ) 
Satdlite F m e  Fabrication Analysis 
Length, m 
Fabrication 
Time 
Hours 
TABLE 3.4-23 
Beam Machine Operator Schedule 
Total 
Operator Frame Time Frame Time Frame Time Frame Time Frame Time Time 
3 0  C1 30 C2 30  E3 30 150 
3 0  A8 30 C7 30  C8 30 150 
3 0  A? 30 C9 30 C10 30 150 
30  C3 30 C4 30  E 4  30 I50 
30  A10 30 C l l  30  C 1 2 .  3 0  150 
3 0  A l l  30 C13 30  C14 30 150 
30 ('5 30 CC 30 ES 30 i.50 
3@ A12 30 El  30  E 6  30 150 
30  A13 30 E2 30  E7 30  150 
120 - 150 
120 - 150 
130 - 150 
A tension tie cablc deployment machine will attach and deploy the cables to  the D and E longitu- 
dinal members. After the diagonals and horizontal frames are in place, this machine will tension the 
cables as required. 
The integrated timeline for the frame fabrication and assembly will be shown latcr. 
Frame Construction Machinery Requirements 
Beam Machrnes-It was noted that all frames are 2Om beams. It was also noted that the longitudinal 
members are all continuous. 
A beam machine will be dedicated to each lol.gitudinal member (21 machines). These beam 
machines will be movable along facility tracks. These machines will be employed to  push the com- 
pleted satellite bay out of the facility. 
The pair of diagonal C frames will be fabricated by a single beam machine located on the fa~ility 
below the E frame. These beam machines will be rotated so that they can make both diagonal mem- 
bers. Seven of t h e e  beam machines are required. The B frames are made as continuous 2 bay-wide 
lengths from 3 beam machines. 
The top horizontal members, the A frimes, will be made from facility-mounted beam machines 
that will make these beams outside of their final, attached locstions. Six of these beam machines 
will be required. They must be able to relocate t o  different A frame fabrication positions. 
Joint Assembly Machines--Two joint assembly machines are required. They operate along the A and 
B frame paths. 
Cable Deployment Machine-This machine must provide the following functional capabilities: 
- Transport cable rolls 
- Swage end fittings and tensioning devices cable 
- Deploy cables 
- Cut cables 
- Attach end fittings to frame 
- Adjust tensioning device 
A machine that provides these functions is shown in Figure 3.4-76. 
Beam End Holder Machines-The A, B and C beams will be fabricated by stationary beam machines. 
It will, therefore, be necessary to provide beam end holder machines to support the free end of the 
beam as the beam is extruded from the beam machines. This machine has been described in previous 
construction analyses. It will require 12 of these machines. 
Beam Support Devices-The beams will be supported every 2OOm (same as was done in previous 
construction analyses) by facility mounted, retractable beam supports. These devices have been 
described previously. It will be necessary to provide 244 20m beam supports. 
Frame Construction Machinery Summary-The machinery required to fabricate the frame is sum- 
marized in Table 3.4-24. 
Frame Construction Facility Requirements-The requirements imposed upon the construction 
faciiity to accommodate the frame fabrication work is su~nmarized in Table 3.4-25. As the frame 
fabrication facility is to be integrated wit11 the solar cell deployment facility, the total facility will 
be described later. 
MANh'tD 
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CABLE CUITERI 
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Figure 3.4-76 Cable Deployment Machine 
SPS 763 Table 3.4-24 Frame Construction Machinery Sulrmary 
2014 BEAM MACHINES 
D & E FRAME BEAM MACHINES 21 REQUIRED 
a MOVE ALONG FACl LI iY TRACKS 
USE IN UNISON TO PUSH COMPLETED BAY OUT OF FACIL!TY 
C FRAME BEAM MAChlNES 
ROTATE TO MAhE 2 FRAMES 
FIXED TO FACILITY 
0 FRAME BEAM MACHINES 
FIXED TO FACILITY 
A FRAME BEAM MACHINES 
FIXED TO FACILITY WHILE MAKING BEAMS 
M3VE MACHINES TO DIFFEREt4T A FRAME LOC .TlOtJS 
TOTAL 
SEAM M4CHINtS 
JOINT ASSEMBLY MACHINES 
CAB1 E DEPLOYMENT MACH:NES 
BEAM END HOL.DER MACHINE 
BEAM SUPPORTS 
3 REQUIRED 
6 REQUIRED 
2 REQUIRED 
I REQUIRE0 
12 REQUIPED 
;44 REQUIRED 
TABLL 3.4-25 
Frame Fnbricatiun Facility Requirements 
Provide tracks for I) and E beam machines 
Provide tracks for A bean1 machines to  relocate. 
Provide support points for B beam , I >  ~ ~ i l i n e s .  
Provide rotating support fixture for C beam machinas. 
Provide tracks along A and B frames for j o ~ n t  assembly machint access. 
0 Provide tracks for cable deployment machines. 
Provide beam support device attachnieiit !oci;tions. 
Provide access t o  all machines for parts reloading. 
Frame Constr rction Manpower Requirements-Table 3.4-16 summarizes the crew ,nembcn required 
t o  operdte the frame construction machinery. The supervi:.xy and sbpport personnel will be identi- 
fied later. 
3.4.1.3.5.3 Power Collection System Construction Analysis 
Configuraticn--The configuration of the power collection system is show;i in Figure 3.4-77. There 
are three subassemblies: ( 1 )  the main collector bus assembly on each end of the llite. ( L )  tile 
jumper bus assembly located midway down the length of the satellite. and ( 3 )  the idtar cell b la~~l ie t  
assemblies. 
Power Collection System Construction Timeline Analysis 
h:n.i;; iollector bus Assembly- In th; top I e v ~ l  timeline ar~alysis. 10 days wcrc allocated to  assemble 
the satellite end irames and the collector bus system on each end of the satellite (LO days total !. 
The end frames can be completed within 120 hours (5.45 days), the time required to  nuk;. thc end 
B f .  x l e s .  
D 180-20689-3 
SPS 764 Tabk 3.4-26 Frarne Const~ction Manpower Requirements 
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Figure 3.4-77 Power Collection System C o n f @ u r a t i o n  
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The bus installation can begin s imultandy with the frame fabrhtion If two bus assembly 
machines are used, one starting at each outside edge and working toward the center, they must 
complete deployindattaching bussts within about 8 days in order to  allow time for connecting to 
the slip ring assembly. This muim a bus assembly machine generating rate of O.? m/.nin. 
dumper Bus Assembly-There was an unallocated 5.98 day period that could be used to  install the 
jumper bus assemblies when the satellite is half completed. The joint assembly machine operating 
on the A frame surface could be used to piece together these jumper buses. This one machine must 
cowr the entire 7900 m width within 6 days; therefore muiring a 1 m/min jumper bus assembly 
rate. 
Solar Cell Deployment-Sdar cell blanket deployment is the primary, repetitive operation. To 
deploy the solar cell olankets, the fdlowing operational functions must be accomplished: 
Deploy cannisten containing the 20 m wall solar cell blankets. 
Attach these cannisten to the top of the A frames. 
Deploy solar cell blanket stretchers. 
Attach these stretchers to  the top of the A frames. 
Deploy the solar cell blankets 600 m between the corresponding A framer 
Attach the deployed end of the solar cell blanket to  the stretching device. 
Attach the edges of the solar cell blanket to the edge of the adjoining solar cell blanket. 
a Make the electrical connection between the end of the deployed solar cell blanket and the elec- 
trical connection on the cannister of the solar cell blanket previously deployed in the preced- 
ing bay. 
Two different types of machines will be used. The first machine, a component deployer, will be 
used to f e w  the cannisters of salar cell blankets and the stretchers out to their intended location 
where they will then be attached to the frame. The second type of machine, the solar cell deploy- 
ment machine, will then unroll or unfold the solar cell blanket and stretch it across the bay, and 
perform the other required functions. 
In previous photovoltaic satellite constmction analyses, it was found that the component deploy- 
ment ma* was allowed 60 minutes to install a d a r  al blanket cannister and a stretcher 
(indudes t;.m required to  reposition the machine). There arc a total of 390 strips, thus requiring 
390 houn. 
The first A frames will not be completed until approximately 65 hours into the timeline. l%is time 
has to be subtracted from the 255 hours of assembly time available, leaving 190 houa time available 
to  deploy parts and to deploy blankets. 
Some time also has to  be allowed after the last cannisters/stretchen are attached to the frame so 
that the solar al deployment can be accomplished. This leaves an estimated 180 hours time avail- 
able to install components. 
If the machine rate is increased slightly. 2 of the component deployment machines could get the 
390 sets of parts attached to the frames within 185 houn. 
The solar cell blanket unfolding and stretchng across the frames is to be done at the 7.2 mlmin 
deployment rate and 5.65 mlmi!~ edge attachment rate previously used in other photovoltaic satel- 
lite construction analyses (includes operator productivity factor). Times required are 83.3 minutes 
to  deploy the blanket and 106 minutes to attach edps. Allowing an additional 100 hours to 
accommodate machine repositioning results in 1335 hours total machine time for the 3% strips. 
Solar cell deployment cannot start until after the first set of d a r  cell cannisters/stretchen are 
deployed, which will not occur until approximately 61 hours into the timeline (this leaves 194 
hours of machine time available), which computes to  6.88 machines required. Therefore, 7 solar 
cell deployment machines are allocated. 
The integrated assembly timeline is shown later. 
Power Collection System Construction Machinery Requirements 
Bus Assembly Machines- It was determined that two bus assembly machines would be required. 
These machines have to provide the following functional capabilities: 
- Transport rolls of bus material. 
- Transport insulated support arms assemblies. 
- Roll form the bus material into required deployed shape (3 busses simultaneously). 
- Attach busses to support anns. 
- t:lectrically connect solar cell strip-to-bus connector busses. 
Component Deployment Machine-It was determined that 2 machines would be required that 
would provide the following functional capabilities: 
- Transport cannisten of solar cell blankets. 
- Transport solar cell blanket stretcher devices. 
- Attach solar cell blanket cannister to  frame. 
- Attach solar cell blanket stretcher to  frame. 
- Electrically connect solar cell blanket to previously deployed blanket. 
- Self propelled. 
- 1 hr per set installation rate. 
Solar Cell Deployment Maci~ine-It was determined that 7 machines would be required that would 
provide the following functional capabilities: 
- Extract solar cell blanket from cannister. 
- Deploy the blanket across the 600 in bay. 
- Attach end of blanket to stretcher device. 
- Attach edge of solar cell blanket to adjoining blanket. 
- Operate in close proximity to other machines. 
- Self-propelled. 
Macl~ine concepts ru satisfy these requirements were not developed. 
Power Collection System Construction Machinery Summary-The construction machinery items 
identified in this section are summarized in Table 3.4-27. 
Power Collection System Facility Requirements-Tlrc requirements imposed on the facility to 
facilitate the construction operations identified in this section have been summarized in Table 
3.4-28. 
SPS 707 Table 3.4-27 Power Collection System Construction Machine0 Summary 
BUS ASSEMBLY MACHINE 2 REQUIRED 
COMPONENT DEPLOYMENT MACHINE 2 REQUIRED 
SOLAR CELL DEPLOYMENT MACHINE 7 REQUIRED 
TABLE 3.428 
Power Collection System Facility Requirements 
a Provide tracks for supporting the bus assembly machines which must operate on both ends of 
the satellite. 
Provide tracks for supporting the component deployment machines. 
Provide tracks for supporting the solar cell deployment machines. 
Provide means to move the various machines around each other. 
a Provide means to perform the power collection system construction operations simultaneously 
with the frame fabrication. 
Provide access to machines by supply vehicles. 
These facilities must be contiguous with the frame construction facilities. 
The facility that satisfies these requirements is described in Section 3.4.1.3.5.4. 
Power Collection System Manpower Requirements-The operators required to perform the power 
collection system assembly operations are described in Table 3.4-29. 
3.4.1 A.5.4 Summary 
The analysis in this report has described how the CR = 1.0 photovoltaic satellite can be constructed 
at  a CEO base within a 365 day time period. Figure 3.4-78 shows the integrated construction time- 
line for eacy bay. 
To construct this satellite, the construction machinery summarized in Table 3.4-30 will be required. 
The personnel identified in Table 3.4-3 1 will be needed or to operate these machines. To these oper- 
ating personnel will be added the management, support and operations personnel summarized in 
Table 3.4-32. The satellite will be constructed in the facility shown in Figure 3.4-79, which inte- 
grates all of the facility requirements previously identified. 
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6 s -  Table 3.4-29 Power Collection System Const~lction Manpower Requirements 
SPS 769 Table 3.4-30 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite CEO Base Construction Machinery Summary 
o 20M BEAM MACHINES 37 REQUIRED 
o JOINT ASSEMBLY MACHINES 2 REQUIRED 
o CABLE DEPLOYMENT MACHINE 1 REQUIRED 
o BEAM END HOLDER MACHINE 12 REQUIRED 
o BEAM SUPPORT DEVICES 244 REQUIRED 
o BUS ASSEMBLY MACHINES 2 REQUIRED 
o COMPONENT DEPLOYMENT MACHIM S 2 REQUIRED 
o SOLAR CELL DEPLOYMENT MACHINES 7 REQUIRED 
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JOB TITLE 
W S  ASSEMBLY 
MACHINE OPERATOR 
COMPONENT 
DEPLOY ER 
MACHINE 
OPERATOR 
a K A R  CELL 
DEPLOYMENT 
W I N E  
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Figure 3.4-78 CK = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite GEO Base Construction Timeline for One Bay 
Table 3.4-31 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite GEO Base Machine Operator Summary 
SPS 770 
MAM MACHINE OPERATORS 24 REQUIRED 
JOINT ASSEMBLY MACHINE OPERATORS 4 REQUIRED 
CABLE DEPLOYMENT MACHINE OPERATORS 2 REQUIRED 
BUS ASSEMBLY MACHINE OPERATORS 4 REQUIRED 
COMPONENT DEPLOYER MACHINE OPERATORS 4 REQUIRED 
SOLAR CELL DEPLOYMENT MACHINE OPERATORS - 14 REQUIRED 
TOTAL 52 
Table 3-4-32 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite CEO Baae Const~ction Manpower Summary 
-
\ 4 COMPLETED 
TRACKS FOR SATELLITE 
- 6 FRAME BEAM END HOLDER MACHINE 
- JOINT ASSEMBLY MACHINE 
Figure 3.4-79 CR = 1.0 Photovoltaic Satellite CEO Base Construction Facility 
3.4.1.3.6 CR=l Pllotovoltaic Satellite LEO Base Construction Analysis 
3.4.1.3.6.1 Confiration 
For LEO base construction, the satellite will be constructed in 1116-size modules (see Figure 
3.4-80), which will then be self-propelled from LEO to  GEO. 
The 11 16-size module is 112 the width of the satellite by 3 bays long (Figure 3.4-8 1). Approxi- 
mately 30% of the solar cells will be deployed to provide stlf-power capability during orbital trans- 
fer. 
The significant configuration differences between the LEO-constructed modules and the CEO-con- 
structed satellite are summarized in Table 3.4-33. 
3.4.1.3.6.2 LEO Construction Timeline Analysis 
The same assumptions and top-level timeline that were designated in the CR = 2.0 photovoltaic 
satellite LEO construction analysis apply here. The net result is that there are 20 days available at 
LEO to fabricate each module and 20 days at GBO to  assemble the modules and deploy the remain- 
ing solar cells. 
There were approximately 13 days allocated to complete one full-width 600 meter long segment of 
the satellite. For LEO construction, we have 20 days to build half the width but 3 bays long. 
Figure 3.482 shows a timeline that depicts how the 3-bay module can be constructed within the 
20 day period. 
Table 3.4-34 summarizes the number of machines required; Table 3.4-35 summarizes the number of 
machine operators required. Figure 3.4-83 shows the LEO base facility. 
3.4.1.3.6.3 CEO Assembly T i e l i n e  Analysis 
A satellite module will arrive at the CEO base every 20 days. In a previous section it was noted that 
there were 17.5 days available to finish deployment of the solar cells after the module had arrived, 
docked and attached to adjoining modules, and the GEO facility moved into place. 
At CEO, after the facility is in position, it will be necessary to perform two major operations: (1) 
Deploy undeployed solar cell blankets, and (2) anneal the previously deployed solar cells. 
6WM BAYS 
Figure 3.4-80 CR = 1 -0, AnnealerJ . Silicon Photovoltaic Satellite Confeuration 
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Table 3.4-33 Differences Between LEO and CEO Constructed Satellites 
o THE LEO-CONSTRUCTED SATELLITE HAS THESE DIFFEENCES: 
o CONSTRUCTED IN 1/16 - SIZE MODULES 
o 4 VERTICAL BEAMS (Fl) AND 3 LONGITUDINAL BEAMS (G 1) 
HAVE TO BE ADDED. 
o 30% OF SOLAR CELLS DEPLOYED AT LEO, THE REST HAVE TO BE 
DEPLOYED AT GEO. 
- . .- 
FABRICATE FRAMES 
BEAM MACHINES 
MACHINE CATCHUP 
COORDINATION FOR MOVE 
Figure 3.4-82 CR = 1 Silicon Photovoltaic Satellite Module LEO Base Construction Tieline 
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Table 3.444 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite LEO Base Constmction Mschtnwy Summu:? 
o 20M BEAM MACHINES 
o JOINT ASSEMBLY MACHINES 
o COMPONENT DEPLOYMENT MACHINES 
o SOLAR CELL DEPLOYMENT MACHINES 
o BEAM END HOLDER MACHINES 
o BEAM SUPPCRT DEVICES 
23 REQUIRED 
3 REQUIRED 
4 REQUIRED 
6 REQUIRED 
13 REQUIRED 
150 REQUIRED 
Table 3.435 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite LEO Base Machine Operator Summary 
N O  REQUlRED 
FOR 2 SHliTS 
o BEAM MACHINE OPERATOR 
o JOINT ASSEMBLY &CHINE OPERATOR 
o BUS ASSEMBLY MACHINE OPE WITOR 
o COMPONENT DEPLOYMENT OPERATOR 
o CABLE DEPLOYMENT OPERATOR 
o SOLAR CELL MACHINE OPERATOR 
Fm 3.4-83 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Sateltire IEO GnWmction Base Facility 
Annealing analyses (!Section 3.2.5) indicated a requirement for 10 annealing mdchines that will 
operate at a rate of 200 m2/hr. (This n quirement was based on the need to anneal the entire satel- 
lite solar cell m y  within a one year time period). Therefore. it was presumed that these 10 
macines will be available to anneal the previously deployed solar cells. The area deployed for trans- 
fer is 2.1 X 10' m2, requiring 1056 machine hours to anneal the solar cells. 
If the facility has to be inanxed two tinies at 9.1 hrslindex, 332 hours are estimated available to 
anneal and to deploy solar cells: also 3.1 8 annealing machines aw required. 
Therefore. there is plenty of time available to  anneal the deployed solar cells using the 10 annealing 
machines that will be available. 
The solar cell deployment wiU require 190 min/strip. 
In Bay 1 and Bay 3, there are 107 strips to be deployed. 339 machine hours a n  required per bay, 
reauiring 2 solar cell deployment machines. 
Attach of the frames of the module to the adjacent modules within the 1 day allotted, requires 4 
joint assembly machines. 
The CEO base construction machinery is summarized in Table 3.4-36. 
The CEO base machine operators required are summarized in Table 3.437. 
The CEO facility required to support these assembly operations is shown in Figure 3.4-84. 
3.4.1.3.6.4 Summary 
The total numbers and types of construction machinery required to construct the CR = 1 satellite 
at LEO and CEO are summarized in Table 3.4-38 and these are compared to the requirements for 
CEO base construction. The numbcr and types of machine oper ?on  required are summarized in 
T a ~ l e  3.4-39 and these are compared to the personnel required for CEO base construction. 
D 180-20689-3 
Tabk 3.4-36 CR 1 Photoveltaic Satellite CEO Base Construction Machinery Summary 
SPS% 
o ANNEAUNG MACHINES 4 R€QUR&D (10 AVAILABLE) 
o SOLAR CELL DEPLOYMNT W I N E S  2 REQUIRED 
Table 3.4-37 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite CEO Base Machibe Operator Summary 
SPS 788 
ANNEALING MACHINE ORRATOR 
SOLAR CELL DEPLOYMENT MACHINE UP 
JOINT ASSEMBLY MACHINE UP 
TRACKS FOR: 
ANNEALING MACHINES 
SOLAR CELL MPLOYMENt 
\ \  \--------- MACHINES -- -- 
_-_ _ -  -- - - - -  -- ~- 
\ - ~  - - - - . - - - - ' ... 
. .  - . L --'- 
1 RACKS FOR 
doIM ASSEMBLY 
MACHINES 
F i i  3.4-84 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Satellite CEO Base Facility 
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Table 3.4-38 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Sstellite Colmstruction Machinery Summary and Comparison 
o JOINT ASSEMBLY M K H I N E  
o CABU DEPLOYMENT AUCHINE 
o COMPONENT DEPLOYMENT MACHINE 
o BEAM END HOLDER MACHINE 
o BEAM SUPPORTS 
o ANNEAUNG MACHINE 
LLO GK) 
CONStlllKnoN CoNSIIllKTlON 
LEO- GK) BASE GEOBASE 
Tabk 3.4-39 CR = 1 Photovoltaic Sateate Manpower Summary 
SPS 781 
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3.4.2 Crew Scheduling Concept 
Crew scheduling includes consideration of in-orbit staytime, weebly schedule (work days!off duty 
days), daily schedules (hours of workjday), work/rest cycles (work houdrest houn), and the 
number of work shifts per day. These considerations are all ilksensitive to satellite type of construc- 
tion location. 
Section 3.4.2.2 defines the specific problems to be addressed in this report. Section 3.4.2.3 
describes the reference data that was used. Section 3.4.2.4 is an analysis of the data. Section 3.4.2.5 
describes the recommended crew scheduling concept. 
3.4.2.2 Robkm Statement 
On-Orbit Stay Tie--Derive a recommended on-orbit stay time. 
Weekly Work Schedule-Derive a recommended nominal "weekly" work schedule, i-e.. how many 
consecutive work and rest days. 
Daily Work Schedule-Derive a recommended daily worklrest schedule. 
Number of Shifts-Derive a recommended number of work shifts. 
3.4.2.3 Resource Data Review 
A survey was conducted to accumulate data that pertain to the problem areas: 
Space Flight Experience Data 
a. Karpox & Bodrov report that the results of both experimental and actual space flight experi- 
ence enables one to recommend the following distribution of the daily time budget: 
8 houn  work (4 hour shift max.) 
8 houn  uninterrupted sleep 
2 hours IS min. for eating 
- 1st breakfast 30 min. 
- 2nd breakfast 30 min. 
- lunch 30 min. 
- supper 45 min. 
45 min. for personal hygiene 
2 houn 30 min. for personal time and active rest 
The interval between the 1st and 2nd breakfasts should not exceed 3 t o  4 hours. between 
second breakfast and lunch - 3 to  4 hours. between lunch and dinner - 4.5 t o  6 houn. between 
dinner and first breakfast 10 to 10.5 hours. 
b. Johnson. e t  al. reported on the medical findings of  Skylab. The !onpst duration spaceflight was 
$4 days. Medical evidence established the fact that man is fully qualified for in+rbit missions 
of this duration. Appropriate nutrition. progrdmmed adequate sleep. work. exercise. and recrea- 
tion periods. and suitable work areas must be provided. 
On-Earth Experience Data 
The Alaskan oil pipeline construction project offers a potential source of pertinent data due to thc 
long-term. isolated. harsh environment, construction program that it entailed. The following data 
were obtained (see Kreshak): 
Height of Construction Now 
Daily Work Schedule -1 0 hours,'day -9 hourslday 
-up to  13 hours,'day for 
high priority short-term 
projects 
Weekly Work Schedule -7 daysiweek -6 days on11 day off 
Onsite duty time 
Number of shifts 
-8 weeks on12 weeks off -8 weeks on1 
(majority use this schedule) -2 weeks off 
-2 shiftslday -2 shiftsjday 
a. Chiles, et al, reported on 13 investigations canied out as a part of an 8-year program of 
research on the performance effects of various worklrest ~ycles  during cwnfinement in a 
simulated aerospace vehicle crew compartment. 
It was found that a man can work 12 hours per day on a 4-hours workl4houn rest schedule 
for periods of at least 30 days. Subjects reported that for a giver number of hours per day of 
duty, duty periods longer than 4 hours would have resulted in performance degradation, 
especially if the total duration of the mission were extended. Subjects working 12 hours per 
day on a 414 (work/rcit) schedule can maintain genera!Iy higher levels of,performance than 
subjects working 16 hours per day on a 412 schedule. When subjects are highly motivated. 
performance over a period of  30 days on a 414 schedttle is indistinguishable from the levels 
maintained by subjects :.~llowing a 41414; 12 schedule. 16 hours per day on r 4/2 schedule 
appears to be the maximum feasible number of houn per day a man can work for extended 
periods of time. The 4!4 worklrest schedule with confinement was no more demanding than a 
normal 8hour  split-shift work dry without confinement. 
b. Nicholson has shown that improved performance has not been demonstrated in persons cany- 
ing out complex tasks in which absence of circardian activity is associated with a fully adoptea 
sleep pattern. It is considered unreasonable. in the light of  present knowledge. to insist on forc- 
ing space crews to  terrestial rythmns. 
Other Related Studies 
a. Shields ( k i n g  IR&D) performed a preliminary assessment of how a solar power satellite be 
constmcted. The study was based on an assumed 8 hour work shift. maximum of 3 shifts per 
day. and a 6day  work week. No rationale for these assumptions was presented. 
b. JSC-11568 (Chapter V.C. Construction Operations) presented a candidate staffing plan and 
offered an initial method of  employing the proposed cadre of personnel by developing the 
logic leading toward a work/~wst cycle for the construction crews. Certain assumptions were 
made that pertain to  the scheduling topic at hand: 
-Nominal construction activity will continue on a 3shift 24 hriday basis 
- Crew stay time limited to  180 days 
- Sufficient penonnel are required to staff 4 shifts 
Based on these assumptions an 8 day rotation cycle (consisting of 6 working days followed by 
a ho-~sekeeping day and then an offday) was proposed for the 6-month stay time. No rationale 
is presented for the basic assumptions. 
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c. VonTiesenhausttr. analyzed the functional orgmiziitional structure of a 50-man space station. 
He recommends a 3shift operation t o  provide the necessary safety and functional readiness of 
the base. The tour of duty would depend upon the mission. He recommends a common 
day of rest for all with only critical systems being monit~red.  
d. Shumate indicated that 90 day in-orbit stay time can be committed t o  now b ~ t  that 6 months 
is probably feasible. The constraint is a bone decdc~ficarion p r ~ b k m  as\ociated with pro- 
longed weightlessness. 
e. Nelson reviewed the literature on sleep loss, work-rest schedules, and performance. Amongst 
the finding were many of the results reported above. One additional statement was that 
pernlanently assign4 day-night shift workers generally perform more effectively than do 
workers who rotate day and night shifts frequently. 
f .  Gardner, e t  a], investigated earth-based analogs t o  the space statior~ r~lvironment. l'hc') 
reported the following: 
- Tektite I1 (an aquanaut habitat) mission of 20 days was not long enough to  Impact m u  
performance. 
- The optimum tour of duty on nuclear submarines appears t o  be 60-70 days. with d 
high percentage of volunteers for repeat missions. Some missions have approached 90  
days duration. 
- Antarctic tours of duty. using a select volunteer crew, typically can maintain good per- 
formance throughout the 1 year mission. but with a low percent*? of volcinteers idi  
repeat missions. 
- Arctic radar sites, using non-volunteers who are not subjected to  xreening, typicall) 
have d i f . -d ty  in maintaining good performance by all personnel over the one yesr 
mission. The percentage of volunteers for repeat missions is very low. 
3.4.2.4 Analysis 
The data described in the preceding sectio~l has been summarized and collated in Table 3.440.  
Table 3.440 Crew Scheduling Reference Date Summary 
PROBLEM STATEMENT DATA REFERENCE 
Johnson, e t  a1 2.1 On-Orbit Stay Time - Skylab missions of 84 days show t h a t  rnan i s  
f u l l y  q u a l i f i e d  f o r  missions o f  t h i s  durat ion.  
- Alyeska p ipe l i ne  experience has shown tha t  8 
weeks on/2 weeks o f f  i s  acceptable. 
Kreshok 
- 30 day experir~tents show no degradation of 
performance if 4/4  schedule used 
- Assunied i n - o r b i t  stay time of 180 days 
- 90 day stay t ime can be co~nmitted to,  bu t  ? 
6 month stay time i s  probably feas ib le .  
- T e k t i t e  I 1  mission shows 20 days does not  e f f e c t  
perfonnance 
- Nuclear submarine o p t i m i s t i c  stay time i s  60 - 70 
days but  some rnissions have approached 90 days. 
- An ta r t i c  stay time o f  1 year can mainta in good 
perforrnance. 
- A r t i c  radar s i t e  missfons o f  1 year have shown 
degradation o f  perfonnance 
2.2 Weekly Work Schedule - Alyeska p ipe l i ne  construct ion was conducted on 
7 daylweek basis f o r  8 weeks. They have backed 
o f f  t o  6 daylweek now tha t  major construct ion 
f in ished.  
Kreshok 
Chi les, e t  a1 
Shields 
- 30 day experiments had no days o f f  
- 6 day work week assumed f o r  p re l im inary  powersat 
construct ion analys is  
- An 8 day schedule was derived (6 days work, 1 
day housekeeping, 1 day o f f  duty)  
- C0nlnl0n day o f  rest recorninended f o r  50-man space- 
crew. 
Von Tiesenhausen 
Table 3.4 -40 (continued) 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
2.3 D a i l y  Work Schedule 
2.4 Number o f  S h i f t s  
DATA 
- Recommend t h i s  schedule 
8 hours work (max 4 hour s h i f t )  
8 hours un in te r rup ted  s leep 
2 h rs .  15 min.  ea t i ng  
45 m i  n. personal hygiene 
2 h r s  30 min. personal t ime and r e s t  
- Alyeska p i p e l i n e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  used 10 hourslday 
except f o r  occassional  12 hours/day dur ing  he igh t  
o f  cons t ruc t ion .  NOW us ing  9 hours lday.  
- Resul ts  o f  8 years o f  study 
-12 hourslday us ing  414 schedule f o r  a t  l e a s t  
30 days r e s u l t s  i n  no s i g n i f i c a n t  performance 
degradat ion.  
-Subject  p r e f e r  4 hours s h i f t s .  
-Based on a 30 day study, a 4/4 schedule i s  
i n d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  f rom a 4/4/4/12 schedule. 
-16 hourslday on a 4 /2  schedule maximurn f e a s i b l e  
f o r  ex tended per iods . 
-4/4 schedule i n  confinement no more demanding 
than 8 hours w i t hou t  confinement. 
- If f u l l y  adapted s leep p a t t e r n  i s  es tab l  ished i t  
i s  no t  necessary t o  ma in ta in  a t e r r e s t r i a l  
accordian a c t i v i t y  schedule 
- Assumed 8 hours s h i f t  
- Assumed 8 hours s h i f t  
- Recorninend 8 hours s h i f t  
- Workers more e f f e c t i v e  i f  kep t  on a s i n g l e  s h i f t  
- Alyeska uses 2 s h i f t s / d a y  
- Assumed 3 s h i f t s  
- Assumed 3 s h i f t s  
- Reco~miends 3 s h i f t s  
REFEREM E 
Karpov & Bodrov 
Kreshok 
Ch i les ,  e t  a1 
t- l ichol son 
Shie lds 
3 SC 
Von Tiesenhausen 
Nelson 
Kreshok 
Shie lds 
3SC 
Von Tiesenhausen 
3.4.2.4.1 Derivatioa of MinlMax Schedule Constmints 
On-Orbit Stay T i e  
The Alyeska exoerience has shown that most personnel were anxious to take the 2 weeks R&R after 
an 8 week continuous st-;.. This should be a clue that there may be psychological problems asso- 
ciated with longer stays in an isolated environment. The nuclear submarine experience confirms 
this. Studies of the psychological m d  psychiatric problems associated with long-term confinement 
(see Frawr, Romanov, aad Leonov) has shown that very little is known about these effects when 
the mission duration exceeds 70 days (the length of the longest experiement). The 84day Skylab 
experience has shown that at least a small crew can work effectively for this length of time. A11 
researchers agree that the crew members will have t o  be psychologicallylpsychiatrically screened 
and that working units will have to be composed of compatible personnel for long-term missions. 
Based on the available data, it seems reasonable to establish 90 days as the minimum in-orbit stay 
time (this is medically and psychologically/psychiatricaUy practical). Experiments should be con- 
ducted to see if 180 days can be feasible as a maximum. 
Weekly Work Schedule 
The available data shows that a continuous 7 daylweek schedule would be tne maximum if the total 
time before R&R did not exceed 8 weeks. A 6 day week. with either one or  two days off, would 
be the minimum weekly work schedule. 
Daily Work Schedule 
The available data shows that a maximum of a 4 hour work duty period is the best choice. There are 
several options of the total work time per day: 8, 10, and 12 hour total work periods are feasible 
per day. The workers should maintain a regular work schedule. Each crewmember must be allotted 
a total of 8 hours sleep. This sleep period could be continuous or be in two 4-hour sleep periods. 
A 24 hour day is not necessarily a requirement. 
Number of Shifts 
The available data do not dictate a choice of the number of shifts. This can be derived from con- 
sideration of the daily work schedules. 
3.4.2.4.2 Alternative Work Schedules 
Figure 3.4-85 shows 3 alternative 8-hour daily schedules. Figure 3.4-86 shows 3 alternative 10-hour 
schedules (note that one of the lchedules involves a 20-hour "day"). Figure 3.4-87 shows 2 alterna- 
tive 12-hour daily schedules. 115 
2 TEN4 OPTION 
SCHEWLE 8-1 (8 HOURS UAITDOIJN/OAV) 
3 TEN OPTION 
TERN1 
m2 
TERN3 
SCHEDULE 8-2 4/.5/4/15.5 (1 U2 HOURS SHUTWMIDAY) 
t l I 1 * I I I 1 l I I I f I I I I I I 1 l l l l  
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
HOURS 
Figure 3.4-85 8-Hour Work/Day Schedule Options 
2 TEAM OPTfONS 
TEAM 1 
TEAM 2 
TEAM 1 
TEAM 2 
SCHEME 10-2 4/.5/4/.5/2/13 (3 HOURS SHU'TMMN/WY) 
TEAM 1 (20 HOUR DAY) 
TEAM2 
SCHEDUE 10-3 3 1/31 3 113 / 3 1/31 3 V 3 1  3 1/3/ 3 1/3 (0 HOURS SHUTWWN/DlY 1 
(lHERE ARE NO 3 TEAM OPTIWS) 
Figure 3.4-86 1 O-Hour Workmay Schedule Optio!:9 
TEAn 1 
m 2  
SCHEDUE 12-2 4/.5/4/ .5/4/11 (2 HOURS SWMWN/DAY) 
(THERE ARE NO 3 TEAM OPTIONS) 
1 I I I I I I I 
4 8 10 12 14 
I- 
0 2 6 16 18 20 22 24 
HOURS 
Figure 3.4-87 1 2 Hours WorkfDay Schedule Options 
Tabk 3.441 shows 7day schedules for 2 and 3 shift operations. Table 3.4-42 shows 2 and 3 shift 
weekly schedules for a 6 day on/l off schedule. Table 3.443 shows the 2 and 3 shift "weekly" 
schedules for a 6 on/? off schedule. 
Taking into account all of the allowabk dailylweeklyistay-time alternatives, there are 40 options. 
Each of these alternatives are dlowabk based upon the available data. However, some of these 
options can be ruled out as impractical. For instance. it would not make sense on a 45-day stay- 
time to employ any scheduling option that mults  in any down-time. 
Table 3.444 was COnst~cted to provide a means of showing all of the realistic options and to 
evaluate the relative costs associated with the ptions. It k shown that there are 18 options that 
merit consideration. 
3.42.43 Cad Analysis 
To attempt to anive at a way of comparing the relative merits of the 18 selected scheduling options, 
a preliminary cost analysis was performed. Figure 3.488 shows that there are 5 major cost centers 
that contribute to total crew operations cost: ( I  ) crew transportation. (2) crew supplies, (3) crew 
facilities. (4) crew salaries. and (5) down-time LY)S~. This figure shows how various crew-relited 
facton influence these cost centers. 
The prelimiv-ry con analysis is focused on the transportation and down-time costs. 
3.4.2.4.3.1 Down-time Costs 
The various schedules result in two types of down-time: (1) down-time i n c u d  every day due to 
the vanaus worklrest cycles and number of shifts (see Figures 3.4-85, -86, and -89 and Table 3.444 
and (2) down-time incurred when the weekly schedule dictates a whole day off (see Table 3.441, 
4 2 . 4 3 ,  m d  44). The totals of these two down-time contributions are figured over a year's time. 
Each day of down-time is estimated as S1.06 million in cost. The total cost of down-time for 
each option was shown in Table 3.444. 
3.4.2.4.3.2 Crew Tramportation Cost 
To compute the crew transportation costs. it was necessary to make the following assumptions: 
For LEO Construction (Photovoltaic Satellite) 
- There are a totai of approximately 500 jobs that need to be staffed wing each shift. 
T a b  3.44 1 7 Dayweek !kkdule Options 
lPOTt - 7 WYMEEK SCHLMllE ADVISABLE O@LY 
FOR 45 MYS OR LESS STAYTIHE 
T U l l 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y M Y Y Y Y Y N W Y W M Y Y Y Y Y Y  
T E l V l 2 w w u w w w u w w w w N w w w u w u w w u w u  
T E A # 3 Y Y Y ~ Y Y Y M Y Y Y Y W Y Y W Y Y Y ~ Y W Y Y  
(0 WYS slmmwEK) 
Table 3.4-42 6 On/l Off Weekly Schedule Optiom 
m 1  W Y Y  Y Y U 0 D Y Y W W W Y O D W W W W  Y W O D  
m 2  N  Y  Y  W Id W 0 0 Y  W W W W Y O D W  W N  W Y  N O D  
fEAH3 Y Y  M Y  W Y O D Y Y  N U N  W O D W  W W W  W W O D  
(1 MY W W E K )  
(WRE ARE NO PRACTICAL SHIFTS/fEAIIS 
CONBIIOATIONS THAT RESULT II ZERO SHIT#)Wls DRYS) 
1 ' 1 ' 1 1 1 ' ' 1 1  ' ~ ' ' " ' ' ~ ~ 1  
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Table 3.444 C m  Scheduling Optiom cost Analysis 
- 350 of these jobs would be at the major LEO construction sites. 
- 1 50 of these jobs would be at the final LEO assembly location. 
For  CEO Construction (Photovdtaic Satellite) 
- There are a total of approximately 400 jobs that need t o  be staffed during each shift. 
- 5 0  of the jabs are at the LEO staging depot. 
- 350 of  the jobs a x  at the CEO construction site. 
For Both LEO and CEO Construction 
- 100 people csn he transported at one time in either an earth-to-LEO shuttle or in an O W .  
- It will co.;; S 1 1 mission,;'t 00 people to  get to  LEO. 
- It will cost S 18 million 11 00 people to p t  from earth to  CEO. (The S I I million earth-to-LEO 
cost plus S7 million LEO-toCEO c-st). 
Based on these assumptions. it is possible to  estimate the cost of crew transportation as fdlows: 
LEO Construction SitelGEO Final Assembly 
To get 3% people (one team) t o  LEO 
LEO 
Transp. I 1 
A = C o s t  =(350people)  j (S :;iy) 6 r02;ns ) - I00 peo:,leishu?:le h 1 Year = ($38.5 million ) 
To get 1 50 people (one team to  GEO 
CEO 
Transp. 
B = - Cost = ( 1  50 people) I00 pople/OTV OTVishuttle S18 million) rotations) year 
Year = (S27 million) (N) 
Total Transportation Cost = A + B 
= iS38.5 million x N) + 527 million x N) 
= (565.5 million) (N-) 
LEO Staging DepotIGEO Constrnction 
To get 50 people ( o m  team) t o  LEO 
LEO 
Transp. 1 
A = Cost = (50 people) 
- 50 peoplelshuttle 
Year = (SI 1 million) x 
To get 300 people to CEO 
CEO 
Transp. 1 
B = Cost = (350 people) 
- peoplelshuttle 
Year = ( $63 million) x 
Total Transportation Cost = A + B 
= (5 1 1 million x N) + ($63 million x N) 
= (574 million) (N % $ - )  
These transportation costs for each option were shown in Table 3.444. 
3.4.2.4.3.3 Sub-Total Cost 
The sub-total cost for each option are computed by adding the transportation cost and down- 
time cost. These sub-totals were given in Table 3.444. 
A graphical comparison of these sub-total costs is presented in Figure 3.4-89. 
3.4.2.4.3.4 Analysis of Results 
The following observatioi~s came from inspection of Table 3 . 4 4  and Figure 3.489 and -90: 
The least expensive options are for the 100 day stay-time. 6 days on11 day off schedule. 
- The I0 and 12 hours/day schedules using 2 crews are the lowest cost options. 
The 4-team scheduling option is very expensive when compared to the alternatives. It is 
much more cost effective to tolerate a common shutdowr, day. than to use 4 teams to  avoid 
a shutdown. Those 2 extra crews create the need for twice as many crew types that cost much 
more than downtime. 
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Figure 3.4-89 C~PW M u l i n g  Cost Comparisons 
- Of the three daily schedule options, the I 2 hour 4/.5/4.5/4/ 1 1 schedule is preferred even 
though it is slightly more expensive: 
- The 10 hour schedules are discarded because they would unnecmsarily create the need 
for forcing the m w  onto a synthetic 20 hour "day". 
- The I 2 hour 41414 ... schedule would create some operational problems as well as creat- 
ing the need for an unnatural work/rest cycle. 
180 day schedules arc less expensive than 90 day options. 
- The 45 day schedules offer no economic advantages. 
3.4.2.5 Recommendations 
The following schedule is recommended based on the economic factors considered: 
- 90 day staytime 
6 days on/ 1 day off per week 
I2 hours per day work using a 4/.5/4i.5/4/ 1 1 work/rest cycle. 
1 shifts (1 teams) 
Even though the 180 day staytime is the moit ecmnomical. it is not recommended due to the 
absence of any experience data to support it as operationally practical. 
Subsequent to the 1 2hour shift recommendation, the JSC Crew System group recommended that a 
10 hour schedule be used (based on Skylab experience data). A 51 1 /5/ 13 work/rest cycle was there- 
fore selected for crew size determinations. 
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3.4.3 Crew Jobs and Organization 
3.4.3.1 Study Approach 
The approach used in this study is summarized in Figure 3.4-9 1.  
The base operations and base support jobs were identified by performing a functional analysis 
wherein various categories of  base support and operations functions were postulated. These func- 
tional categories were identified in such a way that they were insensitive to satellite type or, in most 
cases. orbital location. Each of the functional categories were developed to  one or  two lower 
levels of detail to  identify the jobs required to be staffed in order to carry out the functions. At 
thcse lower levels of detail. it was necessary to  apply the number of shifts (2). In some cases. the 
number of habitats and the orbital locatic-n had to be taken into account. Information from prior 
studies (references 1 and 2) was incorporated or was compared to  make sure major items were not 
overlooked. 
In order to identify construction jobs. it was necessary to  select a satellite configuration concept as 
a model for analysis. The photovaltaic satellite was selected. To simplify the analysis. CEO con- 
struction was selected as a basis. The satellite construction concept was developed to  sufficient 
detail to determine the major constructioti tasks (fabricate frame, deploy solar cells. etc.). in lieu 
of detailed trade studies that would identify whether the task should be automated or should be 
performed by man it was assumed that there would be one man assigned to each of the tasks. 
It was necessary to determine at how many places the task would be performed simultanecusly. 
Two shifts were assumed. By multiplying these factors together, it was possible to make an estimate 
of the number of jobs. 
To collate the results of t.ie analysis of the construction jobs and base operations support jobs and 
to identify the management pe~sonnel, organization charts were developed. 
After the organization charts and manning requirements for the CEO construction base for the 
photovoltaic satellite were identified the results were adjusted to  determine how many jobs would 
be at LEO and to  determine the LEO and GEO jobs for a LEO construction concept. 
3.4.3.2 Results 
3.4.3.2.1 Base Support/Operations 
After several iterations the base support and operations were goupea into the eight functional 
categories shown in Figure 3.4-92. 
Figure 3.4-91 Study Approach 
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The habitat operdtions a c  identified t o  lower levels of detail in Figure 3.4-93. To identify the 
number c f  personnel associated with these habitat operations it was necessary to  determine the 
total number of people at each base and to  assume a habitat population for each habitat. The 
numbers of personnel shown have been adjusted t o  reflect the total number of personnel. 
The comniunications function and its associated personnel are shcwn in Figure 3.4-94. 
A functional category called Human Support Operations was created by encompassing the support 
functions that did not seem to  fit into other categories: see Figure 3.4-95. 
The data processing functions and associated personnel are shown in Figure 3.4-96. It was assumed 
that the majority of data processing would be performed on Earth. The operational personnel 
listed would provide in-orbit, special purpose data processing. 
A large base maintenance organization was identified, Figure 3.4-97. These personnel would be 
concerned with maintaining the habitat. command/contrcl, communications, transportation, etc. 
equipment. A maintenance team was also assigned to the construction equipment. but is counted 
as part of the construction crew. 
The materials handling function is shown in Figure 3.4-98. The number of personnel shown is 
probably quite conservative. The materials handling system concept will have to  be developed in 
order to  estabiish a better guess. 
The base flight control function is shown in Figure 3.4-99. 
The transportation support function is highly dependent upon where the major construction site 
is ( LEO or GEO): 
LEO Construction/LEO Base - See Figure 3.4-1 00 
LEO Constr~cticzn/GEO Base - See Figure 3.4-101 
CEO Construction/GEO Base - See Figure 3.4-102 
CEO Construction/LEO Base - See Figure 3.4-103 
3.4.3.2.2 Construction 
The construction personnel were identified for the photovoltaic satellite only. The construction 
operations were sorted into satellite construction and antenna construction groups. 
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3.4.3.2.2.1 Satellite Construction 
Fabrication/assembly of the satellite frame would be performed by the personnel identified in 
Figure 3.4-104. (The Section I ,  2, 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the longitudinal ridge sections shown 
in Figure 3.4-105.) For this iteration, one man operdtor was associated with each beam machine. 
At this point, it is undetermined whether the operators would be located with the beam mac*ines 
or at some remote location. Further analysis may show that one operator could control several 
beam machines or that a single beam machine could be used to fabricate several of the different 
beams. 
Assembly of the power generation system would be performed by the personnel identified in 
Figure 3.4-106. The Sections 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the longitudinal through sections shown 
in Figure 3.4-107. The personnel identified operate the machines which deploy the power genera- 
tion components. At this point, it has not been determined whether the operators are located at 
the deploying machines or are in some remote location. 
The personnel associated with assembly of the satellite subsystem are shown in Figure 3.4-108. 
A team of test and checkout penonnel are identified in Figure 3.4-109. A team of construction 
equipment maintenawe personnel are identified in Figure 3.4-1 10. 
3.4.3.2.2.2 Antenna Construction 
The antenna construction persotinel are orgai~ized similar t c  the satellite construction personnel. 
At this point, the antenna construction operatio,rs have not bzen identified in as much detail as 
the satellite construction. The antenna constructian team is show 1 in Figure 3.4-1 1 1. 
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3.1.3.3 ORGANIZATIONAL C O N C W  
The personnel identifed in the preceding sections were organized into a base prsonnel organi- 
zation. The base organization concept defined in Refenmu I was used as a starting point. The 
top kvel o r n i t a t i o n  is shown in Figure 3.4-1 12. The cwnstruction personnel were organized as 
shown in Figure 2.4-1 13. The base support penonnel were organized as shown in Figure 3.4-1 14. 
The base operations personnel were organized as shown in Figurr 3 - 4 1  IS. 
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3.4.3.4 MANPOWER SUMMARY 
The personnel tdentified ir, the previous sections have b:en summarized in Table 3.445. Note that 
for the photovoltaic satellite that there are approximately 300 more people required to  construct 
the satellite in LEO than as required for CEO. inspection of the numbers will show that the differ- 
ence is due to  the need 'or a substantial construction crew at CEO t o  complete the construction. 
Tabk 3.445 Manpower Summary 
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3.4.4 Operator Roductivity 
When considering the amount of work time per day. it is necessary to  take into ac~uun t  he fact 
that the human operators do not work at 1 W c  of their capacity. lt is necessary to acc0ur.t for 
fatigue. delays and personal factors. 
Bill Faler. BAC Central Industrial Engineering. provided the ~nformation shown in Figures 3.4-1 16 
and 3.1-1 17. 
For purposes of computation of machine rates. a operation productivity of 75'4 over the 12-hour 
shift will be assumed. 
1.33 Machine Rate 
based on  100% = Adjust machine rate requirement 
productivity 
3 -4.5 Constructability Rating .Analysis 
This section contains the analysis that was used t o  derive the "constructability rating" given to  each 
concept that was summarized in Figure 3.4-1 18 in section 3 .J. 1 .'5.4. 
Evaluation Criteria 
There were seven evaluation criteria that were used: 
1 . Number of operators 
2.  Sumber of construction machines 
3.  Complexity of the construction machines 
4. Size of the m ~ ;  %r facility 
5 .  Size of the secondary facility 
I .  C~mplexity of major facility 
7 Satellite assembly complexity 
Table 3.446 shows how these criteria were converted Into u 0 to 10 siorlnp syFtt.m against which 
each of the SIX concepts were evaluated. 
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Table 3.4-46 Constructabiity Criteria Scoring Evaluation 
CONCEPT 
Table 3.4-46 (con't) CONCEPT 
Evaluation Criteria Weighting 
It should be obvious that these seven evaluation criteria do not have eqclal weight. Table Y shows 
how each of the criteria were compared to  the others. This table was constructed by asking the 
question "Is criteria A a more important tnan criteria B or vice versa?" The most important criteria 
was noted. The total number of "votes" for each criteria was then added. The number of votes 
became the weighting factor for the criteria. 
Constructability Score 
The data from the preceding tables were summarized in Table 3.447. The scores from Table 3.4-46 
were multiplied by the weights from Table 3.447 to  obtain a "Product". All of the "Products" for 
a given concept were summed to obtain a "Total Score" which became the "constructability 
Rating" for the concept. 
Table 3.447 Evaluation Criteria Weighting 
MOST IMPORTANT 
NO. OF 
CRITERIA VOTES = WEIGHT 
1  - 3 
2 - 1. 
3 - 2 
4 - 6 
6 - 2 
6 - 4 
EVALUATION CRITERIA 
1. NUMBER OF OPERATORS 
2. NUMBER OF MACHINES 
3. COMPLEXITY O!: MACHINES 
4. SIZE OF MAJOR FACILITY 
5. SIZE OF SECONDARY FACILITY 
6. COMPLEXITY OF FACILITY 
7. SATELLITE ASSEMBLY COMPLEXITY 
.CRITERION NO. 2 WAS GIVEN 1 
VOTE IN ORDER TO AVOID A ZERO 
MULTIPLYING FACTOR. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
- 1 1 4 1 6 7  
- 3 4 5 6 7  
- 4 3 6 7  
- 4 4 6  
- 6 7  
- 7  
- 
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3.5 TRANSPORTATlON SYSTEMS 
A definition effort was conducted to extcnd a l ~ d  refine the results of earlier studies of SPS t~anspor- 
tation systems. Emphasis areas were: 
o Definition of transportation element design requirements. 
o Cargo Launch Vehicles, i.e., HLLV's. 
o Refueling options for chemical orbit transfer vehicles. 
o Personnel trdnsport vehicles. 
o Electric orbit transfer propulsion systems and their interfjces with SPS power module,- 
o Transportation costs. 
Results of this effort are being separately documented and are briefly surumarized in thrs report. 
These v*hic!t-s have the primary function of del~vering heaiy cargo t o  low e a ~ t l ~  orbit. Most of this 
cargo will k SPS hardware and orbit transfer pr~pcllaa?. Low cost per itiiit payload mass d e l i v i ~ d  
to   lo^ earth orbit is an overriding requircmznt. Ttx fol1ow:ng gcncral vehicir irquirements u7err 
identilied. 
Recurring w s t  s b u l d  be minimiteti. Accordingly. t5e veh!di- should be completrlv reu-dble. 
with a design life of at least 300 tliphtj. capdbke of fast recycle after w. emp!oy low-mt pro 
A l a m  payload volume capability sho:ild 5c provided: a payloau d e ~ s i t y  nt 75 kg m3 is 
representative. 
Lrrrge payload mass IS desirable. C'zhicles In the rany 100 to  400 (m.-.tricb ton, payload sapa- 
bility were d u d ~ e d .  Tnc high end ot' this rdnez is dzsirahie for a mature prog-lit: the srnaiier 
vChiil~> may be adequate In .I Je~cl~pnicntd i  or earl! ccmmercial phase. 
Vehiilts and their launst iacilit.zs should bc capable of sustainirle high launsl~ rates. reclchlng 
3hout 10 f t i~hts  per 331 after setera1 1 cars' oixrations. and s:~ould allow ~ l \ o  laucche of two 
to iive vehicles at rough: I-niinutc" intenals. 
The kppe- s t a g  of the vehicle tar the entire \chicle. if a single-stage syctem) shodd be iapahle 
of fl) ing to an oper~t ion base in low earth orbit to deliver its payinad. Piyloads will br. pal1r.t- 
ized pdyload configuration t o  r&;lkrr configuration should be possible at the l a u c h  slte with- 
out rnzjor disruption of launch proc~ssing operations. 
The daipn rrtfrlrcnse launch S I ! ~  is KX. The design reference orhit is 478 k r ; ~  altitude at 31° 
inclination. 
Tkc vehicle should be designed for minimum entironmental impact. This ~ncludes ( 1 ) selection 
of  propellants. engine cyclcx. and flight pro ti!^ that minimize atmosphere pullution. and ( 2 )  
remot. launch a ~ ~ d  n.cc\-.ry oi~crations to ,tlc degrre necessary to control noise 
In the eve,ti of an ;.bort recover); 01 the vt-h,cle ' given priority over r ~ ~ q v c r y  of the payload. 
The vehicles should have a return payload capability of roughly 10,; of delivery capability to  
allcw for return of empty tankers and payload pallets. 
The vehicles should minimize u x  md'or  donsumption of critical materials. 
a Thc vehicles and their operational ch~racteristics shall minimire safety of operations. flight 
crews. and the public. The vehicles should not be manned unless this is found to be necrswv 
t c  meet one o r  more of the other system requirrments. 
Perurnnel hunch I'ehicle ; 
The personnel launch vehi~le was assunled t o  be an uprdted shuttle w ~ t h  the payload bay converted 
to  be capable of (srr).ing 50 passengers. A iiquid booster was assamed to replace the solids to  
reduce cost per flight and atmosphere pollution. 
Orbit Transfer Vehicles: 
Orbit transfer vehicles (OW'S) serve to  transfer crews and a g o  between low earth orbii and po- 
synchronous orbit. Orbit transfer vehicle requirements are summarized as follows: 
Lo; cost is paramount. .\ccordingIy. the orbit transfer vehicle should use liquid oxygen and 
liquid hydrogen as propellants. should be completely reuwhlr. should he staged t o  imgrove 
efficiency. should permit fast turnaround. and shodld be caprblr of at least 50 reuses. 
Space-basing is desirdblr. The vehicle should tK designed (or efficient o n ~ r b i r  propellant trans- 
fer from tankers. Servicrs srlch as propellant trdnsier pumpins mLy be provided by an opera- 
t i ~ n s  base. 
Mission duration capability should be a minimum of 7 days. 
11 should be a design gcal to eliminate dl1 fluids requirements except LO, - and LH,. - in order to  
simplify o n ~ r b i t  servicing. 
The OTV should 132 matched to  the cargo launch vehicle in tho sense of having the capability 
to deliver an entire cargo payload to GEO withobt repacking at the LEO base. KO cargo rrturtl 
payload is required. 
a The OTV shall be capable of autonomous operation except for terminal rendettous and dock- 
ing. for which it shall be remote-piloted. The OTC' GN&C system shall be capable of interfac- 
In€ with avionic\ in a payload crew module for controls and displays and in that mode thc 
01 V shdll he controllable from the c ~ w  module. 
The OTV will provide no payload services ehiept stmctural attachnients and the above control 
interface. 
The OTV shall bc designed for crew safety. The OTV flight protile shall avoid. even as a tran- 
sient condition. state vectors that do  not represent a stable earth orhit from which a rescue can 
tic accomplished. 
Electric Propukion Orbit Tnnsfer System: 
The study indicated that tiiiiiin~uni SPS sjstcrn cost could be redited if SPS modules arc a n -  
structca in low e ~ i t h  orbit and t:ansferrcd to  CEO under their own power u\inp ~ l ~ i t r i i  propulsion. 
Electric propulsion hardware mdst be fitted to  the modules for this purpose. General requircrnel~ts 
ant as follows: 
Low cost 1s paramount. Therefore the Aectric propuision hardware should k citjcient t to  min- 
imize power consumption and resultant design scar on the SPS modules,. It ma) h: desirable 
to  a ~ o i d  the necessity for return of the electric propulsioti Irardware to low earth orbtt for 
reuse. Therefow. this hardwarc \hould k designed for Inu production i m t  and minimum con- 
sumption of ~ r i t ~ i a l  nldttridls. 
Thr. propzll.mt should be plcutifui and non-pollutine. e.g. argon. 
The ihrusting system should be cap~hle  of large gimbal anglrs as requircd by fltght control. 
The system shall prokide powcr procebsing as necessary to  minimize total cost. including 
design 'mass scars on thc SP3 modules. 
The systeni shall pro\icie chemical thrust capability (total ~mpulse and thrust level TBD) ;is 
necescaq t o  control SPS module attitude when module power is not available. Up t o  90 min- 
utes chemical thrust operation shall be possible without moduic power. 
The system Isp shall be selected for minimum overall SPS cwsr. Depending on SPS cl~arac- 
teristics. Isp's in the range 2500 szc to 7500 szc may be desired. 
ThC cystetn sh.111 be capable of at least SO00 hours operation without entcrinc the wearout 
rcglrnr ol' failures. 
The systeni shall probide its own services. c.g. thermal control. drawing only unprocessed 
poNer and possibly control signals tion1 the SPS module. 
The system shall be capable of at least 1000 electric thrust stops and restarts. Restart shall 
occur within 10 minutes after power is available from the SPS module. 
Earth to  low earth orbit transportation accounts for a significant portion of the SPS installation 
cost as indicated by Figure 3.5-1. 
The following material in this section will address vehicle design requirements used: the candidate 
vehicle types including their characteristi~s. performance and operational chardcteristics: the results 
of the costing effort: and concludes with a summary of conclusions  base^ on the results. 
3.5.2.1 Cargo bunch Vehicles 
The nominal cargo launch vehicle requirements are as follows: 
Ground rulcslrequirements,'assumptions 
Equivalent JSC scenario "B" 4 satzii~tes:year for 28 yean 
Delivery orbit 477.5 km (circular) at 3 1 " inclination 
KSC launch 28S0 K. latitude 
Delivered payload 
0 Cargo packaging density 
Nominal satellitr: mass 
= 400.000 kg (net \ 
< 150 ke'rn3 
100 s lo6 ICg 
Anr. la1 number of flights 
LEO assembly 1875 
CEO assembly 31 25 
Assume Sday. 52-week. threeshift launch operations 
Design goal: eliminate expendable hardware 
~ M T O T A L t l b  
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Figure 3.5-2 Vehicle Performance Trends 
The equivalent of the I 12 satellite JSC scenario 'B' which required a variable rate between I and 7 
satcllitcs per year was established for purposes of the transportation analysis at 4 satellites per year. 
The selected delivery orbit at a 31° inclination allows two launch opportunlties a day approxi- 
mately 3-1 ,'3 hours apart. A reference number of llight as shown for thc LEO and G E O  assembly 
options was assumed so that pardllel activities could be conducted on the study. The actual required 
flight r a t ~ r  are identitied ir, the GEO Transportation Section. 
Prior to  de*leloping the new ~wntigurations. veh~cle sizing trends were investigated to determlnr the 
optlnluni first and second stage combination for a ballist~c recc>verable \chicle. The lower curve in 
Figure 3.5-2 is the trend for the point-ofdeparture cargo I aun~h  vehicle (heavy lift launch \ehic.le: 
H L L V ,  with variable upper stage characteristics. 4s noted the design p i n t  rcsults in approximately 
2 0 ;  less payload than optimum. This is due primaril) to  the requirement for a 20 4 . m 3  payload 
density shroud which drove the vehicle to  a larger diameter and therefore stage size. The upper 
curve reprcxnts the payload impact of a larger first stasr and thz design point has  selec.tc.d at the 
same upper stage mass as the reference HLLV vehicle. 
The refcrsncu vehicle was a 'stage series bum ballistic recover;tbls d e t i ~ e  which uses an expendable 
3 paylodd shroud. Two shroud sizes t o  satisfy 20 and 100 kg'm payload densiti~3 are shown on the 
configuration sketch of Figure 3.5-3. The LO- .  RP-I first stage uses 9 gas generator cycle engnes at 
- 
an € 4 2 . 5  for boost. LH 7 is used for engine cooling and subsequently injectcd into the main cham- 
- 
ber. The upper stage is powered by 7 standard SSME s at ;11 expansion ratio of 7 7 . 5 :  !. The LH- 
- 
~ n d  LO- propellants are contained in individual txnks. The pa) : f~ad  shroud IS jettisoned 6 0  seconds 
- 
into the second strip bum. 
The ballistic :stage vehicle shown in Figure 3.5-4 resulted from the configuration effort and is one 
of the candidate vehicles for the cargo vehicle. For G E O  assembly. a version incorporating the same 
booster and upper stage but replacing the cargo payload section with a tanker xction is also uxd .  
Sixteen new LO-RP-I  !LH, engines of greater than 9 x 10% thrust each power the booster. The 
upper stags matn pr .::;ision is provided by 8 standdrd SSME's tE=77.5) .  A unique feature of the 
cargo version is the retractable payload shroud. The shroud is totally eutended on the ground prior 
t o  payload installation and provides for a 75 kg,m3 packaging density. Once onarbi t  and after tbc. 
payload has been deployed. the shroud is mechanicall) retracted for thc- e n t n  ionfigurat~on as 
shown on the u p p r  left. 
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Figure 3 . 5 4  SPS Launch Vehicle Cargo Version 
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The booster stage mask statement of the ?stage ballistic recoverable vt.hiclc is shown In Table 3.5-1. 
The dry mass is 78'.7c of the inert mass. The large inventor) of fluids o n  board ~ncludes the water for 
base cooling during ascent and entry and also the landing propellant for terminal deceleration. The 
structure and main propulsion system account for 757r of the dry mass and the largest two single 
mass elements. A 1 0 7  mass growth allowance on the dry mass has been included. The resulting 
boost2r mass fraction is 0.904. 
The set-ond stage dry mass and mass history is shown in Table 3.5-2. Structure. main propulsion and 
the cargo shroud account for 847 of the dry mass. The mass growth includes IWC o n  all new devel- 
opments. 5 : ;  on modifications of existing hardware. and on use of existing hardware such as the 
SSME's. The second stage mass at main engine cut off (MECO) includes the stage and payload 
masses. The net payload delivered is 39 1 metric tons. Stage propellant loading is 1479 x lo3kg. The 
overall stage mass fraction is 0.8 1 . 
An a d d ~ t ~ o n a l  launch vehicle candidate for the SPS cargo t l~ghts  is the 'Sstage winged \chicle. A 
modil'ied version of the JSC inhouse concept is shown in Figure 3.5-5. The vehicle incorporates 
16-L0,'RP-I '! H? engines on the first stage and I k t a n d a r d  SSI\lE's on the upper stace. An ~n tc r -  
- - 3 nal payload density of 135 kg!m is available in the nose of the upper s t a y .  Ascent control during 
boost is provided by 12 gimballing engines with 1 engines in t h ~  center fixed. The retractable 
booster nose cap eliminates the requirement for expendable interstap. 
The booster stage mass statement is shown in Table 3.5-3. The booster staging ve!oc~ty is abogt 
1950 m!xc which allows a "heat sink" thermal protection system Structure and Ascent Propulsion 
are the major subsystems and the} account for 83% a f  the dr} mass. A growth allowance of is 
included on all dry mass items. 
The second staec mass statement shown in Table 3.5-4 includes a breakdown oi the dry mass and 
the stage macs history during the orbital maneuvers. Tne three major subsystems from a mass stand- 
point are structure. ascent propulsion. and thermal protection ~ h i c h  account for 55%. 147.  and 
145? of the dry mass respectively. The second stage sequence is noted on the right hand portion of 
the table. A AV reserve of 0.85% of the ideal AV was installed in the upper stage. A net deployed 
payload of slightly greater than 381 M tons resulted. Mass p o w t h  of I m  on all nrN hardware 
acvelopments was included and no growth allowance was applied to  the SSME ma55 data. 
The estimated DDT&E cost of S7.6B and S9.1 B for the 2 stage ballistic ~ n d  winged vehicles respec- 
tively. include flight vehicle development. major system test. tooling and other propam elements 
System\ test includes 2-1 12 ground test units and 2 flight test units which are eventually rcc)cled 
into the fleet. The 2 stage winged vehicle's estimated development cost is approximatel) 'O'I; 
grcater than the ba1l;stic's. Costs are compared in Figure 3.5-6. 
Table 3.5-1 2Stage Ballistic Vehicle First Stage Mass Statement 
$tage lement I 103 kg I 103 1brn 
-- 
-- 
Sbuctun 
Thsnnelprotectionwmm 
Main propulsion 
Auxiliary propulsion, RCS 
Landing and auxiliary system 
-power 
Electric conversion and distribution 
Hydraulic oonversion and distribution 
Atrionics 
Environmental control system 
M8ssgrOWm (10%) 
m- 
( i i i n g  H20 for TPS) 
Residual and unusable propellant 
Reawe retro propallant 
W e  RCS propellant 
Usable retro propellant 
Total inert 
Ascent propellant 
BLOW 
- 
Table 3.5-2 2-Stage Ballistic Vehicle Second Stage Mass Statement 
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Figure 3.5-5 SPS Launch Vehicle (2 Stage WingIWing) 
Table 3.5-3 SPZ 2Stage Wingming Freighter Booster Stage Mass Statement 
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Table 3.54 SPS 2-Stage Wing Freighter Second Stage Mass Statement 
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Figure 3.5-6 DDT&E Cost Comparison 2 Stage Ballistic vs Winged 
The first production unit cost comparison for the two types of launch \cl~lcles are 5hown in Figure 
3.5-7. Structure, nlain propulsion and avionics arc the  major flight vehicle production cost elements. 
Included in the unit cost is a single shipset of Ground Support Equipment (GSL). A program 
management factor of  10% hcs been included for administration type functions The ballistic 
vehicle is about 1 1% less expensive than the  winged version. 
The typical weekly vehicle flow fc r  the  2 stage ballistic vel~iclc. is shown in Figurc 3.5-8. The four 
staging base orbits compatible with the  operation of four satcllitc constructlon bases are noted by 
the symbols on the  chart. A t  the  first opportunity t o  orbit (Northerly) we l a ~ l ~ i c h  a cargo and 
tanker llight within 15 minutes o f  each other. On the hecond opportunity (Southerly) a tanker ix 
launched t o  the same orbit. Similarly. the  launches t o  the  remaining thrce orbits occur as the launch 
opportunities occur. The vehicle turnaroul~d times are noted on  the bars of thc chart. As noted III 
Figures, 36 and 4 5  first and second stages are required in the turnaround. Five ( 5 )  spare first stages 
and six ( 6 )  second stages are required and therefore an  initirll buy of 41  first and 51 second stapes 
results. 
Operations options for the  ballistic/ballistic and wrngedlwinged two stage HLLV's are shown In 
Figure 3.5-9. The ballistic vehicles are sea-recovered in order that entry sonic over-pressures will not 
occur over populated land areas. The winged vehicles land horlrontally on  a runway. The hor i~on ta l  
landing requ'rement may he met by uprange ship launch o r  by launch and recovery over an unpopu- 
lated land corridor. 
3.5.2.2 Personnel b u n c h  Vehicle 
An updated version of the current SPS system for the crew rotation t l~phtc 1s \hewn In Figurc 
3.5-1 0. This seriez burn version incorporates a tandcm mounted booster and smaller External Tank. 
Fou, propane engines of  slightly greater than 8.5 x lo6  ncw tons thrust power the booster. A 
reduced external tank propellant load, about 77% of the current SPS load. results in a smaller and 
less expensive expendable item in the  system. Using a crew capacity of 5 0  nicn. 256 flights of this 
vehicle are required annually t o  support thc four satellite/year constructlon rate. 
The vehicle mass statement is shown in Table 3.5-5. The external tank dry mass iqcludes Q I - W ! ~  
which accounts for 5'3 on deleted items and 107 on  n e b  items. A potential payload of 73M :,,:is ic 
available excluding orbiter modifications required for the  greater payloads. 
3.5.3 Cost-Per-Flight .Analyses 
The c a t  per flight work breakdown structure (WBS) is shown In Tablc 3.547 The WBS 15 very \ln11- 
lar to thr: Shuttle User Charge WBS but includes production cost on rru\ahle Iiarc!w;irc dnd tooling 
costs associated with thc tooling shipsets r e q ~ i r e d  t o  support rate p roduc t~on .  The tbllowlng d l s i ~ s -  
slon describes the methodology in developing the element costs for tlic mdjor item\ of the 2 stage 
wing;'wing launch vchlcle. 
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Figure 3.5-8 CEO Assembly Weekly Launch Activity Flow Diagram 
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Table 3 - 5 6  CostIFlight WBS 
sI #8S ELEMENT I 
OPrRATlorvs cdsr 
PROGRAM DIRECT 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 
PROOUCTIffl AND SPARES 
STAGE 1 
AIRFPWE 
ENGINES 
STAGE 2 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
TOOCING 
STAGE 1 
STAGE 2 
GROUND O M S  
GROUND OPS 
GRC Jhi) SYS 
GSE SUSTAINING ENGR 
a SPARIS 
PROPELLANT 
OTHE R 
-- r DIRECT MP-NoOrYFR 
CIWL SERVICE 
INMREC? C. W-ER 
CIVIL P5r.JICE 
The production quantity o f  equivalent units for 14 yean df apz l~ t ions  st: -*. , In Table 3.5-7 
includes: ( 1 ) the initial buy required t o  satisfy turnaround. ( 2 )  the additional vehicles required for 
life (using a 300 flight limit on service time). ( 3 )  refurbishment units resulting from a 30% rtplace- 
ment tach 100 and 50 flights respectively for airframe and engines. and (1) replenishment s p a r s  
purchased and ~nstalled at a rate of 0.185 and 0.5W per flight respectively for the airfrdme and 
engines. The 1st unit costs arc noted and improvement curves of 85% anu W7 on airframe and 
engines respcctivel, were used to  develop the total program cost. The cost p:r flight wzs cieveloped 
by averaging tire total program cost over the 43750 nights which occur in the 14 years of opera- 
tions. 
The portion of cost per flight associated with rate tctolinp is shown in Table 3.5-8. The number of 
shipxts and the respective first unit cost are shown in the two columns on t~ - !eft. The tool pro- 
duction costs results from using an 85% improvement curve for the u~iits required. Tool sustalnlng 
was estimated at l m  per year of the production costs for the 14 years of oprritions. 
Fourteen ground operations tasks were identified and manloaded as summarized in Table 3.5-9. The 
"hands-on" personnel were estimated for each operations task and the manpower associated aith 
maintenance and corrective fixes also estimated. The tabular annual ht":',:>ut for each t s k  is noted 
and a total of neany 2 4 . 0  people are involved. Since 36 vehicles art. in the turnaround at any 
time. this avenges 660 men pervehicleand a rrsulting cost per flight of 5-355.000. Thi: is in addition 
to the ~ t a g r  efurbishment and repair activities included in the Production & Spsres entw. 
Eitrmatzr of the major KASA e n t e r  and contrdctor manpower for program support are shown in 
Table 3.5-10. The average annual rates are estimated by extrapla.ing the Shuttle User Charge Data 
to 1977 dollars. The resultant headcount per vehicle is 4 100. This is hetween one and two orders of 
magnit~lde picater headcount per vehicle than employed by ;i commercial airline such as United. 
Propellant costs are shown in Table 3.5-1 1 .  Burden factors account for transfer losses. The energy 
value of LH7 and 1 0 3  is sufficient that  boil^,'; will he collected and reliquctied to the greatcst 
- - 
es te ,~ t  practicable. 
The total average cost per flight i\ S7.934M for the two stage winged vehic-le when we includ-. some 
of the other minor elemsnts. .2pproximateIy 435.000 people would hc involvcd in this total aitlv- 
~ t y .  A cost per flight summar). is presented in Tahle 3.5-1 2 .  
The 2stagc ballistic recoverable vehicle cost per Cight was developed In .I siil~ilar manner 3s for the 
winged vchicle. The resulting total cost per flight was rstima1e.i ~t S-.h1551. a\ stinimari~t:d I C  
Tdble 3.5-13. 
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Table 3.5-9 CEO Assembly W i M  Vehir* Ground Operalions CostlFIight Elements 
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Table 3.5-1 1 CEO Assembly Wii /Wing Vehicle Propellant CostlFlight Element 
-, Table 3.5-1 2 2 Stage Wingwing Vehicle Average Operating CostfFlight-CEO Assembly 
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Figure 3.5-1 1 illustrates both i t ; .  4~-:rage cost/tlight and the payload transportation cost for the 
major options investi,.ibd. .. .ddi:ion, using the ballistic vet;icle as reference. the LEO Asscmblj3 
cost per flight is abour ~ r r , , ~  higiter than for CEO Asszrnbl~. due t o  the difference in the 1875 and 
3 125 flight rates respectively. The delivery costs ringc between S8.80 and S9.60 per pound of pay- 
load delivered. 
Cost per flight results for the growth Shuttle personnel carrier are summarized in Figure 3.5-1 2 .  
These data re t le~ t  a launch rate of 256 flights pcr year for 14 years. Additional orbiter productions 
is required to  support this rate and is included in the cost figures. 
A "rough order of magnitude" facility cost estimate was developed to identify the differences 
between LEO and CEO assembly shown in Figure 3.5-1 3. The :-stage ballistic vehicle was selected 
as the reierence. The number of facility units is tabulated on the chart and the estimated cost IS 
shown on the bar graph. A S5.2B facility cost advantage for LEO assembly resulted from this pre- 
liminary analysis. 
LEO Transportation sirmman based on the reference annual flight rate of -3 I22 and 1875 flights. 
for GEO and LEO assembly rcslwc.cti\el!,. .I S . 1  B per s ~ t e l l i t ~  advantage results ior LEO aswn~hl) .  
The primary difference IS thc illtnlber of f rei~l l t t~r  tlightc required. 
Both ballistic and winged recoverab!e vehlclt-s appear t o  be viahle candidates and provice LEO trans- 
port costs of bet :ern $9 and $10 per pound of payload. Each as a number of specific concerns as 
noted below. bur )oth c~ndidates appear t o  be viahle. 
Ballistic vs Winged Launch Vehicle 
Performance ana Cost 'Flight are about equal .s S I0 'LBM 
Each type has unique corlcerns 
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Figure 3.5-13 aunch Site Differentials Estimated f hcility Costs 
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3 5.4 Orbit-tdrbit Transportation 
The  orbit-to-orbit transportation discussion includes systems requlred for crew rotation and resun- 
ply, delivery of  power satellites from LEO t o  GEO and a comparison of  tlie transportation options 
in terms o f  cost and their cost sensitivities. 
3.5.4.1 CEO Construction 
The  major operations associated with the use of  a c;iemical orbit transfer vehicle in the CEO con- 
struction option are illustrated in Figure 3.5-14. The initial operations include the use of a space 
freighter t o  bring payload from Earth t o  a low Earth orbit (LEO)  staging (.\pot. The space freighter 
also brings propellant for orbit transfer vehicles based at the LEO staging depot.  Payloads are trans- 
ferred t o  the orbit transfer vehicle which in turn delivers the payloads to C E O  where the compo- 
nents .ire then constructed into a power satellite. Following delivery of the components t o  GLO. 
the  orb11 transfer vehicle returns t o  the  LEO staging depot for s i~hseqi~ent  reuse. 
Three types o f  chemical OTV systems were investisated in Part I as  ~llustrated In Figure 3.5-1 5. The 
basic difference between these options is in the method of propellant handling. All o p t ~ o n s  make 
use of  the  LEO staging depot. The first option is the space-based terslon. A two-staged veh~cle IS 
used with both stages identical in propellant capacity. Propellant for thi, system is brought t o  LEO 
by a launch vehicle and a tanker with propellant transfer occurring between the tanker and each of 
the  OTV stages. T!.s second opiion. identified as a mission tanker,  again makes use of the ground 
based tanker. However. in this case. the tanker continues throughout the whole mlsslon. Its propul- 
slon systems and avionics are provided in a separate space-bd5c.d module. Consequently. assembly 
o f  the tanker with the propulsion module is required for each stage; h o ~ e b e r .  no  propellant transfer 
is rcqu~red.  The third option. identified as a tanker OTV. is actuall) a ground-based orbit t r~r ls fer  
vehicle. .Again. a tanker is used. but in this case the engines and ~v ion ics  are integrated directly into 
the tankcr system and no propellant transfer o~ rtssembl!, of the s!age IS required. P r e l i m i n a ~  anal)- 
$is indicated tlie mission tanker has cotisider;tbl~ niore operat~ollal i ~ ~ l i p l ~ \ ~ t \ .  t l la~i tlic tanker 07'\'. 
' ;onsequentl~, the mission tanker was not ~nc ludcJ  in pcrformancc .i,.d  LON^ c~t i lpar iso~is .  
Comparisons of  the  space based i n d  tanker OTC' options for  performance. thc number o f  Earth 
I ~ u n c h e s  required. and resulting satellite transportation costs are showr, in F~gurc  3.5-1 h .  The tanker 
OTV option required approximately 100.000 kilorranis additional iehicle starthurn r.iasr. p r ~ m a r ~ l y  
as a result of the additional inert mass of  Ytructurc and thcrnial control systems req111rc.d for that 
tehicle due t o  launch loads and entry heat~ng.  This addi t~onal  mars. In turn.  trlin,l~tc.s Into ~ J d l -  
tional E ~ r t h  lai~nches rcquired as indicated by the middle bar graph. When t-xprc\\ed as tran\porta- 
tion costs for one safellitc lnclud~ng botli the launch vehicle and tlie o r b ~ t  ranstcr operatlonsv. the 
tanker OTC' results 111 about a 105 penalty over thc ~ p a c c - b ~ s e d  OT\' Con\eqi~rnt l ) ,  the space 
based OTV was selected as the reference LO, Lit. s>.stem 
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The space-based common stage OTV is a two-stage system with both stages havi..g   den tical prope!- 
lant capacity as shown in Figure 3.5-1 7. The first stage provides approximately 213 of the delta V 
requirement for boost out of low Earth orbit at wt~ich point it is separated for return t o  the low 
Earth orbit staging depot. The second stage completes the boost from low Earth orbit as well as the 
remainder of the other delta V requirements t o  place the payload at CEO and also provides the 
reqsircd delta V to  return the stage t o  the LEO stiging depot. Subsystems for each stage are identi- 
cal in design approach. The primary differe~kce is the use of four engines in the first stage due to  
thrust-to-weight requirements. Also the second stage requires additional auxiliary propulsion due t o  
its maneuvering requirements including docking of the payload to the constr~'ction base at CEO. 
The stage shown has been sized to  deliver a payload of 400.000 kilograms. As a result, the stage 
startburn mass without payload is approximately 890.000 kilogran~s with the vehicle having an 
overall length of 56 meters. 
The requirements and implemen;ation mcthods for crew rctation,'resupply are shown in Figure 
3.5-18. The primary requirenrents sre the support of I00 men at LEO staging d e w t  and 700 men at 
the CEO construction facility. Crew stay times are 9 0  days. Delivery of the crew to the LEO staging 
depot uses the shuttle growth launch vehicle with the delivery >t 50 mcn per flight. 
Delivery of the crcw between LEO and CEO makes use of one stage of the two-stage orbit transfer 
vehicle prckiously described. I t  rcquires 28 flights per year. Plopellant for the orbit transf2r vehic!e 
is delivered by the SPS HLiV. Crew cnJ fac~lity supplies will be delivered t o  the LEO staginr depot. 
also used in the SPS HLLV. The n~ajority of these supplies will in turn be drli\r.red to tile CEO con- 
struction facility using the two-stage SPS OTV: six flights per ytar are reql~ired for thr delivery to  
CEO. Again, prcpellant for the orbit transfer vehicle will be delivered t o  the LEO staging depot 
using the SPS HLLV. 
The ground rules uscd to  establish the cost per flight of the chemical orbit transfcr vehicle dnd the 
resulting cost per flight are as follows: 
Space Rased LOli'LH - .. 7 Common Stage 
Startburn Stage Mass of 445 K Kg 
Stape TFU Equal 582M (1977 dollars~ 
280 OTV Flights per Satellite 
14 Year Program Llt'e 
APS THRUSTERS 
DOCKING & SERVICE 
470 KN (105 K LBFI 
L w H 2  TANK 
(4 PLACES) 
56M 
PAYLOAD CAPABILITY = 400.000 KG 
OTV STARTBURN MASS = 890,000 KG 
STAGE CHARACTERISTICS (EACH 
PROPELLANT = 41'5,000 KG 
INERTS =29.000 KG 
(INCLUDING NONIMPULSE PROPELLANT) 
280 OTV FLIGHTS PER SATELLITE 
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50 Flight Design Life 
Stage Learning Factor of 0.88 
Spares Equal 50% of Operational Units 
Cost Per Flight 
Operational Units S 1.24M 
Propellant S0.40M 
Spans SO.62M 
Total S1.26M 
The majority of these ground rules are wlf<xplanatory. However. several merit further explanation. 
S t a g  theoretical first unit (TFU) costs are based on data developed during the FSTA study and 
updated to  1977 dollars. The 280 flights for the orbit transfer vehicle is the number required for 
one satellite. A 14-year program has been assumed for the orbit transfer vehicle. since beyond that 
point in time it is g~nerally assumed that a different generation of orbit transfer vehicle would be 
developed. A 50-flight design life has been assumed for the spaced based orbit transfer vehicle. Tk.is 
value is based on the MSFC Tug Study which assumed 50 uses for a ground based system. Assuming 
that the SPS O W  is a second generation vehicle. it was assumed 50 uses cmuld be projected for a 
space-based system. Using these ground rules. the resulting cost per tlifht is 2.26 million. including a 
total of 640 operational stages. 
The transportation cost for the placement of one satellite at GEO using chemical orbit transfer 
vehicles and the crew rotation/resupply associated with the construction phase is estimated at 7.8 
billion dollars for the reference photovoltaic system (10 GW BOL CR2). The transportation ele- 
ments involved in this cost include the SPS HLLV which contributes 80% of the cost, a chemical 
orbit tratl ,fer vehicle at 10%. and the growth shuttle vehicle used t o  deliver crew t o  low Earth orbit 
also contributing I m .  These estimates are shown in piechart fast-ion in Figure 3.5-19. 
3.5.4.2 Orbit-To-Orbit Transportation for LEO Construction 
The major operations associated with use of an electric propulsion system in the transfer of satellite 
modules from LEO to GEO are indicated in Figure 3.5-20. Again, space freighters bring satellite 
comp~nents  to  LEO. However. in the LEO construction option, the components are assembled into 
satellite modules at LEO. The modules will have the capability to  generate electric power which can 
Fiure 3.5-19 Transportation Cost To CEO Chemical OTSIGEO Construction 
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be used to  drive electric thrusters that provide the thrust t o  move the satellite module from LEO to  
GEO. Transfer in this casi, however. will be done at acceleration levels of lo4 t o  1 o - ~  g's and result 
in trip times as long as six months to  one year. After modules arrive at GEO. they then must be 
,,wmbled into the tinal siitellite configuration. 
Seven major system elements make up the electric propulsion system as shoun in Figure 3.5-2 1. 
Thcx are the generation of power by the satellite. the distribution of  the power to the electric 
thruster system. conditioning the power by power processing equipment. and the thrusters them- 
xlves which may be either ion or MPD devices. (Propellant for either ion or  MPD thrdsters is 
argon.) Power processing is estimated at 9 5 9  to 96% efficiency. thenfore necessitating a thermal 
control system. Finally. in order to get the required pointing of the thrusters. a gimbal system is 
required. Each of thew systems has been characterized in terms of mass and cwst factors and incor- 
porated into an optimization model. 
One of the principal variables in selecting a design point for the electric propulsion system is the 
thruster specific impulse. The principal ion thruster performance characteristics as a function of 
specific impulse are shown in Figure 35-22. Example influent-es of each of thew parameters is ss  
'T 
follows: Beam voltage will have an impact on the I-R losses and the amount of plasma losses 
involved in the power distribution system: efficiency intluences the amount of power required for 
the operation: thrust level will establish the number of engines required: and finally. the input 
power will detirminc the amount of solar array which must be deployed for the transfer operation. 
These characteristic3 along with trip time options were incorporated into the pcrformance/cost 
optimization model. 
The principal estimating factors used in costing a self-power system were as follows: 
Orbit Transfer System 
Ion Thrusters ( I20 CM Dia-Argon) 52700 EA 
Power Processing Unit (DC-DC Converter S50,!KWe 
and Switch Gear) 
Radiator (Low Temp: 370°c) S5OiKg 
a Propellant Tanks (Cryogenic) $ I OOIKg 
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Figure 35-21 Electric Propulsion System Elements 
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The efr-ect of ISp and trip time on  tranbportation 6:osts CEO for a 89 nliilion kilogram b.itcllite is 
shown in Figure 2.5 23. T h ~ s  part~cular cabe prezunizd a non-,~nnealablc satc:l~te so  that tlrc rcldid- 
tion damage incurred during the  orbit rransfer was permanent. Tran3porfation cozt reduces with 
lower ISp. primarily because less power is required. resulting in less radiation dt-, *vradstion of  the 
satellite. (Radiation degradation is conil.rt.n.;rtCct in tlie niodzl h) oversiring thr' satellite and the  
resultant cost i i  r*tl .cted as 3 part o f  the transportation cost. Only thc  solar cell3 actirall) uwd for 
the  transfer are Jr 'pr~derl .  as the remainder nced not he deployed.) Transportat~on cost also is 
reduced with trip tiniei .is long a*; 350  daks. A constraint occurs o n  the trip t i~ i ie  in th r  form o f  an 
attitude control limit. With transfer times beyond 200 days. the thrust Ie\els a\ailable are s o  small 
that gravity gradient torque cannot he  overcome. Consequently. for a satellite t o  he tra113ierrr.d with 
full attitude control capability. the  transfer must be dolie Iess than 200 days. 
The configuration arrangement of the system elements reqc,rcd t o  transfer each o i  satellite modules 
is shown in Figure 3.5-21. Tlic niodulc itself requires oversizi!lg dire t o  the radiation degradation of 
the  solar blankets used for thc transfer. (Appru\imately 2 2 9  of the solar arra>\ and reflectors must 
be deployed t o  provide the rcquirrd power for the electric thrusters.) Thrustt-rs and power proccs- 
sing systems are located at four corncrs of  tlic satel l~te n~odule .  Each tlirustcr power processing 
panel is connected t o  a gimbal systenl t o  enable rcqtiired pointing. Propellant tanks for the thrusters 
have been located along the center line of the  vehicle t o  pruiide a more desirable inertia charac- 
teristic ( t h e  dominating factor in the amcwnt of gravity gradient torque.)  Radiators dissipate the 
waste heat from the power processing units. The mass associated with the electric propulsion system 
con5ists of  approximately one  million kilograms for the  overs~zing and power distr ibut~on. while the 
orbit transfer systeni has a dry niass of  approxiniately one  million kilograms with approximately 2 
million kiloprarns total of argon propellant for the electric thrusters and LOIILHI - - propellant ( for  
a t t i t u , , ~ ~  control during the occultation periods). 
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Figure 3.5-24 Typical Ion Electric Propuision Configuration Photovoltsic Satellite ( 1  0 GW BOL) 
For a satellite module being transferred from LEO to  CEO using el~ctr ic  propulsion. the reference 
flight attitude maintains the solar arrdys always aimed at the sun as Indicated in Figure 3.5-25. The 
thruster thrust levels and the pointing angles shown in the figure are necessary t o  control gravity 
gradient t o q u e  at each of the clock positions around the Earth and t o  provide the required transfer 
acceleration capability. During the shadow period, chemical thrusters must be used to  control the 
attitude. Should control not be employed during the shadow periods. the satellite would accelerate 
t o  a 0.1 degree per sec-nd rotation and as it reenters the sunlight will have rotated nearly 1 80° with 
solar arrays facing away from the sun. 
The requirements for LEO construction crew rotat;on/resupply are different from these for CEO 
construction option primarily as a result of the difference in distribution of the personnel (rather 
than the quantity). Three hundred crew are rcquired at GEO rather than 700. The method of imple- 
menting crew rotation/resupply is the \ ~ I I I C .  ~3 ~llustraltld in Figure 3 .5 -20 ,  :).it 1 i . i  ntr:;iber of SPS 
HLLV launches is only 40'7 that for the CEO construction option. 
Transportation cost t o  place one satellite in CEO, for the reterence pho to \o : . d~~  ( 1OGH' BOL C k 7 )  
configuration. using electric self-power propulsion. and to support the crew rotation,'resupply oper- 
ation during construction. is estiinattld at (5.5 billion dollars or 5650 pcr cteliiertld krl8,watt. SPS 
HLLV flight contribute 50'2 of this cost. Tllc self-power orbit transfer syltem. ii~cludinp satellite 
modifications. contributes 20%. the shuttle growth vehicles used to dc1ikt.r Lrewmen to LEO add 
lo%, chemical orbit transfer vehicles used !o transfer crewmen from LEO to CEO add approxi- 
mately 20% of the total cost. The largest contributors for the orbit transfer systcm are the thrusters 
and power processing units. In the area of satellite modification. the o\crsiring is thc largest contri- 
butor. Cost estimates are displayed in pis-chart fashion in Figure 3.5-27. 
Thermal Engine SPS Self-power 
The effects of ISp and trip time for the tht'rtndl cngine satellite on transportation costs to CEO, arc 
shown in Figure 3.5-28. For this satellite. optimum trip time is considerably shorter and the ISp 
higher than for the photovoltaic satellite. This situation is brought about because the higher power 
requirement for both conditions can be obtained without significant oversizing. the thermal engine 
SPS is less sensitive to  radiation degradation. (Similar results were obtained for annealable photo- 
voltaics). The selected ISp is 7.000 seconds and the trip time is 160 days. 
The thermal engine satellite module to be built in LEO and transferred to GEO IS approximately 3 
by 2 kilometers in size with a basic mass of approximately 6.25 million kilograms as shown in 
Figure 3.5-29. Power to  drive the electric thrusters requires approximately 37% of the heliostats to 
bc deployed. but in order to  simplify the CEO construction operations. 100% of heliostats are 
dcployed in LEO. Flight control and transfer acceleration requirements for this conliguration can 
be accommodated through three thruster installation locations with approximately 700 thrusters at 
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Figure 3.5-29 Typical Ion Electric Propulsion Installation Thermal Engine Satellite (10 CW EOL; 
each location. Satellite modification to  provide self power requires a small amount of oversizing and 
minimal power distribution modifications in terms of mass and orbit transfer penalty. The orbit 
transfer system dry mass is approximately 0.6 million kilograms and require! ! .5 million kilograms 
of propellant. The component affecting gravity gradient torque for the thermal engine satellite 
module is approximately 1 /7 that of the equivalent photovoltaic satellite module. 
Thruster utilization in terms of panels utilized. thrust level and pointing angle is illustrated in Figure 
3.5-30 for the first few revolutions of the transfer of a thermal engine satellite module. Maximum 
thrust of a given panel is 2,000 newtons. Chemical thrusters are used during the shadow periods of 
the orbit as for the photovoltaic module. However, in this case the thrust is considerably less than 
for the photovoltaic satellite module due to  the lesser inertia. Without control during thrust is 
shadow periods. the module would be off sun-aiming by approximately 20°. 
3.5.5 Transportation Options Comparison and Sensitivities 
Although the impact of the number of launches was included in the cost  omp par is on. it is important 
to  recognize the difference In quantity between two construction location options shown in Figure 
3.5-3 1 .  In general, the CEO construction option using chemical orbit transfer vehicles will require 
about twice as many 1aunct.s per day as the LEO option using electric propulsion. The significance 
of this differewe, in addition to cost, may include such factors as propellant production rates. 
environmental impacts in terms of noise pollution. and launch operations scheduling. 
Transportation cost to  CEO is compared in Figure 3.5-32 for five different satellite options. For the 
photovoltaic (beginning of life) and the array addition options, the LEO option provides a cost sav- 
ings of approximately 15%. For photovoltaic satellites assuming annealing capability or for the ther- 
mal engine satellites, all less sensitive to  radiation, transportation cost savings of 25 to 30% or  2.5 
billion dollars per satellite are available through the LEO construction ~ p t i o n .  This comparison 
includes estimated cost penalties for the satellite modifications necessary to  enable self-powered 
LEO-CEO transpoitation. 
A transportation cost breakout is presented in Table 3.5-14 for the photovcltaic CR=2 annealable 
satellite. The most significant cost difference between the options is SPS HLLV ut~lization; more 
launches incur a greater cost penal!y. It may be that the programmatic costs could be treated as a 
life cycle cost item. In addition, recovery of electric thrusters and power processing systems may 
prove cost effectite. These factors could combine to  reduce the cost of the LEO option by an addi- 
tional 0.5 to 0.75 billion dollars. 
Transportation costs to CEO for the t?vo construction options can also be compared in terms of 
sensitivity to various program elements. Satellite mass sensitivity is shown in Figure 3.5-33. The 
sensitivity of the CEO construction option is approximately 75% greater to satellite mass than that 
of the LEO construction/electric orbit transfer vehicle option, for either the photovoltaic or the 
thermal engine satellite. 
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F v  3.5-33 OTV Coat ! h i t m t y  To Satellite Mass 
The reierenc. LEO delivery cost is approximately $17 per kilogram. The tota! cost sensitivity to 
LEO delivering cost for a chemical orbit transfer vehicle. in terms of transportation costs to CEO, is 
approximately 90% greater than that of the electric orbit transfer system, as shown in Figm 
3.5-34. 
3.5.6 Orbit-To-Orbit Trcuyr xtation Summary 
The transportation of a satellite to CEO using a selfpcrw-er electric propulsion system after mdular  
mnstruction at LEO, appears to  offer cost advantage of ober 25%. In addition, it is less sensitive to 
changes in LEO delivery costs and to satellite mass. Self-power of the thermal engine satellite 
appears to have a slight advantage over that of a photovoltaic satellite. primarily .as a result of sim- 
plifid integration and flight control operations. The LEO construction option requires roughly half 
as many HLLV launches. Transportation relative to crew rotation/resupplg has not been found to 
be significant since there is only a 10% cost difference between the two construction location 
options. 
Fiure 3.5-34 Om Cost Snsitivity To LEO Delivery Cost 
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3.6 COLLISION ANALYSIS 
Consideration of space operations with objects as large as an SPS o r  SPS module raises questions of 
r-ilision harards. For historical space systems. even as large as Skylab, the probablity of  colli<ion 
with a manmade object is negligble, whereas the probabiliy of cu>llision with meteoritic matter of 
potentially damaging size is appreciable. Vehicles lik*: Skylab have accordingly k e n  designed with 
suitable meteoroid protection. g r .  rally in the form of a "bumper" (impact armor). flux of 
manmade objects in near Earth space, although small. is large encugh to present a potential hazard 
t o  SPS's. and is orders of magnitude greater than the flux of natural objects of ~vmparable relative 
momentum or kinetic energy. The flux of  manmade objects is considerably greater at LEO than at 
GEO. Therefore. relative collision hazards enter into the selection of LLO or CEO as a construction 
location. 
3.6.1 Flux Model Analysis 
The idea that an SPS satellite can collide with another orbiting object is brouht about by the fact 
that there were over 3700 man made objects in space as of late 1975. 
(Satellite Situation Report - CSFC Volume 15, December 3 1 ,  1975.) 
Most of these objects have apogee. perigee and inclination characteristics which can intersect an SPS 
satellite during the LEO construction phase and transfer t o  GEO. In addition. although the volume 
sweepout in one orbit of an object is quite small. that volume beccmes quit< large as the orbit of 
that object regreses, sweeping out a volume bounded by the objects apogee. pesgee and inclination 
characteristics. 
The purpose of this subtask was to develop a flux model and estimate the number of collisions 
oetween objects and the SPS satellite as a function of its altitude and inclination. A flux model is by 
n ~ t u r e  a first-order statistical approximation to  collision probabilities. More accurate models can be 
constructed. e.g. Monte Carlo simulations. but in view of uncertainties in source data. are probably 
not worth the added effort required. 
2 The initial step in this analysis was to establish the fiux (number) of objects per KM -sec that will 
be encountered by an SPS satellite. Several key assumptions were used in this initial analysis. 
1. The distribution of objects in orbit as listed in the December 1975 Goddard Satellite Situation 
Report is representative of the future distribution; 
2. the Flux (objects) of objects in orbit is isotropic (true for low-medium altitudes); and 
KML 
3. The size of any object in orbit is so small in comparison to  and SPS, that the object is consid- 
ered a p o i ~ t  rather than a volume. The flux contribution that each orbiting object makes was 
calculated as illustrated in Figure 3.6-1 using the following equation: 
4 = (TF) x (VEL) 
VOL 
where @ = Flux objects 
4 
KM' - wc 
TF = Fraction of an objects orbit time that is 
spent within a given "toroid" where each 
toroid is defined bq an altitude and 
inclination band. 
VOL = The actual volume of the toroid (KM') 
VEL = The average velocity of  an object within 
a given toroid iKM/sec) 
The toroids considered in this analysis were bounded by the following altitude and inclination 
bands: Altitude (KM): 400-440, 440480,  480-520 (LEO), 520-550,550-600,600-700, 700-800, 
800-1000, 1000-1 500, 1500-3000. 2000-3000. 3000-5000, 5000-10000. 10000-20000, 20000- 
35750, 35750-35890 (CEO); and inclination boundaries of  (deg): 0-5, 5-10, 10-i 5, 1 5-10, 20-25, 
25-30,30-35. 
Summation of the flux made by all objects within a given toroid results in the total flux an SPS 
satellite will encounter within a given toroid. 
A computer program was used to  perform the flux calculations for each of the specified toroids. 
The data were then combined within a typical SPS satellite LEO to CEO transfer trajectory (alti- 
tude M inclination). This results in the plot shown in Figure 3.6-2, which estimates the flux encoun- 
tered by the satellite. The highest flux is indicated at the 500 to  1000 KM region as would be 
r xpected due to the large number of satellites having perigees within this range. The relatively high 
llux at the CEO location is somewha, misleading. since the isotopic flux assumption becomes 
invalid. (most of the objects at or  passing through this location are traveling at the same velocity 
and in the same direction as the SPS). 
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Tbt flux co~tribution that each orbiting object makes was ~~Iculated OB~ECT ORBIT PLISS~M 
using the fohowing equation: THROUGH LEO COhtSIRUCIlOIY 
Whert: 
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LEO CoNsTRUCflW 
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TF fractiorb of an object's orbit time that is spent within a given "toroid." where 
each toroid is defined by an altitude 
acul inclination band LEO CONSTRUC OR811 INCLlNATlON 
VOL = The actual volume of the toroid (km3) 
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VEX, = the average velocity of an object 
within a given toroid (km/sec) 
Figure 3.6-1 Orbiting Object Flux 
Figure 3.6-2 Object Flux Level 
3.6.2 Flux Model Analysis Results 
The collision model data reported at midterrfi T r W  <?dated t o  reflect a "growth" object model 
(assumes the number of objects presently in crbit will increase due t o  continuing space launches) 
and modular ~wnstmction with sixteen modules. Assumptions and expected numbers of collisions 
are shown in Figurr 3.6-3. The 3x3 meter object assumption relates t o  c;ilculations of collision 
cro~s-section for small SPS elenlents such as structure-the object model included all objects now 
listed in the Goddard Space Flight Center satellite situation report. In low Earth orbit, objects down 
t o  about 10 sq cm can be tracked. 
Figure 3.6-4 shows a collision prediction for the thermal engine option similar to  the previous figure 
for the photovoltaic option. 
3.6.3 Collision Avoidance Considentions 
The flux model analysis presented above assumes no measures are taken to  avoid ;.ollisions. During 
the orbit transfer outboard propulsion could be used For evasive action. either in changing the path 
of the transferring module or  in changing its attitude to  minimize the collision cross-section. The 
-4 available propulsive accelerition is expected to be 5x10 mlsec2 o r  greater. This is sufficient t o  
move an SPS module a distance equivalent t o  its own size in about 1 hour (linear acceleration 
assumption). In low Earth orbit. during the early part of the transfer up to  2 revs might be required. 
Ephemsr~des of objects in LEO are known t o  roughly 50 meters, so adcquate warning should be 
available for tracked objects. Collisions during the construction phaw are somewhat more problem- 
iatical since the construction facility will presumably be far less maneuverable. 
3.6.4 Junk Cleanup Concept 
Most of the problem objects arc not operable satellites. they are 'junk". Conceptual studies of a 
junk cleanup pursuit vehicle were included in the SEPS study program. This vehicle would propul- 
sively match orbit parameters with target junk objects (one by one). perform a noncooperative 
rendezvous. acquire the object with some sort of "grabber" and either deorbit it o r  return it to  a 
controlled disposal area. 
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During the present activity. an interceptor vehicle was suggested as on alternative. The interceptor 
would not rendezvous with the target objects, but merely fly into their path. a maneuver requiring 
far less delta v and propellant. The interceptor would emyioy a "catch-x's mitt" to absorb the target 
objects by an inelastic collision. Various materials such as old matresses, st yrofoam, and water-filled 
plastic microballoons or tubing mats, have been suggested as catcher's mitt could be separated from 
the interceptor vehicle such that the collision would deorbit the (in this casc expandable) mitt as 
well as the object. Ephemeris uncertainties would require the intercepror to have dn active terminal 
rendezvous capability. 
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3.7 COST ANALYSES 
The cost analyses began with a review of a prior SPS study cost analysis and of Boeing design-to- 
cost studies. This background was employed t o  develop updated SPS cost analyses based on tradi- 
tional aerospace and mature industry ccrrelations. Pariicular emphasis was given to solar cell cost 
projections because of  the high leverage solar cell costs exhibit with respect t o  ovtrall SPS costs and 
e;on>mics. 
3.7.1 SPS Data Base Cost Review 
A review was conducted on SPS element costs developed for the MSFC space-based power contract 
(contract NAS8-31628). This was done to understand and asses the current data base as a starting 
point for cost analyses for the SPS system definition study. Present were: Richard Bock. 1. Gaalger, 
D. Gr:gory. S. Otrosa and G .  Woodcock. 
Photovoltaic and thermal engine methodologies and data were discussed. Mtcrowave power trans- 
mission system costs were not discussed since these were comnion factors in Part I of the SPS 
study. Most of the cost estimating employed aerospace estimating relationships and learning curves. 
(Learning curves do not appear to be appropriate for SPS costing. nor do aerospace estimating 
relationships in most instances.) Costs described below are FOB launch site. 
1. Photovoltaic-The silicon photovoltaic systems costs were largely driven by solar blanket 
costs. Solar blanket costs were based on a theoretical first unit (TFU) of S270.000 per square 
meter for the first square meter. This figure was derived from solar array estimates developed 
for Space Telescope: it correlates well with SEPS cost estimates for solar arrays. This TFU was 
run down an 80% Iratning curve for the entire 60satellite progrGm involving a total solar cell 
buy of roughly 2900 km2. The average unit/TFU ratio os 0.00133 for an average cost of 
$ 3 6 0 / ~ ~ ,  equivalent to $1650/KWe solar cells at 16% efficiency. (The cells were operated at 
a concentration ration of 4.5; actual operating efficiency at that concentration ratio was 
10%). Galliunl arsenide cells were arbitrarily assigned a TFU per square meter t w ~ e  that for 
silicon. 
Assessmen*-This cost is considerably higher than the ERDA goal of $SOO/KWe. and is 
believed to  be pessimistic. 
2. Structure-The same methodology was used for photovoltaic and thermal engine structures. 
The following data are for the thermal engine options. 
Unit -structure for an entire module, mass 2960 tons (6.525 x lo6 lb) 
Number of Units - 240 (4 modules x 60 satellites) 
Learning Curve - 90% 
Total Cost - 552 billion (240 units) 
Average - $70/Kg ('S321lb) 
Assessment-Htgh for the type of structure (aluminum) assumed. Current efforts are directed 
to  graphite composite structures. Vendor projections indicate raw material (prepreg tape) costs 
in the range of $6/lb. Parts fabrication costs should not exceed materials cost. leading to an 
ROM of % 12/lb. In addition, the graphite structure will be lower in mass. 
3. Heliostats-Thermal engine heliostats were priced as follows: 
Unit - One Heliostat 
Mass - 65 Kg (144 Ib) 
Learning Curve - Not stated 
Total Cost - 590 billion (4.25 x 1 o6 units) 
Average - $2 1,000 each 
Assessment-Heiostat costs will probably be dominated by plastic film cost at $300 - $350/lb 
for aluminized Kapton. Materials cost per heliostat is f l 2 K .  Estimate is probably reasonable. 
4. High Temperature Heat Exchanger- This item was to  be fabricated from columbium alloy: 
Mass - 250,000 tons (60 satellites) 
Total Cost - $2 1 billion 
Average - $38/lb 
Assessment-Materials cost is estimated as $1 20llb as tubing. Therefore this cost estimate is 
low by a factor of 4 t o  5. 4 change in mirterial may be in order. 
5. Cavity Shells and Insulation-The total cost was $6.8 billion. This does not appear to  be a cost 
swinger. 
Assessment--The reference configuration employed a tantal~.m multifoil insulation. Materials 
cost need examination. 
6. Turbomachines and Recuperator Coolers 
Unit - 300 MWe machine with recuperatorcooler heat exchanger set 
Total Cost - S72 Billion 
Average - $73/KWe of actual on-board output 
Assessment-Industrial experiei~ce and estimates for ground-based hardware indicate costs 
should be in the % 100/KWe range. 
7. Radiators 
Unit - 20 x 20 meter pznels and header reactions - roughly 20,000 per SPS 
Total Cost - 5 107 Billion 
Average - $36/1b. 
Assessment-Radiator panels and pipes will be fabricated from steel alloys and i~luminum. 
Assuming dutomated fabrication, the radiator cost appears t o  be high t;y a factor of 5 to 10. 
8. Space construction and transportation costs were separately estimated. 
9. Other-Additional items contributing to  u, cost (program totals for 60 satellites). 
Tooling - $64 BiUion 
Initial Spares - 1 0% 
Sustaining Engineering and 5E&I - $25  biilion 
GSE - $19 Bil!ion 
Prcgram Manzgement - $34 Billion 
Assessment-Tooling, engineering, and management costs appea; high tor the oresumed com- 
mercial environment. 
10. Totals-The total costs attributable to the thermal engine SPS, excluding antennas. space con- 
struction. and space transportation. add to slightly less than S600, 'KWc ut'useful ground out- 
put. Adding the costs of the space-based antenna, increases this to about S700/KWe.  very close 
to a figure derived by the high-level Dix-Riddell correlation. (See "Satellite Power Systems for 
Large-Scale Power Generation" by G. Woodcock, presented at the 27th JAF. October 12. 
1976.) 
The plusr-s and minuses discussed under the assessment headings may roughly cancel. As ~io t rd  
al.o-, photovoltaic estimates appeared pessimistic; all costs were reestimated in the SPS systems 
using a generally different methodology. 
3.7.2 Design-to-Cost Review 
Typical Program Cost History--For a typical program, the cost history is as shown in Figure 3.7.1. 
Point A is the initial program cost estimate carried out by mid-nlanagenient and engineering during 
the conceptual phase of a program. 
This is submitted for corporate approval and slides down to Point 0. t t   tion on ale usually being "we 
can't win at Point A." The B estimate is given to  the customer who s, "that's too high-we can't 
get congressional appro;al," so the RFP goes out and a cost auction brhgs the cost to Po~n t  C. 
Now the ch~nges start-the contract is negotiated up to "D" as customer and contractor begin to  
realize the contractor bid too low. 
- 
F i  3.7-1 Typical Rogrsm Cost History 
By the time the program ends. the costs have r ixn  t o  E-and the contractorrustomer team have 
done it again. 
The SPS program should not allow this t o  happen and with proper early consideration and control, 
costs can probably be brought t o  point D. This will require the development of an accurate cost 
prediction and control capability. 
When is cost injected into a program? Analyses of both commercial and government Aerospace pro- 
grams indicate that by the time concept definition has been cmmpleted (which is DOD programs is 
the DSARC I decision point), program decisions have been made which will result in approxi- 
mately 70% of the life cycle costs. By the end of  the program validation phase (DSARC 11). p r e  
gram decisions haw obligated approximately 85% of the life cycle cost (LCC). Essentially no cost 
leverage is available at the end of the dewlopment phase. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7-2. 
Next kt's take a look at "learning" curves, better titled, "improvement curvts." 
We have found that ~f we extrapolate t o  the 1000t;i unit, all aircraft programs we studied would 
have passes through a gate between 0.75 and 1.25 manhoursilb. Three programs have been sketched 
in as examples in Figure 3.7-3. 
Program A is driving from a 605 curve and will pass through the top of inadt quate management 
attention. improper funding. poor production ac-1 tooling planning. probably poor skill mixes. 
Program A is in deep trouble. a cost delta has been added because of inadequate management atten- 
tion. improper funding. poor production and tmlinp planning, probably poor skill mixes. 
Program B has been developed as a "good" aerospace program but has a cost burden added by design 
complication. 
Program C is a good aerospace program characterized by simple design and an adcquate tool and 
production plan. The cost for thew programs through 1000 units is in ratio 4: 1.7: 1. 
zxt we looked at the con composition for aircraft. and it looks like the data sketched in Figure 
3 . 7 4  are assmbly; about 25% are fabrication. By the 1000th unit. they are about 50-50. So asxm- 
bly msts are the prime cost swinger of airplane production. - 
A good assembly improvement curve characteristically follows k 0 . 8 0 ,  while fabrication is at 
X4.89, or  the net production curve at 7.0.83 to 0.85. 
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A steep curve is an indication of  poor planning and cmntrol of a production program. 
S i n c ~  60% of airframe costs through the first 1000 units are assembly ~qs t s .  we then analyzed the 
assembly thaws in detail. Figure 3.7-5 shows the relative va!-tes of productive time. 
1. hoductivc: time was 6% of fint unit cost and 50% of 1000th unit. 
Job familiarization. "mechanics learning." was '407 of first unit and drove down a A 4 . 5  
cunv. The mechanic learns quickly. By unit 10. this element has virtually disappeared if nu 
cncnges in paper, tooling. skill, etc. have been made. 
3. Overall. the mechanic loses about 10% of total assembly time for personal reasons. 
4. Stacked i lpn that. 50% of costs are attributable to nonproductive factors over the same 1000 
units. That is, tinle spent by the mechanic in overcoming the defic+ncies of the management 
plan. 
The non-productive dements can be directly related t o  unrealistic schedules. part shortages. etc. 
If we look at the nonproductive cost data, it is apparent that a program manager must be provided 
with "should cost" rationale. If a program manager can identify the management changes to imple- 
ment and determine how they will impact the program nonproductive elements. an improvement 
curve approaching k 1 . 0  can be predicted. 
Program Costl'Management Matrix-The previous figure est;iblishes some requirements of a "should- 
cost" philosophy. but more is needed. 
To assist in the definition and control of a program as complex as SPS. the adoption of a 3dimen- 
sional pure hardwarelsoftwar? WBS even at this early stage is essential. An example of the work! 
cost management matrix is illustzited in Figure 3.74. along the 
o Z-asis are deliverable hardware/software items 
o X-axis time phased program tasks 
o Y-axis are functional cost elements 
Standard Hours -The "standard hour" methodology can be described thus. For any specific indus- 
try. the device to be produced. ulider the management policies of  that industry has a minimum c:)st 
which is purely a function of the design/configuration of the item. 
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Figure 3.74 Program Cost /Management Matrix 
The cost generated in producing a single unit are the  "standard hours" for that unlt. The "standard 
hours" cost level should be reached by the time the peak production rate has been reached. Figure 
3.7-7 illustrates this approach. 
Unit costs are then calculated by combining the standard hours for a urut with calculable pmgram 
variables and the  line position along a management imposed inlproven~ent curve. 
3.7.3 Xhiu.i. Ld.~+.:ry Concept 
The "mature industry" analogue requires a comp.irable analysis which rr1dtt.s the "standard hour" 
cost o f  a unit t o  the  p r o d c ~ t i o n  rate in units per year. 
Since the "standard hour" value is a function of  the  optimum resource tillocarion for  a specific 
industry at  a specific yearly production rate. one  eccentially has a "design" for the  industry whlch is 
rate sensitive. 
This industry design is a function of  the  volume and the  optimum resource al locat~on and is not the 
bame at  all rates. Tooling. facility layouts and size. material t l ~  A . process controls. and the ratio of 
energy expended t o  manhours expended all vary. as the rate is changed. t o  produce the  opti.num 
standard hour cost for a unit. 
Figure 3.7-8 illustrates the functional dependence o f  the standard hour \slue of a unit as the pro- 
duction rate varies. 
The p roduc t~on  rate slope is rduphly 0.70.1 '11~ industry rateb. aerospace. computer. elrctncal appll- 
ances all x t ' m  to  he consistent. 
7 The apparent limit of  cost r educ t~on  seems t o  bc reached a t  production rat'., .ipproaching 1 0  unlts 
per year for an industry. where the unlt cost should be about 1.5-2.5 times the  b m c  material 
cod .  The automobile industry reaches this Iekei. 
.4 number of items for SPS may reach this limit. 2.3.. the  individud, rddiator panels for the thermal 
engine system. 
Mature Industry Source Data: Metal. Ores It' we cxdmine thc  throughput in pou~ lds  per year of 
industries involved In liandllng large amount3 uf ores o r  metdls. we can corrtxlatr the volume In num- 
hc:,'year apalnst the S'slycar for the industry. The rcsult ot' such a study IS 111 Flgurc 3.7-9. 
For ore the  correlation was 0.80. 
For metals the  corre la t~on was 0.89. 
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The conclusions we can draw from this are significant. 
If an industry is t o  sunfive the birth pangs and reaches maturity, it must develop technology and 
manufacturing capabilities which are designed to  handle the volume of material needed for a speci- 
fic purpose. 
In the case of solar cells. we are forced t o  extrapolate t o  production volumes of 100 kmLlyear of 
cells or  more. 
We car~not and must not expect that an extnpolation along a pure "learning curve" will be valid. 
Example: DUPONT KXPTON QUOTES 
Mature industry cost-Kz,>t.rn !Am. 
1. Dupont. the sole producer of the polyimide film, quotes the cost of Kapton as follows: 
Film Thickness 
0.3 mils 
0.5 
1 .o 
t o  
5 .O 
Cost S/# 
s375 
115 
29.75 
2. The cost is certainly a consequence of production rates. The 0.3 mil Kapton is a special order 
requiring significant lead time. 
3. If we assume a reasonable consistent pricing policy, then the cost elements contributing to  the 
quoted prices should include: 
a. Profit (estimate @ 15%) 
b. A setup time per pound 
c. A run time per pound 
d. Basic material costs 
Because of  the  constant prices at thicknebses from 1 t o  5 mil. we .is\uine that ,  thc' I mil Kapton is 
being produced at  "mature" industry rates .inti further assume a rritrr o f  >lo6 #'s,'yt.:ir. 
6 A w n i n g  the  I mil production r i t e  is the boltom end of t h e  production plateau rtgion at  10 X's,' 
year and a production volume parameter of  0.7 then the volume produced'yedr for (he 0 .5  mil p 
s I IS,!# is - I 04# 
Kapton case conclusion: 
The basic material cost is - S lo :#  and the hasic rlln cobt is ' C ' 0  #. 
The prices quoted for 0.3 and 0.5 mil Kapton are clearly .i consequence of run s ~ z e .  
The cost of  0.3 mil of Kapton film in quantittrr\ of loh o r  more ?'\.pear will not ex~:ed 
- S2S;s. 
Example St: 120 CM ARGON 10h' THRUSTER 
Shown in F~gurrr 3.7-lOis a sketclc of  tlie 120 cm diameter ion thruster assumed in transportation 
analys~s of SPS self-power t o  GEO. An estimatt. was made uslng the hierarchical approach. 
I. Prototype to:  
2 .  Standard hour at  Aerospace production rates then to: 
4 3. Mat1 re industry costs a t  10-20 x 10 units per year. 
Figure 3.7- 
1- BAFFLE 
KEEPERS 
NOTE: FLOW CONTROL VALVE. ISOLATOR 
AND NEUTRALIHR(Sl NOT SHOWN 
- 
-1 0 1 20 cm Argon Ion Thruster 
The analysis proceeds as follows: 
1. 30 cm Prototype cost 
2. Prototype factor (1 - 5 )  first unit 
3. (a) First unit assembly cost (75%) 
(b) First unit fabriaction cost (25%) 
4. (a) 1024th Unit assembly on 80% LC 
(b) 1024th Unit fabrication = assembly 1024th' 
5. Total cost 1024th unit 
6. Change + O/S removal (0.40) 
7. 30 cm thruster mass 
8. 1 20 cm thrust CER 
9. I20 cm thrust mass 
10. 120 cm thrust cost (Aerospace production rates) 
1 1. Production rate cost factor estimate 
12. Unit cost "mature industry" production rate 10-?0,00O/year 
3.7.4 Silicon Solar Cell Costs 
Silicon solar cell cost estimates were analyzed in tbree ways: (1) Mature industry projection: (2)  
Review of manufacturer's projections; (3) Energy cost check and production methods projection: 
Mature Industry Projection-Figure 3.7-9 shows the functional relationsh~p between $/year ior the 
industry and pounds of material processed per year in the industry. Line 1 is for the ores and min- 
cral extraction industry. Line 2 is fcr tlie primary metals industry (excluding "precious" metals). 
Note that the data for some 20 or  so industries, from which line 2 was derived. yielded a correla- 
tion coefficient of 0.89. A good fit. The correlation coefficient is a measure of the quality of the tit 
of data to  tne calculated equation. 
In using this to  predict silicon cell costs we calculated the amount of bulk quartzite needed to pro- 
duce the required amount of mono crystal siIicon required f ~ :  a specific satellite-judge the ore 
cost, "metal" cost, and volumc, and a value added factor tcl yield a so!ar cell blanket. 
The results are as follows: 
#'s/YEAR BULK = 1.33 X :@kg 
(2.93 X lo8#) 
#'s/YEAR FINISHED = 1.7 X 107kg 
(3.7 x lo7#) 
$'s/YEAR BULK ' s 10' 
$'s/YEAR FINISHED $ lo8 
VALUE ADDED factor of 20 
For approximately 10 CW delivered power we will need t o  process 133 million kilograms of blrlk 
quartzite at a cost of 1 o7 dollars to obtain 17 million kilograms of semiconductor giade silicon at 
a cost of $ lo8  whi* when finished into the solar cell blanket will cost about $2 X lo9  for a satel- 
lite. 
We originally said that the cells would cost 10-20 centslwatts for the i>ower delivered to the on 
board power distribution system. 
Manufacturer Projectioas-RCA projects 20 cents/watt f ~ r  a scenario as follows: 
Three p e o ~ l e  + machines = 4000 cells per hour 
80% Yield for IUN imp!an:ation 
Project 20 cents per watt for material and expense 
Serni-annu. 1 review meeting silicon technology progranrs ERDA, Jan., 1377 
Motorola's prediction based on the program variables below is 13 centslwatts: 
No new processes, 15% cell efficiency 
Dedicated factory produces 500 MW per year 
Equipment depreciated in 7 years. buildings in 40 years 
Work 22.5 hourr: per day. $40 days per ).car. use 2.5 cents. KWH power 
Advancxd ION im~Janter  
Used learning curve from semiconduitor experience 
Predict 13 cents per watt 
Semi-Annual Review Meeting Silicon Technology Programs ERDA, Jan.. 1977 
Texv  instruments projects 26 cents: watt reducing to approximately 1 1  centsi watt with learning 
Dzmonstrate try 1982 all processes for 1985 manufaduring plant 
13.57 22U. textured. 0.2 to  0.3 p!! junction depth 
Additive processes instead oi etching and gr~nd!ng 
Only singleiqstal s~licwn 
Avoid costl) Ag. Yt. Au for Backside Mztalization 
Cost: $0.2559 per watt. '5 .31;  \ leld 
Expected Experience X 0.-5 without IWW imentions 
0 .  I -7J3 per watt 
Semi-Annual Rev~ewing Meeting 
S~licon Technology Programs 
ERDA. Jan.. 1977 
GE Estimate High Voltage Production Silicon Ceil Coats-And G.E.. is now projecting 17 t o  20 
centstwatt for LEO manufacture: 
LEO MANUFACTURE 
CELL EFFICIENCY 
ANNEALING 
COST 
MATERIALS 6.8 CENTSIW 
FACI' i TY (INCLUDES POWER) 9-10 CENTS/%' 
TRANSPORT ( S  1OIlb) 2 CENTSW 
TOTAL 1 7-20 CEh'mrW 
Eneqy Cost and Production Methods-Solar cells are very energy intensive. Presented in Figure 
3.7-1 1 are energy costs in kilowatt hours per kilogram of  cells. The energy payback for solor cells 
as a function of this energy cost is also shown on two scales. These scales show SPS and ground 
applications. Pricing the energy at 4 0  mills per kilowatt hour. the actual ~mst  of the energy is shown 
on theoutside scale. 
The main reason today's cells are so intensive is that yields are very poor. Most of the silicon. in 
which a great deal of energy is invested. ends up as waste (saw filings and trimming). Continuous 
processes can probably reach a yield range of 60% :o 80%. making the payback wry attractive. 
Energy cost is a basic factor in the cost of  solar cells. like materials cost in building hardware. If the 
energy cost is below 10 centslwatt one might be reasonably confident that cells in the 29 centslwatt 
range. made bb a continuous prduct ion process, would be possible. 
Figure 3.7-1 i -ompares today's process with a probable mature industry process. The mature indus- 
try projection is as fol'-ws: 
Step 1 : Bulk quartzite - met. grade silicon. The requirement t o  handle 100 - 200,000 tons annu- 
ally is easily met. Mining companies, quarries, construction outfits, routinely handle 
much greater quantities than this. 
Fsure 3.7-1 1 Energy Costs and Payback for Silicon Solar Celh 
SPSn 
tQlbllA#)R STEPS 
8LAIV# 
ARC MAWFACTURE R E M W  GROllTH 
SLlCllrlG OICE 
Figure 3.7-1 2 Silicon Solar Cell Manufacture 
Step 2: Silalv production, etc. This step resembles a petroleum refining process or other closed- 
cycle chemical and distillation process. It is amenable to and demands a highly automated 
closed cycle, hands-off process. The costs incurred here, where the silicon is processed to 
6- or -' nines pure. are mainly energy. procxss, and facility utilization costs. 
Step 3: Silicon monocrystal production 
a. Silicon - Ribbon: 
This is a conceptual apjroach to a totally integrated system. A comment made by 
Dr. Handy of Motorola is rekvant. when asked if he would or c-yld respond to a 
request to deliver one dollar per squaw foot silicon cells. His answer was. "Maybe 
not one dollar. but three to  five is possible." 
The capillary dies used contribute to the impurity levels in the silicon monocrystal 
ribbon at present. This is not an insurmountable problem, but will require work, 
time and money. before this method is usable for mass production. 
The maximum size of a unit cell for the Cmchralski pull process appears to be about 
10 X 10 cm. This size limitation would appear to rule out this method for any rea- 
sonable productim quantity and probably will exclude this method for production 
quantities of I00 ( ~ r n ) ~  per year. 
Step 4: Silicon cell. unit fabrication 
The preparation of the silicon monocrystal sheet or other to solar cells will be similar 
regardless of the previous s t e p  This can be a hlghly automated system and. for mass pro- 
duction. the principa! costs will be incurred because of process demands and facility 
utilization - not labor. 
Step 5: Solar cell pand assembly and test 
The panei slze - cell slze opt~m~zation will be a function of x\t.ral things; unit size. panel 
size. end use (space or terrestrial). power levels. etc.. all will contribute to the cost. 
Test costs will be a functional quality and process control, end use and automation. 
This will be the most intensive labor area. 
3.7.5 Aerospl~oe Historical Cost Estimating 
Aerospace iwsb estimating employs iwmlatiolrs between historical physical characteristics of sys- 
tems and coat experienced on those systems. These iwrrrlations a n  usually developed ,it the subsys- 
tems or  component level. The Boeing Parametric Cost Model (PCM) has proven to  be a particularly 
effective model of this type. Its basic estimating units are manhours (rates are used to  convert to  
dollars) and it includes functional correlations to develop reiults in terms of des~gn hours. develop- 
ment shop. software engineering. basic manufrtcturing. quality control. etc. Cost estimating algon- 
thms include cost estimating relationships. use of factors. summing of lower level elements. direct 
input of hours or dollars. hardware off-the-shelf or modified off-the-shelf considerations, complex- 
ity. and subelement learning for systems with repetitive subelements. 
CER's used in the SPS effort are plotted in Figure 3.7-1 3. DDT&E and theoretical fint unit (TFU) 
estimates were developed for the reference silicon photovoltaic and Brayton thermal engine systems 
as updated by the study activity. Results are shown in Tables 3.7-1 and 3.7-2 for the thermal engine 
and photovoltaic systems. Relatively little effort was devoted t o  rc\;:wing the DDT&E figures; the 
primary intent was to  develop first unit estimates that could be compared with the mature industry 
results discussed below. As a gvn:3e to reading the tables. note iten1 9 ("20 Metre") or  the first page. 
This is an element of the structure. The unit co t2d is 5000 Ib mass. Item 9 is sub to. i.e.. added 
into. item & -'Beaa~s" which is in turn added into item 6 for the total structure cstimate. Est~mating 
is by CER, #2 for DDT&E and #36 for TFU. The blend factor = I  indicates that the estimated value 
is equal to  ( I times) the CER prediction. Support hours are deribed from CER.s $28 and ~ 5 4 .  This 
rlcment is a new item ( 0 5  off-the-shelf. 0 9  mod). there are 2 15 of them in the SPS first unit and an 
855  learning curve is used. 
3.7.6 Mature Industry Estimates 
The mature industry estimating concept wcis discussed in section 3.7.3. For thr' Part I acti\ity. 
mature industry estimating used cost factors in dollars per kg representative of current large-scale 
production of hardware that is wmparable to the SPS item in terms of materials used and complcx- 
ity. Projections were necessary for solar cells and graphite composites where prexntday mature 
industry analogs are not available. The discussion following begins with the pho:ovoltaic system. 
then describes the thermal engine system, and concludes with some comparisons. 
3.7.6.1 Photovoltaic System Cost 
For the photovoltaic satellite, the costing was done to  level 5 of the hardware WBS. The m~dterm 
mass statement was used. Level 3 is the satellite level and level 4 the major subsystems. The WBS is 
summarized in Table 3.7-3. 
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Table 3.7-3 Al.O1.O1 Photovoltaic Satellite. CR = 2.0. Si 
NAME 
OHOtOVOLTAK: SATELLIE 
IIIIIILTIfLE/COMMON USE EQUIP 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 
m L  SYSTEMS 
~ U N I C A T I O N / D A T A  SYSTEMS 
MECHAMICAL SYSTWS 
ENERGY COLLECTION SYSTEtAS 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
KWTW REFLECTOR SHEETS 
SHEET TENSION TIES 
ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM 
aJPPORT STRUCTURE 
SOCAR CELL BLANKET 
AHMlEALlMG MACHINES 
FOWER OlSTRlBUTlON SYSTEM 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
POWER BUSES 
Dl-NECTS 
IN-LINE SWITCH GEAR 
ROTARY JOINT 
#)VIER TRANShllSSIOM SYSTEM 
Table 3.74 A101 01 Photovoltaic Satellite 
AlOl101 9, .~~fOVOLTAIC 
~10loloo ~ ~ ~ P L L / C O N ~ ~ ~ O N  
AlQIOl01 ENERGY COLLECTION 
AlOlOlOQ ENERGY CONVERSION 
AlOlolO3 QOWER DISTRIBUTION 
AlOlOlO4 #)WER T LNSMISSlOhl 
Silicon photovoltaic ~ w s t  results are sum~i ia r~zzd  in Table 3 7-1 and Figure 3.7-14. Note that the 
largest cost driver appears t o  be the MPTS ior w h ~ c h  we used tlic J .K baseline 01' 2 963 billion. 
The pnlliipal costs are associated wrth tile solar cell blanket and the n e l t  largest cost drlver 1s the 
ti~ultiple'comnion use systems which includes the primary structure. 
The next set of  tables clnd figurc's (Tables 3 7-5 through 3 7-8 and Figures 3.7-1 5 through 3.7-18) 
provide cost breakouts o f  the  niajor systems. First. A 10 10 100. rnult~ple common ecluipment. 
(Table 3.7-5 and F:gurt. 3.7-15) which includts. 
Primar) structure 
Satellite control systems 
Satellite cwniniunication,'data systems and 
Mzchanlcal systems 
The cost cstimdting relati,' 1 -  are shown in millioi~s of  dollars per metric ton .  
Thc primary structure 1s the major ~ t e m  (80+5)  and control systems next at  about I h';  
The c'nt'rgy collection s>steni is su~nmari/ed ~n Table 3 '-6 41iJ Figurc -?.?-It>. It is app~rentl!  the 
lowest ios t  S) 'C~ZIII  in the  set. Kapton reflector sheets at  55.5 Kp ;4>nilnatc the ;o\t (90+'.; 1. 
The energy conversion system (Table 3.7-7 and Figure 3.7-1 - ,  11.1s rcall) on]! one enr11 the 3olar 
cell blanket The ,upport structure entry is a token entry onik I he cell hlankct ;osts were calcu- 
lated ,. . 2 the "tndturc industry" data \how11 car l~er  w11t.r~ thc volurne of niono c r > s t ~ l  r111con 
necded per satellite was taken as the production volunie. I l i ~ >  tr 3 net cost of  about SZh Kg for the 
blanket. 
The o n  board power d~srribution s ls tcm accept3 17 3 CW t o  delr\t.r) 15.9 CW t o  the M~crowa\e  
Power Transmission system. The largest .o\t  driver here appears to  be tiit in-l~nc s \ \ ~ t ~ h  gear. The 
next largest driver is the  power busts Kcsults are summarized In T ~ b l e  3 7-8 and Figure 3 '-18. 
The "shoulJ-cost" numbers for the mIcruu,lve power transmiss~on 5 )  \tern used the  JSC baseline 
cost number o f  last summer (JSC-11568. Aug. 76) .  Since the s>stem is common t o  both the  Bray- 
ton and Photovoltaic system. n o  new "should-cost" numhcr5 were gi~rierated for t h ~ s  part of the 
stud! 
3.7.6.2 Thcmial Engine System Cost 
The next set of d ~ t a  rclates tile " s I ~ o ~ l d - c ~ ~ t "  >tor) for the Brayton cyclc s)\ tem As sccn ~n Tablc 
3.7-9. N C  were forced lower In the WBS ( t o  Ic\t,l h )  111 order to  track the rnJjor coct dr~vers  The sy\- 
tern costed here was based o n  a 16-module satellite The top  level c w t s  are presented In Tablc 
3 7-10 dnci Figure 3.7-1 9. 
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F i  3.7-14 A1.O1.O1 Photovol*Ac Satellite 
Table 3.7-5 A1 -01 .O1 Photovoltaic Satellite 
WBS lYAllM CUI MASg DOLLARS 
. UUT) - (MILLIONS) 
~lmn.0o M U L ~ P L ~ M M O N  USE EQUIP X IS354 w 
Alk1.Ol.W.00 PRIMARY STRUCTURE mS 14970 -4 
A1a1 .Ol.00.01 CONTROL SYSTEMS Am 340 14B.6 
. Al.Ol.Ol.00.02 COMMUNICATIONMA SYWEMS .- I 14 
Al.@lJ01.00.03 MECHANICAL SYSTWS m 4D 8.8 
D 1 80-20689-3 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 
PRIMARY STRUCTURE 82x4 
Fiure 3.7-1 5 A1 .O1 .O1 Photovoltaic Satellite A1.O1.O1.OO Multiple/Common Use Equipment 983.5 
D 180-20689-3 
Table 3.76 A1 .O1 .O1 Photovoltaic Satellite 
CER MASS DOLLARS 
W) (MICLIONS) 
~1m.01m ENERGY COLLECTION SYSTEMS X 3197 1788 
Al.Ol.Ol.Ol.00 SUPPORT STRUCTURE am aW, 91.6 
Al.Ol~.01.02 SHEET TENSION n E S  am 10 0.6 
F i r e  3.7-16 A 1 .O1 .O1 Photovoltaic Satellite A1.01.01 .O1 Enegy Collection System 175.8 
248 
D 180-20689-3 
Table 3.7-7 A 1 .O1 .O1 Photovoltaic Satellite 
WBS #AM€ CER M" SS 
(nm) 
Al.Ol.01.02 ENERGY .CONVERSION SYSTEM x 37962 
A1.01.01.0200 SUPPORT STRUCTURE 1)56 10 
A1~.01.02.01 SOLAR CELL BLANKET CALC. 37952 
A1.01.M.0202 ANNEALING MACHINES o - 
DOLLARS 
(MILLIONS) 
Figure 3.7-17 A1.O1 .O1 Photovoltaic Satellite A1.O1.O1 .O1 Energy Conversion System 21 14.6 
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WBS NAME 
D 1 80-20689-3 
Table 3.78 A1 01 Of Photovoltaic Satellite 
CER MASS 
rn) 
A1.01.01.03.00 SUPPORT STRUCTURE .oSS 10 
A~.01.61.03'01 mwER BUSES 
A 1 1  DISCONNECTS 
AlA1.01.03.03 IN-LINE SWITCH GEAR A31 3W 
A1.01.01.03.04 ROTARY JOINT X X - 
OOLLARS 
(MILLIONS)' 
Fiiure 3.7-1 8 A1 .O1 .O1 Photovoltaic Satellite A 1 .O1 .01.03 Power Distniution System 1 85.8 
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Table 3.7-9 WBS Thermal Engine Satellite 
THERMAL ENGINE SATELUR 
MULTIPLVOMMON USE 
?RIMARY STRUCTURE 
CONTROL 8VgtEMI 
COMMUHICATIONIDATA 
~ ~ N I C A L  SYSTEMS ' 
ENERGY COLLECTION S Y S t W S  
L\IPPORT SlRUefURE 
c m  
m m R E  
KARoN REFLECTORS 
TEWUXU nEs 
FACET AIMING AND CONTROL 
STRUCTURE 
8oLI\RCELLb B BRIDGE 
LWKC(Ct 
B)*IRALLK: DRIVE * 
ENERGY CONvERSlON SYsrEM. 
m R T  8TRUCTURE 
CAVITY ABSORBER 
SlRUCTURE 
PANELS 
MEAT ABSORBER 
THERMAL ENGINE SYSTEM 
W T  STRUCTURE 
-INES. ET A L  
REeUPERAtORCOOLER 
MEAT REJECTION SYSTEM 
STRUCTURE 
DUCtlffi 
RmK 
lUDUTOR PANELS 
M K  
M R  D1STRIBmION SYSl'EM 
SUPPORT S R W R E  
POWER BUSES 
IN-LINE SWITCH GEAR 
MlTARY X)IW 
COWER TRANSMISSION S Y M  
Table 3.7-10 D10lOl Thermal Engine Satellite 
NAME 
THERMAL ENGINE SAT ELLIT E 7 W H  
MULTIPLE/COMMON 3l 10 
ENERGY COLLECTION 4206 
ENERGY CONVERSION 633s 
POWER OlSTRlBUTlON 3781 
POWER T RANSMISSION Is000 
TRANSMISSION 
W E R  DISTRIBUTION llLO f 
Figure 3.7-1 9 B 1 .O1 .O1 Thermal Engine Sate!li te 
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Again the MPTS dornlnates. with the energy conversion system second. The masses of the system 
are shown. This system was heavier (79 481 MT vs. 74 874 MT) than the photovoltaic, but less 
costly (6037 6. 6423) million for the production cost. 
Table 3.7-1 1 and Figure 3.7-20 summarm results for the multipk/common system. The primary 
stnrctulv mass was 31 10 MT and the cost at -055 million dollars per metric ton was 150 2 million. 
Again the control. commjdata. and mechanical systems were those used for the photovoltaic 
system. 
For the energy collection system of thermal satellite. the largest cost driven are the facets within 
which the structure cost at 154 million is the larpest. as summarized in Table 3.7-1 2 and Figure 
3.7-21. 
The princ~pal cost accumulating area is the energy conversion system within which the cavity 
absorbers at 1.126 billion and heat rejecti0.1 system at 863.3 million dominate. 
Note that the . a t  of 64 power generation units has been estimated at j u t  over 4 million each. 
Energy conversion system results are summarized in Table 3-7-13 and Figure 3.7-22. 
For the power distribution svstem (Tabk 3.7-14 and Figure 3.2-23) the cost of in-line switch gear is 
somewhat smaller. wh3e the power bus cost has inaeased slightly with respect to the photovoltaic 
system. 
The "shouldcost" for the power distribution system places it at the bottom of the cost driwrs so 
far as priority is concerned. 
For the MPTS system the JSC kalucs were also used in estimating thermal engine SPS costs. This is 
an area where considerable effort will be spent during Part I1 of the study. 
3.7.6.3 Comparison and Summary 
Summa~izing the preceding wts of data. the reference photovoltaic and the Brayton s.-stem acquisi- 
tion costs including DDTE, Production. and Installation are compared in Figurr 3.7-24. The DDTE 
costs should be comparable on a per satellite basis. 
The production costs discussed in the matuip industry section show a small delta in favor of Bray- 
ton whi : the installation costs (wi.tch iccivd;. ,-stirnates of construclion base, LEO and CEO assem- 
bly. and transport costs) bring the totals for LEO assembly to 11,409 billion for the Brayton and 
1 1 .S 12 for the reference silicon system. The cost delta is insignificant and overriden by probable 
error for the sho~ildcost numbers. 
D 180-20689-3 
Table 3.7-1 1 BI .O1.01 Thermsl Engine Satellite 
Figure 3.7-20 B 1.01 .O1 Thermal Engine Satellite 81 .O1 .01.00 Multiple/Common Use Equipment 3 1 7.4 
'r 254 
Table 3.7-1 2 B1.O1.O1 Themal Engine Satellite 
ERIEROY COLCECTiON SYSTEW 
m R T  STRUCTURE 
FACETS 
STROCTURE 
KAPiOM REFLECTORS 
rr#S#)N TIES 
FACET AWING AND COWROC 
STRUCTURE 
SOLAR CELL AN0 BRlOGE 
LOGIC cm 
6wETAUICMIlM 
CER M A S  DOLLARS 
m r u w  
Figure 3-7-21 BI.01 .OI Thermal Engine Satellite Bl.Ol.3l.Ol Energy Collection System 278.2 
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Tabk 3.7-1 3 Bl .O1 .O1 lhennal E n g k  Satellite 
ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTElW 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
CAVITY ABSORBER 
STRUCTURE 
PANELS 
HEAT ABSORBER 
THERMAL ENGINE =STEM 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
TURBO-MACHINES, €1 AL. 
RECUPERATORGOOLER 
HEAT REJECTION SYSTEM 
STRUCTURE 
OUCTlffi 
PUMPS 
RADIATOR PANELS 
NAK 
Figure 3.7-22 81 .O1 .O1 Thermal Engine Satellite B1.01 .01.02 Energy Co~*iersion Systzm 2372.6 
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8181.Olm POlllLR O ~ I ~  SVSEM 
81mmmbo m R T  STRWrrURE 
mmm.om1 POmRRllsEs 
mmm.om2 D I S C O M W ~  
ewuj1mm IWLINE tWWllCH GEAR 
el.inmm.04 WARY JOINT 
Figure 3.7-23 B 1.01.01 Thennal Engine Satellite B 1.01.01.03 Power Distniution System 1 1 5.8 
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Figure 3.7-24 Acqukiitin~l Cost. L LO -ts\embl! 
In considering life cycle costs over a 30-year lifetime. the acquisition cast will probably be over- 
shadowed by operations and support (OdrS) costs. as suggested by Figure 3.7-25. The O&S costs for 
power systems have historically been 5 0 %  of gross revenue with the majority of these costs incurred 
in the distribution system. The staff hierichy built up in support of the system will probably domi- 
nate the O&S costs. To what extent historical relationships cm be extrapolated t o  SPS is question- 
able. The operational cwsts are certainly functionally dependent on the availability required. MTBF. 
mean time to  repair and mean logistics delay time. 
The "willcost" (aerospace PCM) and "shouldcost" (matureindubtry) estimates are compared in 
the next four figures. First. the Brayton system in Figure 3.7-26. 
The ". illcost" numben on the ieit presume business as usual w~thout  cons~deratron ot des~gn-to- 
cost or  its equivalent. The first unit cost. under standard aerospace management and estimating. will 
be 10.605 billion. The average cost using an 85G improvement curve will be 8.788 billion. 
The should cost number is 3.034 billion. Both numbers exclude the MPTS value. The significant 
item here is that the relative distribution of costs is :he same by major system and the should cost 
number is - 40'; of the average cost. 
The relatively greater share of cmst occupied by multipleicommon in the PCM is in part due to a 
difference in handling of structure. The PCM analysis considered primaw and secondary structure as 
multiple~common. The mature industry analysis included wcondary structure In the related 
subsystems. 
Similarly. for the photovoltaic satellite a comparison of "aerospace costing'' and mature industry 
(Figure 3.7-27) shows that (on the left) TFU (typical aerospace) w~l l  bc 18.97 billion. with an 
average (over I 12 units on 85% IC) 8.09 billion while the "should cost" mature industr) number 1s 
3.46 billion-again - 4m of the aerospace value. 
Figures 3.7-28 and 3 .729  show the mature industry estimates as percent of aerospace TFU for the 
total SPS and for the level 4 major subsystems. 
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Figure 3.7-28 Aerospace vs Mature Industry Costing Thermal Satellite Production Cost 
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Figure 3.7-29 Aerospace vs Mature Industry Costing Photovoltaic Satellite Production Cost 
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3.8 RADIATION ENVIRONMENT AND EFFECTS STUDIES 
Radiation analyses were conducted to  s u p p ~ r t  analyses of SPS degrddation in the operational orbit 
and during low-thrust orbit transfers. A composite crew dose estimate for CEO was also developed. 
3.8.1 Environment Analyses 
Transfer Orbit Radiation Environment 
During transfer from low earth orbit (LEO) to  geosynchronous orbit (CEO), the SPS will be 
exposed to the trapped electron and proton fluxes in the most intense regionsot: the earth's radia- 
tion belts. The equatorial flux of trapped protons, as a function of energy and radius, is shown in 
Figure 3.8-1 taken from the AP-8 trapped proton environment. The relative intensity of high energy 
proton decreases with increasing altitude. The trapped electron flux, taken from the A E 4  and AE-5 
electron flux maps, is shown in Figure 3.8-2. Although only the electron flux above 0.5 MeV is 
shown, the tlectron energy spectrum also becomes softer (in high energy particles) with increasing 
altitude. The fluxes at 30° inclination are typically 2.3 times lower than the O0 inclination values. 
Both proton and electron flux maps are provided by the National Space Science Data Center by 
J .  Vette and co-workers. 
Transfer Orbit Proton & Electron Dose 
The trapped proton and electron dose resulting from a 180 day transfer orbit from 30° inclinatiog 
LEO to O0 inclination GEO is shown in Figure 3.8-3 and 3 .84 .  Spherical aluminum shielding is 
assumed in Figure 3.8-3 while Figure 3 . 8 4  shows both spherical and slab shielding values for the 
trapped proton. Bremsstrahlung from electrons is not included. The total doses are sufficien: to 
preclude manned oper~tion duri~ig the low altitude portion of the transfer. Electronic component 
radiation hardening requirements are implied at doses above 1 o3 rads. 
Solar & Transfer Orbit Proton Incident Fluence 
The integral proton spectrum incident on the Skd during a 180 day transfer fron; 3OC inclination, 
LEO to O0 inclination CEO is shown in Figure 3.8-5. The solar proton integn;~ pt,rton spectrum 
typical of an average year near solar maximum during solar cycle 21 is also given. Using the solar 
proton model of J .  King of NSSDC, the 30 year solar prcton fluence estimate that has a 90% pro- 
bability of not being exceeded is obtained by increasing the yearly fluence by a facto; of 75 In thc 
region of concern for solar cell degradation, the 180 day transfer orbit proton fluence exceeds the 
3 0  year 90% solar proton fluence by an order of magnitude. 
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Fiure 3.8-5 180 Day Transfer and Annual Solar Proton 
Geosynchronous Environment 
The composite total dose at synchronous altitude .shown in Figure 3.86 is the result of galactic cqs- 
mic rays. solar protons and trapped electrons. For a solar proton intensity cor-ssponding t o  three 
solar cycles similar to  cycle 2 1 , and with the 90% model of J . King. the solar proton dose is shown 
3 
to dominate over locg time periods between 1 and 10 gjcm- of aluminum. The electron dose wiU 
dominate below I glcm2. with the e lx t rcn  Bremsstrahlung important above 10 gjcrn2. The galactic 
proton dose provides a penetrating ;ow level radiation background. The high Z cosmi: rays present a 
separate radiation problem. one not dcu-ribed by the concept of absorbed dose. 
3.8.2 Degradation Analyses 
Reflector Degradation 
The reflector degradation during the transfer orbit is cdcuhted from Project ABLE data and the 
low energy proton fluence versus time depende*.ce durillg ascent. The degradat.on as a function of 
time is shown in F~gure 3.8-7 for three transfer orbits. 180.90 and 75 days. 
GEO Solar Proton Degradatior. 
The solar proton models developed by J. King are based on data taken at 10 MeV and greater. The 
extrapolation of this model to the lower energies of importance to  SPS can be based either on an 
exponential rigidiry model. as was done by JPL for the Halieys Comet mission or  3n a power law 
exprtssion as found by W. R. Webber and used for INTELSXT. These two methods leau to  impor- 
tance differences at the cover slip thicknesses of interest. We have uwd the cmsrrvative iir.gr;rdation 
values. but the importance of this assumption on solar cell d ,rddation is obvious. as is shown in 
Figure 3.8-8. 
Transfer Orbit Damage Gradients 
The displacement damage gradient ir, sillcon resulting from the transfer proton spec t r~m increases 
rapidly with decreasing cover slip thickness as is shown in Figure 3.8-9. As the solar cell degradation 
-7 
expressed in temis of I-MeV equivalent electrons CM-. follow this damage gradient clost.ly. it is 
dpparcnt that the abundant low energy protons encountered in the transfer orbit make zov:r slip 
thickness a vcry parametcr in determining solw cell dcgadatioli for I-onvention;! zritenon solar 
'.ells. 
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Figure 3.8-9 Transfer Proton Displacemeat Damage Gradient 
Transfer Orbit Solar Cell Degradation 
Parametric values of solar cell degradation are shown in Figure 3.8-10 for transfer orbit tlme and 
cover slip thickness assuming 6 mil nlp I0 ohm-cm cells. The conversion of displacentent damage to 
lMeV electron fluence was based on the results of NASA and AF funded studies of solar cell 
degradation which produced a reasonable calculational method for low energy proton degradation. 
Due to  the i:nportance of low energy protons damage for these cover slips, the degradation e t i -  
mates depend critically on the low energy proton damage evaluation method used. Exper~mental 
verification would be desirdbke for this environme~t. 
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